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PREFACE 
HIS short treatise was originally conceived as 

a contribution to  the  Royal Asiatic Society's 
Journal: its size induced the Council to publish i t  as 
a monograph, and my Lest tl~anlia are due to  the Council 
for this kind decision. I must also express my gratitude 
Lo Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, who was alway.. ready to 
help with her vast lrnowledge of Pali literature. Professor 
H. Jacobi kindly went through the proofs, and to 
him I am indebted for many a valuable suggestion. 
Dr. McGovern contributed some of the references to 
Chinese sources. But my deepest gratitude is due to 
Dr. I?. W. Thomas, who devoted much of liis plecious 
time to the revision of my work and to carrying it  
through the press. 

I n  transliteration I have usually not distinguished the 
guttural, etc., nasals, when occurring before the con- 
sonants of their respective classes. 



The central conception of Buddhism and the 
meaning of the term Dharma 

I N  a recent work Mrs. M. Geiger and Professor W. Geiger 
have made an attempt to solve the uncertainty which 

still prevails about the meaning of the term dhama.l They 
haw drawn up a concordance of almost every case where the 
word occurs in Pali canonical literature, and established a 
great variety of meanings. Among them there is, indeed, 
only one that really matters, that is the speciiically Buddhistic 
technical term d h a m .  The other significations which 
Buddhist literature shares with the Brahmanioal do not 
present any serious difficulty. About this meaning the authors 
rightly remark that it is a " central conception of the 
Buddhist doctrine which must be elucidated as far as 
possible ". They also contend that the method followed by 
them is " purely phiological ". This is also an indication 
of the limitations of their work, because the central con- 
ception of a highly complicated system, a conception which 
in its varied connotations includes almost the totality of the 
system, cannot be expected to be fully elucidated by 
" philological " methods only. We therefore propose, in 
addition to Mrs. and Professor Geiger's most ,valuable 
collections, to consider the matter from the philosophical 
standpoint, i.e. to give, with regard to this conception, 
a succinct account of the system in which it admittedly 
occupies the keystone position. Our chief source will 
be, not the Pali Canon, but, a later work, the Abhidliamta- 
koga of Vasubandh~.~ Althaugh late, it is professedly 

l Pali Dhumma, von &gdalene u. Wilhelm Geiger, Munich, 1921. 
A plan af an edition and translation of the whole work has been out- 

lined and pilrtlg carried through by the Bibliotheca Buddhica at Petrograd. 
There have appeared, (1) Abhidhammkop-kririkc3 and Bh&sya, Tibetan 
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2 THE CENTRAL CONCEPTION O F  BUDDHISM 

only a systematized exposition of a much earlier work- 
the Bbhidharma-dbZsci:-~Gtra, which, in its turn, is but 
a commentary on the abhidharma of the Sarvistividiu 
school. This school is one of the earliest, if not the earliest, 
of Buddhist sects. The question upon which it dissented and 
from which i t  received its name had a bearing on the essence 
of what was called a dharma, so that an exposition of its 
views will afford the best opportunity of examining the full 
connotation of this term.l It must be left to latcr investigation . 
to determine the points where Vasubandhu's exposition may 
be at  variance with the primitive doctrine; but, generally 
speaking, he seems to have rendered the original doctrine 
very faithfully. Since his age is about the same as that of the 
Pali c~mmentaries,~ the difference between him and the 

text, pt. i, edited b y  Professor Tb. Stoberbstsky, Petrograd, 1917; 
(2) Sphutrirthribhidbrnta-kop-vyrikhyri of Yapomitra, Smscrit text, 
pt. i, edited by S. LBvi and Th. Stoherbatsky, Petrograd, 1917. The 
second parts of both these works, Tibetan text edition by Professor Th. 
Stcherbatsky and Vyikhyl (Sanscrit) by Professor W. Wagihsra. of 
Tokyo, are being printed in the Bi6liotheca Buddhiea. An English trans- 
lation of the ninth (additional) part has been published by Professor 
Th. Stcherbatsky under the title " The Soul Theory of the Buddhists" in 
the  Bulletin de l'Acaddmie des Sciences de Russie, Petrograd, 1920 (pp. 823-54 
and 937-58). A review of the system has been published by the late 
Professor 0. Rosenberg, of Petrograd Universit,~, under the title Problems 
of Buddhist Philosophy, Petrograd, 1918 (in Russian). This scholar has 
also issued s n  index of Buddhist technical terms in Chinese and Japanese 
under the title An Introduction to the study of Bvddhismfrom Chinese and 
J a p n a e  Sources, Tokyo, 1917. Professor de la VdCe Poussin has 
published in Brussels a. French translation of the third part, and is now 
engaged in.printing a translation af the &st and second parts of the 
Abhidharma-koca. 

BesideMrs. and Prof. Geiger the question has been treated by Mrs. Rhys 
Davids, Bud. Pay. Ethics, xsxiii ; Walleser, Grundlage, 97-104 ; Wureu, 
Bgddhim i n  Translations, 116, 209; S. Z. Aung, Compendium, 179 n., 
254-9 ; S. LSvi, S?lt~ri2a?pkrira, 18, 21 ; I,. de la. VallBe'Poussin, hrotes suv 
les cmps du Bouddha, MuaCon, 1913, pp. 263, 287. The question has been 
put in tbe proper light and brilliantly treated by Professor 0. Rasenberg, 
Problems, chap. vi : but, since his workis writtenin Russian and inaccessible 
a t  prasent, some of his results are repeated here. 

The date of Vasubsndhu is not yet quite settled; of. the references 
in V. Smith, Early History, 3rd ed., pp. 328 ff. At  the end of chap. viii 
Vasubandhu remarks tha t  in his time the dgama had had an  existence of 
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pali sources is not so much one of time as of school. Nothing 
is more instructive than the study of the divergent views of 
different schools, since it allows us to watch the builders of 
the Buddhist doctrine at  work. 

The formula of the Buddhist Credo (ye dhnmmd, etc.)- 
which professedly, contains the shortest statement of the 
essence and the spirit of Buddhism l--declares that Buddha 
discovered the elements (dharnm8) of existence, their causal 
connexion, and a method to suppress their efficicncy for cvcr 
(nirodho). Vasubandhu makes a similar statement about the 
essence of the doctrine : it is a method of converting the 
elements of existence into a condition of rest, out of which 
they never will emerge a g a h z  From the first days of the 
Buddhist church the novices, before obtaining admittanoa 
into the order, went through a course of instruction in what 
may be termed the Buddhist catechism, i.e. an exposition of 
the elements (dharma) of existence and their different 
classifications into skandhas, Eyatanas, d h i t u ~ . ~  The same 
training was considered indispensable for the aspiring nuns.4 
These conditions have not changed down to the present day in 
all Buddhist countries. In  the whole of Mongolia and Tibet, 
in those parts of Siberia where Buddhism is spreading against 
the primitive Shamanism among the Tungnz tribes of 

1,000 (not 900) years, and the adhigama (=abhidharma) somewhat less than 
that.  That there v e r s  two Vasubmdhus is not " a guese with no solid 
basis"; the Kopa actually quotes the opinions of a uyiddMedryaVasubmdhu 
and rejects them (i, 13, Tibetan test, p. 23 ; cf. Yapomitra's comment). 
There remain the  dates of the Chinese transl&ions of the works of Asanga 
and Vwubandhu, which alone, if correct, would be sufficient evidence t o  
assign them t o  the fourth century. Otherwise one feels inclined to  bring 
Vasubandhu nearer t o  Dignlga, whose teacher he was. 
' Cf. Mahd.uagg.ga, i, 23. 

Ab. K., i, I, Tib. text, p. 3, 11. 12-13. 
Cf. Theragatlui, 1255 : 

l a s s r i h  vaeanap sutvd khandhe dyatanrini Co 

dhjtuyo ca viditt&m pabbuji?p anrigariyam. 
4 Cf. Geiger's references t o  Therigdthjs, op. oit., p. 65 ; the d7uitus there 

mentioned are probably the eighteen dluitus (not tbe six) ; a number of 
other divisions into dMtus are mentioned in the Bahu-dluituka-eatra, of. 
Ab. K., i, 27, Tib. text, p. 46. 
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Transbaikalia, in the governments of I r h t s k  and Astrachan, 
where it is maintaining itself against orthodox Christianity- 
everywhere it invariably proceeds by starting religious schools 
(chos-grva), where manuals similar to the Dhamma-sa~gani 
containing tables of dhamzus are carefully studied, in the 
Tibetan original with explanations in vernacular, by the young 
generation aspiring to be admitted to the order and to be 
gradually promoted to the higher ecclesiastical ranks. 
Scholars of Buddhism in Europe will do well to follow this 
example. 

A school of Buddhists which claims as its fundamental 
doctrine the principle that " everything exists " has very 
naturally been supposed to uphold some ldnd of realistic 
views.l Tradition a h s  that the question which gave 
rise to this sect had been discussed a t  the time of Buddha 
himself. If a division arises in a community with the result 
that some of its members are declared to be, or claim to be, 
realists, one would naturally be led to suppose that there 
were others who were non-realists, i.e. idealists of some kind. 
But, as a matter of fact, we do not meet with views dehitely 
idealistic, i.e. with the denial of the existence of external 
objects, until a comparatively late date. Considering, on the 
other hand, that these would-be realists, like all Buddhists, 
denied the existence of a soul or a personality (&?man, 
pudgala), our uncertsinty increases, and the suspicion arises 
that the battle between the Sarv%stividins and their opponents 
was fought on an altogether different plane, about a 
question which had little 6 do with our conceptions of 
realism and idealism.2 

So Takkakusu s.v. in Hastings' Encyclop~dia. Mr. S. Z. Aung and 
Mrs. C. Rhys Davids, Poimts of Controversy, p p  275-6, rightly observe tha t  
the question bears upon the existence of future and past dkrmas, but this 
does not mean tha t  " they believed in continued or immutable existence 
of everything". This would be drifting into SZnkhys. doctrine, against 
which Buddhist philosophers were alwaya uttering warnings ; of. Appendix I. 

a The Buddhists themselves ascribe the origin of their idealistic philosophy 
t o  Vasubandhu; of. my artiolein theMulupPon, 1906, ii. But this was evidently 
only a. revival of a tendency which, in a different form, was already revealed 
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The occasion upon which Rnddha himself is supposed to 
have put forward the watchword "everything exists " was 
a discussion with the Givikas, who flatly denied the influence 
of past deeds upon our destinies, since they were past and 
non-existent.' This sect upheld a kind of extreme determinism 
which served as excuse for moral incontinence ; it maintained 
that "all things are inalterably fixed. There is no cause, 
either proximate or remote, for the depravity of being, or . . . 
for its purity . . . There is no such thing as power or energy 
or human exertion. Everything that thinks, has senses, is 
procreated, and lives, is destitute of force, power or energy. 
Their varying conditions, a t  any time, are due to fate, to their 
environment and their own nature "."uddha's teaching, 
both in the moral domain and in ontology, was the reverse of 
this ; it maintained moral responsibility and at  the same time 
transformed all existing thmgs into a congeries of subtle 
energies (sal?ulkCra-samcha). When pressed to say what was 
meant by the words " everything exists ", he answered 
" everything exists means that the twelve ciyatanas exist ".3 

Now the twelve Zyatanas are merely one of the many 
classifications of the elements of existence of matter and mind. 
The Sarvistividin school admitted seventy-five such 
elements. These elements were called dharms. The full 
memirig of the term will emerge at  the end of this article ; 
in the works of A ~ v ~ g h o g a  and Nigajuna. A6. K .  bears witness that 
idealistic views were already diaoussed in the VibUgd-@stra; cf. i, 42, 
Tibetan text, p. 77, 10, and Yapomitra's comment. 

A6. K. ad v, 24; cf. Appendix I. 
Cf. R. Hoernle's article in Haetings' Encyclopmdia. 
This passage (flamyukfrigama, xiii, p. 16 (McGovern) ) cannot be traced 

in the Pali Canon. Evidently the  Theravidins suppressed i t  because 
i t  did not agree with their particular tenets. They socused the 
Vit~iputriyas of having suppressed the passages which ran againinst their 
views (floul Theory, p. 840), and evidently did themselves the same. But 
even in their ~chool  the word sabba seems to have been used rather like a 
teohnical term. It did not mean " everything", but every item of the 
Buddhist table of elements. This table wi~s  aupposed t o  be an " exhaustive 
division " : cf. Mrs. Rhys Dsvids, Buddhist Psychology, p. 41 ; Samyutta, 
iv, 15-27 ; Vimddhi-Magga, ch, xiv;  Warren, Buddhism in tramlation, 
P. 158 ; G. Grimm, Buddhismuq passim. 
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at  present we take it to mean an ultimate entity, the con- 
ception of which, in the domain of matter, excludes the reality 
of everything except sense-data, and in the field of mind, of 
everything except separate mental phenomena. We will begin 
by reviewing the different kinds of elements and their various 
classifications, and then proceed to determine what was the 
Buddhist conception of an element of existence. This will 
lead us to ascertain more precisely in what sense the older 
Buddhist doctrine may have a claim to be called a realistic 
system. 

11. SKANDHAS 
The simplest classification of all elements of existence 

is represented by a division into five groups of elements : 
(1) matter, (2) feelings, (3) ideas, (4) volitions and other 
faculties, and (5)  pure sensation or general consci~nsness.~ 
If we realize that the group of matter represents no other 
matter than sense-data, that a soul is excluded and replaced 
by feelings, ideas, volitions, and pure sensation, we cannot 
but be surprised that from under a cover of Oriental 
terminology an epitome of matter and mind emerges which 
very nearly approaches the standpoint of modern European 
science. 

Three of these groups, namely, feelings, ideas, and pure 
sensation, contain one element (dharma) each. They are, 
nevertheless, called groups because they include feelings, etc., 
as past, present, and future, proximate and remote, external 
and internal, morally pure or impure, etc.2 The group of 
matter includes ten elements, ten different varieties of sense- 
data.3 The group of volitions, etc., inclndes fifty-eight 
elements, various mental faculties and general  force^.^ 

The reasons for these renderings of the terms repa, vedami, samjlid, 
samskta, and vijiibna will be given later on. 

Ab. K., i, 20. 
a Ibid., i, 14. 
* All the sawzskbras except vedanb and samjlid, ibid., i, 15. The three 

eternal elements-asawkrta-are not included in the skandhnr, ibid., i, 22. 
Together with auij6apti-rlipu this will make wventy-five element8 in all. 
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The physical elements of a personality, including its outer 
world-the external objects-are represented in this 
classification by one item-matter; 1 the mental ones are 
distributed among the four others. 

For "Matter and Mind " the old, pre-Buddhistic term 
ndma-rGpa is used, where rGpa represents the elements of 
matter and ndma includes t,he four mental classes. 

Rut the most general division of all elements is into matter 
(rGpa), mind (citta-caitta), and forces (samskQva). The fourth 
group (samskdra-skandha), which inclodes mental faculties 
and genersl forces, is here split into two parts; the mental 
faculties are then united to all other mental groups, and are 
brought under the head of mind ; the general forces or energies 
receive a separate place (citta-viprayukta-sam~kdra).~ This 
threefold division is very popular and known in Mongolia 
and Tibet to every ~choolboy.~ 

111. HYATANAS 
A second, more detailed, classification of the elements is 

made with a view to a division into cognitive faculties and their 
objects. There are six cognitive faculties and six categories 
of corresponding objects. They make the twelve Qyatanas 
or " bases " of cognition, viz. :- 

I. Si r  intsrnal bases (adhyitrnn- 11. Six external besea (bbhya- 
dyatana) or rexptive faculties dyatana) or object3 (vipaya). 

(indriya). 
1. Sense of visim (cakgw-inllriya- 7. Colaur and shape (reppa-dya- 

bptanz). tena). 
2. Sense of audition (qrob-endriya- 8. Sound (qabda-byatam). 

dyatana). 

1 Among the physics1 elements there is one called avijeapti which 
broadly corresponds t o  what we might call the moral oharaoter of a peraon : 
for some speoial reasons i t  is entered by theSarvlstividins in their physical 
olass (rlipa), but other schools include i t  in mind (Ab. K., i, 11). I n  the 
riyztana m d  dluitlc clsssifioations i t  is included not inthe physioalitema, but 
in  the genera olass dharmdh, i.e. dyatana or dhdtu No. 12. k the following 
account we leave this special element unnoticed, cf. Appendix 11, under 
Matter. 

a Or a slightly differing fivefold division: rlipa, citte, caitla, 
v@r~yukla-sa?p9kbra, and nirvdna ; cf. Ab. K., ii, 22, and Appendix 11. 

lugs-~es-ldan-min-hdrc-byed. 
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3. Sense of smelling (ghrdwendriya- 9. Odour (gandha4yatana). 
ciyatana). 

4. Sense of taste (jihv-endriya- 10. Taste (rasa-dyatana). 
ayatana). 

5. Sense of touch (!uiyedriya- 11. Tangihles(spra+tauya.ciyatona). 
ciyatana). 

6. Fsoulty of the intellect or con- 12. Non-sensuousobjects(dharma- 
soiousness (mum-indriya- ciyalana or dhawnlh). 
dyatana). 

In  this classification the eleven first items correspond to 
eleven elements (dharma), each includmg one. The twelfth 
item contains all the remaining sixty-four elements, and it is 
therefore called dharma-dyatana or simply dharmdh, i.e. the 
remining elements. 

The term dyatam means " entrance " ( d y a q  tamti). It 
is an " entrance " for consciousness and mental phenomena 
(citta-caifiindm). Consciousness, i t  is stated, never arises 
alone, since it is pure sensation, without any content. I t  is 
always supported or "introduced" by two elements : a 
cognitive faculty and a corresponding objective element. 
These are the supporters or the "doors " (dvdm) for con- 
sciousness to appear. Visual consciousness (cak~ur-VijGna) 
arises in correlation (pat i tya)  with the sense of vision 
(cak8ur-idriya) and some colour (raps- ca). I n  the case of 
the sixth cognitive faculty (manas), consciousness itself, 
i.e. its preceding moment, acts as a faculty for apprehending 
non-sensuous objects. 

The trend of this classification, which is a characteristic 
feature of Buddhism from its very beginnings, is unmistakable. 
It intends to give a division of all objects of cognition into 
sense-objects and non-sensuous ones. The first are then 
divided into ten groups according to the five senses and their 
five objects, and the second (dhawna-iyayatana, or simply 
dharmdh), including every non-sensuous object, is left un- 
divided. There are six items corresponding to six cognitive 
faculties. Thus the twelve dyatanas, or " bases of cognition :, 
represent all elements of existence distributed withm six 
subjective and six corresponding objective items. Their 
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synonym is " cverything " (sarvam). When the principle 
" everything exists " is set forth i t  has the meaning that 
nothing but the twelve bases of cognition are existent. An 
object which cannot be viewed as a separate object of cognition 
or a separate faculty of cognition is unreal, as e.g. the soul, or 
the personality. Being a congeries of separate elements it is 
declared to be a name, and not a reality, not a dharm? 

IV. D H ~ T U S  

The division of the elements of existence into eighteen 
d&tus, although very similar-it represents, indeed, in its 
fmt twelve items a repetition of the former one-is taken 
from a quite different view-point. Buddhist philosophy is 
an analysis of separate elements, or forces, which unite in the 
production of one stream (santtina) of events. The 
unphilosophic mind of common people supposPs this stream 
to represent a personality or an individual (pzidgaab). Viewed 

b s  components of such a stream, the elements arc called dh6tus. 
Just as different metals (d&tus) might be extracted out of 
a mine, just so does the stream of an individual life reveal 
elements of eighteen different kinds (dhdtu = g o t ~ a ) . ~  I t  always 
includes six faculties (from cakgur-dhdtu up to mano-dhitu), 
six lddds of objective elements (from ?%pa-dhdtu up to dharm-  
d&tu), and six kinds of consciousness, beginning with visual 
con~ciousness, or visual sensation (cak,yur-vt$%a-dhdtu), and 
ending with consciousness purely mental, i.e. non-sensuous 
(maw-&j%na-d&tu). Thus, in addition to the twelve com- 
ponents corresponding to the twelve bases of cognition, we 
have :- 

I The right explanstion of the term ciyatana is given in 0. Rosenberg's 
Problems, p. 138 ff. The usual translation " sphere" ignores the 
fundamenturn diviaionia. S. Z. Aung, Compendium, p. 256, although con- 
taining the right suggestion, thinks it " might well be left untranslated ". 

" A6. K., i, 20. I t  may be noted that the number of component element6 
(tattvaa) of the rudimentary body in Sankbya is likewise eighteen. That 
the term dhritu has been borrowed from medical science, where it means 
element of the body, can hardly be doubted. 
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13. Visual cansoiousness (cak~r-uij7idna-dhdtu), 
14. Auditory ,. (qrotra-vifldna-dhitu). 
15. Olfactory ,, (gh~dw-vijiidna-dhitu). 
16. Gustatory ,, (jihvd-uijana-dhitu). 
17. Trotile ,, (Mya-vijlidna-dhdtu). 
18. Non-sensuous ,, (mano-vijlirina-dhdtu). 

Consciousness, which is but one element (dhawna), is split 
in this classification into seven items, since it enters into the 
composition of an individual life as a faculty (mano-dhdtu) 
and as six different kinds of sensations, differentiated by their 
origin, as from one of the senses, or from a purely mental 
non-sensuous source.l 

All these varieties of consciousness exist only in the ordinary 
plane of existence (kima-Dhdtu). In  higher worlds (rapa- 
Dhitu) sense-consciousness gradually disappears, in the 
immaterial worlds (arcpa-Dhdtu) only non-sensuous conscious- 
ness is left. A division of consCiousness into various kinds 
(dhdtu 13-18) is thus made necessary for the composition of 
formulas of elements corresponding to the denizens of various 
~ o r l d s . ~  

We will now proceed to consider the separate elements 
in the order of their most general classification into Matter, 
Mind, and Forces. 

Dhdtu is often defined just as dharma: sva.snohh~va-dhdr&t, or 
sua-lak~ana-dhriratLdt (of. S. Z. Aung, Compendium, p. 265 ff.), but this is 
only pertly correot, since the dhitu No. 12 include8 sixty-four dharmas, 
and the seven dhribus, No. ti m d  Nos. 13-18, correspond to one single 
dharma-the vijficinn (=manas=cittam). The definition in Ah. K., i, 20, 
is dhdtu=gotra. We can, accordingly, translate dhritu by " component ", 
" element ", or " class of elements ", just as the case may require. 

a When the three DI~dtusarementioned the term Dhdtu means world (loka) 
or plane of existence (auacara). It has nothing to do with the eighteen 
dhdtw. The worlds are divided into matsrb.1 (ripa-) and immaterial (mipa-) 
worlds, theformer again into worlds of carnal desire or defiled matter- 
kdma-(ripe)-Dhitu, and those of pure, or reduced, matter-(&&ma.) 
nipa-Dhbtu. I n  the kdma-Dhdtu life consists of eighteen components 
(dhdtua), in the ripa.DMtu of fourteen (excepted are Naa. 9-10 and 

15-16), in the aripa-Dhat~c of three (Nor. 6, 12, and 18). I n  ripa. and 
aripa-Dhdtus life is chsractarized by different degrees of perpetual trance 
(dhydna). Ordinary people o m  be tmnsferred into these higher regions 
of trmce either through being reborn in them (utpatti) or through an effort 
of transic meditation (samcipatti). 

V. MATTER 11 

V. ELEMENTS OF MATTER 

Matter (rcpa) or the physical elements (rcpino dharmib), 
which in the first classificati6n occupied one item 
(&pa-skandha), is otherwise distributed into ten items(Nos. 1-5 
and 7-11). The term riipa-iyatam is reserved for visible 
matter or, more precisely, the phenomenon of visibility alone, 
this being matter par excelklzce? The general characteristic 
of matter, or material elements, is impenetrability 
(sa-pratighatva), which is defined as the fact that space 
occupied by one of them cannot, a t  the same time, be 
occupied by another? 

The elements of visibility are divided into two main groups, 
colours and shapes. There are eight colours and twelve 
different shapes. Another theory reduces all colours to two, 
light and darkness. All other varieties of visibility are 
represented as differences of lines. The opposite view, 
namely, that colours alone are realities and shapes (samsthdna) 
represent copstructions of the mind (wGnasam, parikalpitam) 
(superimposed upon the difference of coloration as an 
interpretation of it), was favoured by the Sa~tr int ikas.~ 
A line, say a line drawn by the motion of the hand, being an 

1 Ab. K., i, 24. 
a The etymologid explannation is : rGpyccta iti rCpam, i.e. matter is 

what materislizes. Different meanings are then given of this materializing : 
pressure, p i n ,  disagpeartmee, or ohsnge. Thus matter is something tha t  
disappears. The real meaning is impenetrability (85-pratiyhatva), which 
is further vmiausly explained. Kumaralibha gives to the phenomenon of 
impenetrability an  ideslistio interpretation: " t h e  impossibility for the 
intellect t o  imagine the presenoe of two suob objeots ocoupying the asme 
spaoe" (ibid., Tibetan text, p. 50, 17 ff.). Professor 0. Rosenberg strongly 
objects t o  the interpretation of rzipa as matter. He maintains tha t  
Buddhism from its very outset viewed the phenomenal world as s n  illusion 
and relegated every reality to same transcendental world (cf. Problems, 
chap. x). He suggests "sense-elements" for riLpa. This would find a 

plsoe in an  idealistic system and would be supported by the above inter- 
pretation of Kumiralibha. But it  is, evidently, not the view adopted by 
the school of the Sarvistivldins. I t  is true that there is no other matter 
than sense-data. This should not prevent us, just as i t  does not prevent 
modern philosophers who favour the  same view, from using the term 
" matter"  for faots characterized by impenetrability. 
' Ab. K., i, 10, end Yap. oomment. 
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intimation of something (vzj'iiapti), is an element (raps-Warma) 
of length ; the line of the flight of a bird in the air is the same. 
They are interpreted as the apparitions of the element of 
length or of some colour, and all Buddhist matter must be 
conceived according to this pattern. They are material 
elements without any matter in them. 

A glance a t  the ten items corresponding to matter in the 
Zyatana-division will convince us that no other matter except 
sense-data is recognized. I t  is broadly divided into two 
categories, objective sense-data (visaya) constituting external 
objects, and sense?organs (indriya) conceived as a kind of 
translucent subtle matter which covers the body when it ie 
living. This division reminds us of the Sinkhya view that 
matter developed along two different lines, the one with 
predominance of the translucent intelligence-stuff (sattva) 
resulting in sense-organs, the other, with predominance 
of dead matter (tamas), resulting in sense-objects in their 
subtle (tan-mdtra) and gross CrnahEbhtita) forms. In  fact the 
concept of tan-mcitra comes very near to the Buddhist con- 
ception of an element of matter (rtipa-dharma). The 
fundamental difference between the two conceptions is that 
in the SBnkhya system these elements are modifications or 
appurtenances of an eternal substance. In  Buddhism they 
are mere sense-data without any substance. 

The translucent matter of the sense-organs (rtipa-pass) 
is very subtle ; i t  is like the shining of a jewel, it cannot be cut 
in two,% it cannot be burnt,3 it has no   eight,^ and i t  dis- 
appears without a residue at  death.5 It is, nevertheless, 

Ab. If., i, 10, Tib. text, p. 17. 
If a member, or all members, are chopped off the body, the senae-organ- 

matter is not out even in two parts, i.0. the parts that are cut off are 
senseless. The movements of a lizard's tail after i t  is knocked off the m a n  
body are explained not by the presence of thia life-matter (indriya), but 
by theintensification of the vayu element, i.e. it is a, lifeless process (Ab. K., 
i, 30, Tibetan text, p. 63, and Yap. comment). 

Ab. K., i, 36, Tib. text, p. 63, 13. Ibid. 
Ab. K., i, 37, and Ysp. comment: mrtmya amneurtteh. This is a 

point of anslogy with the lingn-pvarira of the SSnkhyas. 
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atomic, and is represented by five different kinds of atoms. 
The atoms of the organ of sight (caksur-indriya) cover in con- 
centric circles the eye-ball. The atoms of the organ of taste, 
or, more precisely, that matter which is supposed to convey 
the sensation of taste, covers in concentric semicircles the 
tongue. The atoms of the organ of touch (Ey-endriya) cover 
the whole body? The idea that all these different kinds of 
special matter are, indeed, the same translucent subtle stuff 
covering the whole living body and disappearing a t  death had 
also its advocates, who consequently reduced all senses to one, 
the sense of touch, but this did not h d  general acceptance. 
Being as subtle as the shining of a jewel, this matter cannot 
appear alone; i t  is supported by gross matter (mahdbhata); 
of which the eye-ball and flesh in general consist. 

The atoms of external matter are likewise divided into 
atoms of general, universal, or fundamental matter, and special 
atoms of colour-, sound-, tangibility-matter, etc. The 
fundamental elements are four in number; they are 
manifested by the facts of hardness or repulsion, cohesion 
br attraction, heat and m o t i ~ n . ~  Conventionally they are 
called earth, water, fire, qnd air; but it is specifled that these 
are only conventional appellations, and that in the name of 
the fourth general element (<raga) alone both the technical and 
the usual meanings coalesce, because the word %raw has both 
the significations of motion and air as well.3 The fact that the 
fourth element is motion is an indication of the trend of this 
division ; the general elements of matter, like all Buddhist 
elements, are more forces than substances. These four 
elements appear always together, always in equal proportion. 
There is as much element of heat in a blazing flame as there is 
in wood or in water, and vice versa, the difference is only in 
their inten~ity.~ The general elements of matter (mahdbhata) 

1 Ab. K., i, 44, Tibetan text, p. 84, 15 ff. 
Ab. K., i, 12. Ab. K., i, 13. 
e.g. tbe taotile sensation may have a different degree of intensity as 

the touoh hy a bunch of steelneedles ia  more intensely felt than the touch 
of a  painter'^ brush, although thequantity may be thessme. Theexistence 
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are brought under the head of tangibles (Zyatana No. 11). 
Since there is only a limited number of general manifestations 
of tangibility, therefore their number is four? There is, 
apparently, a distinction between the elements in themselves 
and their manifestations, because the four facts of resistance, 
attraction, heat, and motion are clearly called manifestations 
(Zaksaw) of the elements (dharma), which, accordingly, must 
be something different, somet'hing mysterious or trans- 
cendental, similar in this respect to the gunas of the Sinkhyas. 
The other five kinds of objective matter (Zyatanas Nos. 7-11) 
were not general, but special, corresponding to each of the 
five senses ; the tangibility-matter alone (ayatana No. 11) 
includes both the general (mahZhht~ta) and the special 
(hhautika) elements of matter.% They were also atomic, but 
could not appear independently without being combined 
with the fundamental ones, in the ratio of four atoms of 
primary matter to one of secondary. Thus the minimum 
number of atoms indispensable for their actual appearance in 
life was eight : four atoms of general materiality combined 
with each atom of colour, odour, taste, and secondary 
tangibility-matter (such as smoothness, coarseness, etc.). 
If the particular piece of matter resounded, atoms of sound 
were added and the combination consisted then of nine 
different atoms.s The combined atoms (sanghita-paramZnu) 
alone appear in phenomenal reality, the simple ones, or infra- 
atomic elements, presumably, were relegated to traus- 
cendental reality, in accordance with the general character 

of cohesiveness, i.e. oi the element "water" in a. flame, is proved by its 
keeping a shape; the presence of repulsion, i.e. of the element " earth ", 
in water, is proved by the fact of its supporting a ship, etc. (cf. Ab. K., 
ii, 22, and Yapom.). 

Ab. If., i, 35, Tibetan text, p. 61, 5 ff. 
,Ibid. 
The actual number of atoms in 8 sang7uita.paramci?zu will be much 

greater, since each atom of secondary (hhautika) matter needs a aat of four 
primmy stoms of its own, hut if d7uitus alone are reckoned the number will 
express the clesses (dhrite) of elements (dlmma) represented (cf. Ab. K.. 
ii, 22). 
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of a Buddhist element. This device made it an easy task for 
Buddhists to oppose the indivisibility of atoms.1 

In the Zyatana classification two items (Nos. 6 and 12) 
are devoted to the elements of mind (citta-eaitta-dharmEh, 
arapiizo dharmEh) and, according to the principle of this 
classification, they represent ' two correlative groups : a 
subjective one (indriya) and an objective one (+aya). 
The principle of externality of one element in regard to 
another, i.e. the idea of separate elements (pythag-dharma), is 
maintained in the field of mind just as in the field of 
matter. Mind is split into two chief parts. The sub- 
jective part, or mind viewed as a receptive faculty, 
is represented by one element called, indiscriminately, 
&a, vzj'ddna, or m a n a ~ . ~  It represents pure consciousness, 
or pure sensation, without any content. Its content is placed 
in the objective part which contains the definite sensation 
(sparp), feelings (vedami), ideas (safljfid), volitions (eetanci), 
and various other mental phenomena up to the number of 
forty-six separate elemenh3 So it is that feelings come to 
be viewed as objects of the mind, a posit,ion which, for other 
reasons, they likewise possess in the Siukhya syst,em. 
The category in which they are entered is called the 
(general) group of elements (dhavma-Zyatana) or simply " the 
elements " (dharmZh). As stated above, the first eleven 
"bases" contain one element (dharma) each, but this last 
one contains the remaining sixty-four elements of the list. 
Beside the forty-six mental phenomena it contains the 
fourteen elementary forces (tgprayukta-samskdra), the element 
of character (avijriapti) and the three eternal elements 
(asamskm) : among the latter is Nirvipa, the chief dharma. 

' Ab. K. ,  i; 43, Tibetan text, p. 83. 
a Ab. K.,  ii, 34. The same terms in the P d i  Canon, Sumgutla, ii, 94. 

The ThemvMa reckoned fifty-one. Cf. the fifty b7uivas of the Sinkhyas, 
some of them exhibiting an andogy with corresponding Buddhist caifta- 
dharm.  A full list of the fortysix caitta-dharnas is given below, App. 11. 
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For this reason the term " elements " (dharmdh) is a sufficient 
indication of this group, because the oiher categories, although 
also containing elements (dharmcih), have a special name each.l 
The common feature of all these elements is that they are 
apprehended by the intellect directly without any inter- 
mediate agency of the senses. In  the apprehension of sense- 
objects there is likewise participation by the intellect; but 
these d h a d h  are non-sensuous objects, t,hey are the exclusive 
domain of the receptive intellect, just as colour is the exclusive 
domain of the sense of visfon.2 The de6nition 'of receptive 
consciousness is pregnant : vij'iiaam pratio@aptih, i.e. " con- 
sciousness is an intimation, or awareness, in every single case " 
(of what is now present to the senses, or to the mind dire~t ly) .~ 
If an apprehension contains some, albeit quite indefinite, 
content, say some indefinite visual sensation, it will then 

1 Every dyatana is thus a dharmriyatana, but No. 12 ia dharm@tana 
par exoellence. Jus t  so is i t  tha t  the ten material dyatanas all include 
matter. They are, consequelitly, all of them, ripriyatanas. But only one 
of them-the visible element, dyatana No. 7-retains the name of 
ri&atana as itu speoial designation, because i t  represents the most 
characteristic and important among the elements of matter. Cf. Ah. K., 
i, 24, Tibetan text, p. 42, 17 ff. 

Prof. and Mrs. Gcig-~r, op. eit., p. 80, have established for thedharmrih 
in the technied sense the signification " the  empirical things ". Thin is 
an  example of the impotence of the "philological method" ! It has not 
escaped their attention that dharmdh is synonymous witL dharmdyatana 
and dharmadh&tu, in which Xirirvi?a is included (p. 83), whioh is anythiiig 
but empirical. The dharmdh are apprehended by manah (p. 81), but 
the emphasis is put on the fact tha t  they m e  apprehended withut the co- 
operation of the senaes. Everything is apprehended by r n ~ ? ~ ,  bnt the 
dharmrih are external with regard to manah; their plsoe in the system is 
among the s i r  s i ~ a y a ,  ss opposed t o  the six indriya, one of which, the sixth, 
is manah. Concerning the meaning of the terms "external" and 
" internal" some remarks will be made later on, pp. 58-9, when discussing the 
theory of cognition. 

3 Ab. K., i, 16. Cittam uijdndti, Asl., p. 42 = " is aware uariously " 
(M. Ting), must have the same import, if any. Cf. the Sinkhya dehi t ion  
of pmtyakga in Srinkhya-!&%kc% 5 : pratiui~ay-ridhyauasriyo drg.tam, where 
~ v e  have likewise the distributive -ti-, but vij%ina=tijliapttih, since i t  is 
in  the SLnkhya system represented by purwa (of. below, Theory of 
Copition, p. 63), is replaced by ndhyavas8ya-the fanotinn of the i n t m a l  
organ (synthesis). 
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t'he next degree, a real sensation ( sprga) . l  The 
definite perception (parichitti) of a colour will be an " idea " 
(sanjgd), but consciousness as the perceptive faculty is pure 
sensation. Although quite undifferentiated in itself, this pure 
sensation is, nevertheless, distinguished from the standpoint of 
its origin or, more precisely,'its environment, i.e. the elements 
by which its appearance is accompanied. From this point 
of view, as stated above, there is a set of six diierent kinds 
(dh i tu )  of consciousness, corresponding to a set of six receptive 
faculties and a set of six k i d s  of objects. We thus have six 
categories of consciousness (gad-vyfidna-kdydh), beginning with 
visual sensation or, more precisely, pure sensation arising in 
conuexion with some colour (caksur-vijfidna-dhdtu) and ending 
with consciousness accompanying a non-sensuous object 
(mano-vyEna-dhdtu) .  We have besides the same conscious- 
ness as a receptive faculty (dhdtu No. 6). As a receptive 
faculty mano-dhdtu is not different from consciousness arising 
in connexion with abstract objects (mano-.uzj'riCna-dhdtu) ; 
it is the same reality, the same dhamna. But for symmetrical 
arrangement it has been found necessary to have a set of 
three items for the purely mental elements, just as there is a 
threefold set of faculty, object, and sensation corresponding 
to each of the ~enses .~  The difference between consciousness 
as a receptive faculty and the same consciousness accom- 
panying an abstract object is then said to be a difference of 
time. Consciousness in the role corresponding to the place 
occupied in the system by the senses is the consciousness of 
the preceding moment? The Theravidins, evidently for the 
same purpose of symmetrical arrangement, introduced into 

1 Three d h ~ r m 9  are engaged when this kind of sensation, sometimes 
transletad r s  " oontsot ", iis produced : traydvdm sannipitah 8pvpah 
(tima? s a w a t i  phuso) : the consciousness (citta), the sense-organ, and 
the sense-object. Cf. below under theory of cognition. 

* Ab. K., i, 16, Tibetan text, p. 29, 1. 17. 
8 The mental phenomena (eaitta-dharma) also have their objeots ; they 

are sccording to Lhe current te rmhlogy sdlawbana, buL Lhey are themaelves 
cilaya snd not indviya (Ah. K., i, 34, of. Tibetan text, p. 49.1. 19). 

2 
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the system a " heart-stuff " (hdaya-vatthu) which supports 
the non-sensuous cognitions, just as the .other sense-stuffs 
"support " sense-cognitions. It occupies in the s y s t e ~  the 
place of the sixth organ (dyatam or dhdtu No. 6)? 

Although external in regard to one another, consciousness 
and mental phenomena (citta-cailta) were conceived as being in 
a closer, more intimate, connexion than other combining 
elements. Pure sensatioa (&&!a) could never appear in life 
in its true separate condition ; i t  was always accompanied 
by some secondary mental phenomena (caiua)? Among 
these mental phenomena (cairn-dharma) or faculties 
( s a m s k a )  three are especially conspicuous, namely, feelings 
(wdani),  ideas (sanjlid), and volitions (cekcnd). In  the 
classification into groups (shndha) they occupy three separate 
items, all the remaining ones being included together with the 
volitions in the sa?nsk&a-skandha. Feelmgs (vedand) are 
defined as emotions pleasant, unpleasant, or neutraLs Ideas 
(aan jk )  are defined as operations of abstract thought, as that. 
which "abstracts " (wEgrahawa) a common characteristic sign 
(nimitta) from the individual objeck4 Even the definite 
representation (parichitti) of a colour is brought under 
this head.4 It is exactly what in later Indian philosophy, 
Buddhist as well as Brahmanical, was understood by 
"definite" (sa-wikalpaka) cognition. Digngga and Dharmabirti 
introduced into Indian logic the distinction between pure 
sense knowledge, free from any operation of abstract 
thought (kalpanipodha), and definite cognition (sa- 
vikalpaka).5 It was then adopted by Uddyotakara and 

Cf. Mrs. C. Rhys Davids, B. Psych., pp. 32, 70. This heart-stuff had, 
presumably, as little to do with the actual heart as the cakgur-indriya-stuff 
with the actusl eye. Indian medical science assumed the esiatenee of a, 

subtle dMp-food-stuff rm a vehicle of mental processes. I t  is here called 
heart-stuff. 

a Ab. K., ii, 23. 
a Ab. K., i, 14. 
' Ihid 

Cf. the delinition of patyak+a in inn'yyd-bind* 1. 
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the whole' of the Nyiya-Vai~egika school? I t  now 
appears that Digniga was not the originator of this 
doctrine, he only adapted it to his system. From the 
very beginning Buddhism had established this difference : 
uzj'%na and its qmonyms citta, manah represent pure 
sensation, the same as the kalpawipo@a pratyaksa of 
Digniiga, and sanjiiii corresponds to definite ideas. Every 
construction (kalpawi), every abstraction (udgrahana),l every 
definite (parichinna) representation, such as blue and yellow, 
long and short, male and female, friend and enemy, happy 
and miserable-this is all brought under the head of ideas 
(sanjr?.d) as distinguished from vijGna = pure sensation. 

Volition (cetani) is dehed  as the mental effort that precedes 
action. I t  is an element or a force which enters in the com- 
position of a personal life (santzna). It must not be forgotten 
that, since there is no personality in the, Buddhist outlook 
of the universe, there certainly is no will in our sense, i.e. no 
personal will. There is a certain arrangement of elements, 
there is an element, or a force, or, still more precisely, the 
simple fact (dharma) that the elements are arranged in a certain 
way, according to certain laws. This fact is pointed to by the 
term oetaG. It " arranges " (sancetayati) the elements in 
" streams ", which simple folk deem to be personalities. It 
is synonymous with the law of moral causation (karma) 
and likewise with the force of vitality, the " Blan vital " 
(bhzuani, vikanli), which in the Buddhist system replaces any 
conscious agent, whether soul or God or even a conscious 
' Cf. NyQ&wirttika, patyakpa-8Btra. 

LTdgrahana is literally " abstraction ", kalpmi  " imsgimtion ", " oon- 
struotion ". It corresponds to the part taken in Kant's system by " pro- 
ductive imagination ", whereas t;ij%m, or the patyakp of Digniga, 
corresponds to " reine Siunlichkeit ". Cf. my Logic of later Buddhists 
(chapter on kalpand). 

To be derived from the root ci from which the Buddhists derive citla 
as well (Ash., p. 63); sancetayati is exactly, in form and meaning, the Russian 
sochetayeti; the PPli abhisalzdahati has the same import, cf. S. Z. Aung, 
Compendium, p. 235. 

1 Thedebition of hrma is cetand cetayitwi ca karatban, Ab. K., iv, 1 ff., 
the same as in Anguttam, iii, 416; of. Ebrs. C. Rhys Davids, B. Psych., p. 93. 
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human being.' A moment of this kind of will accompanies 
every conscious moment (citta). 

There are, on the whole, ten mental elements which accom- 
pany every conscious moment ; they are called the "general " 
mental  element^.^ There are ten others which are particularly 
" favourable " for progress towards the final appeasement of 
life ; they are faith, courage, equanimity, etc. Ten others 
have the contrary unfavourable or oppressive (klzsta) 
character. There we some others which have no definite 
moral character. All these mental elements are not general ; 
they accompany only some of the moments of consciousness, 
not all of them.3 

VII. FORCES 

The definitions of the will (cetani) and of the force ( sa@xZra)  
are indeed the same, " what produces the manifestations 
(abhi-sa~skaroti)  of combining elements (saqzskrtam) " : it is 
a " concerted agency ".6 Since all forces are agencies acting 
in some combination with other elements, we may in rendering 
this conception, for the sake of expediency, safely drop the 
word " combining " and use " forces " alone! There are some 
indications that originally there was only one s a & % r a  in 
the Buddhist system, the will, and that gradually a whole 
catalogue of them was developed, some of the elements being 
entered into this group rather forcibly, with exc~ses .~  The 

A6. K., ix, Soul Thory ,  p. 942. 
Citta-mahdbhcmika. 
A full list of them wiU be found in 0. Rosenberg's Pwblems, p. 374, 

and st the end of this book. 
' This de6nition we find already in the oldest souroes, e.g. Samyutta, 

iii, 87, and i t  is repeated in numberless paasages of the A6. K.; cf. S. Z. 
Aung, Compendium, p. 236. 

8ambhCya-kirituam, A6. K., i, 7. 
This the Buddhists themeelvee have also done in replacing saqtskrta 

by kytaka, of. Nyciyab. tika, pp. 47, 50, eta. A unity, without combining, 
e m  produce nothing : na E m i d  ekam eknsmrit (Dignlga). 

In the Ab. K., i, 15, there is an  interesting effort to prove tha t  dl 
samslniras (sixty) are inoluded in the somskirira-skandha and notcetand alone, 
as it  would he possible t o  conclude from scriptural patlsages. AE tho ~econd 
member of the chain of causation, samakcira is equivalent t o  karma. 
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most typical forces are the four forces of origination and decay, 
etc., which accompany every other element in life. Some 
details concerning them will be given in the sequel. In  
general, all elements may be divided into substances 
and forces (dravya and sarczfikira). The forces are then 
divided into meGal faculties, with the will as chief 
among them, and non-mental (citta-viprayukta) forces, 
among which the origination and decay forces are the 
most typical. But even these latter forces are sometimes 
given a certain amount of substantiality (drayatopi  santi).l 
The word and conception sa?zskira performs a conspicuous 
part in all Indian philosophical systems. It usually means 
some latent mysterious power, which later on reveals itself 
in some patent fact. I t  sometimes is identified with the 
" unknown " (ndr~ta)  conceived as a force sui genaris. Since 
every philosophy is but a search for the hidden reality as 
opposed to the patent surface of life, the importance of the 
conception of a sa?)ls&ra is quite natural. Every system had 
its own dehition and scope attributed to the connotation of 
this term. The -&jivika sect, as we have seen, was known by 
its denial of the existence of such forces. The Buddhists, on 
the contrary, converted all their elements into subtle forces 
of some degree. The subtler the element the more was it 
given the character of a force ; but even the coarsest elements, 
the rnahdbhtltas, look more like forces than substances. There 
is a constant fluctuation in Buddhist terminology between 
a force (sanzskira) and a substance influenced by these forces 
(sanaskrta). A force, it must be recalled, should not be regarded 
as a real influence of somethmg extendmg beyond its own 
existence in order to penetrate into another-this would be 

Mrs. C. Rhys Davids oaUs my attention t o  the following very illuminating 
words in Samyuita, iii, 60 : Katamd ca 6hikkhave salikhrird ? Cha-y-ime 
cetancikciyci r~pa-sadda-gandha-rma~pha~!h~166a~aa~ictand dhammasafieetanci 
i m e  uz~ceantiaadkhdvi. Acoording t o  Yapomitre, l.e., the mental faculties are 
inoluded in the samskdva-skandha because they obey the will, tbe other 
forces because they are similar to the wi!! (cetand). 

Ab. K., ii, 2, 24. 
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upakira-but simply as a condition, a fact, upon which 
another fact arises or becomes prominent (utkarsa) by itself 
-this is sawk i ra  in the Buddhist system.l 

The little we know of the history of Indian philosophy 
induces us to look to the Sinkhya system as the foundation 
of scientific thinking. In  that school the fundamental ideas 
were formed which sometimes unconsciously affected all later 
constructions. 11That do we find there 1 Three fundament

a

l 
principles, Matter, find-stuff, and Energy-stuff, as inter- 
dependent moments in every real and substantial existence. 
Even energy is substantial in this sense. The infinitesimals 
of energy, present everywhere, are semi-material ; although 
different from the inertia of Matter, and the luminosity of 
Mind, they are separate and ~ubstantial.~ The Buddhist 
elements as infinitesimal realities, divided into elements of 
Matter, Mind, and Forces, look like a reply to the Sinkhya 
constructions from an architect of greater skill : " you main- 
tain the realities are gunas, we say they are dharmas." The 
fundamental idea of infinitesimal realities may be recognized 
in the dharmas, the idea of forces everywhere present can 
be traced to its origin in the Sankhya conception of rajas ; 
there are forces which are different from matter and mind 
(pipa-citla-vipayttkta). A pIura1istic view of the whole is 
added to make the originality of the new system, in contrast 
to the unitarian tendency of the old one. But, be the case as 
it may, every element of matter and mind may be called in 
Buddhism a sapskdra, which, in this case, will stand 
for samsk~ta-dharma.3 The Buddhist idea of a force 

Cf. the paribhigas to Pilzini, ii, 3,53 : ri, 1, 139 ; andiv, 2, 16 ; iv, 4,3, 
in the KdgiM (not occurring in the M. bhdgya). Cf. below, p. 69. 

Cf. B. Seal, The Positive Sciences of the Hindus, and S. Dasgupt~, The 
Slndy of PataGjali. The interpretation of thegunae given there is entirely. 
based on Vy%a who, as will I?e seen below, p. 46, was strongly influeuoed 
by abhidbrma. Concerning their mythological origin of. Senart, J. Aa. 
1915, v. ii, pp. 151 8. 

Yapomitra (Ab. K., i, 16) remarks that the name s a w b t a  ia given in 
anticipation, since an element rill  become samskrta only when the forces 
(sawEva) ahall have exhibited their efficiency. In the popular formula 
anitye6 sarve aamskcirih the word sawkrilo stande for sawkrta-db~rna. 
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seems to be that it is the subtle form of a substance, 
but even substance is here subtle enough. The order in which 
the elements appear in the first classification into groups is 

i 
interpreted as a gradual progress from coarseness to smbtletp ; 
matter ( ~ B p a )  is coarser than feeling (uedanci), feeling more . 

palpable than ideds ( s a n j z ) ,  the remaining energies (sanwkira) 
still more subtle.= 

The pure forces (viprayukta-samsk6ra) are the most subtle 
among the elements. In the loftiest, highest worlds, where 
existence is entirely spiritualized, their agency continues; 
they are the last to be suppressed before final extinction is 
reached. The chief among t,hem are the four forces of 
origination and destruction, etc., which are the very essence 
of every existence. Then there are two forces, pripti and 
uprapti, which are supposed to control the collection of 
elements composing a personal life or to prevent (aprlpti) 
the appearance in i t  of an element that is not in agreement 
with its general character. The Sautrintikas and Vasubandhu 
deny the reality of these forces ; for them they are mere names 
(praihpti)? There are two forces supposed to be active in 
producing the highest degrees of trance-the unconscious 
trance (asanjfii-saGpatti) and the cessation (nirodha-) trance 
or catalepsy. They are also brought under the head 
of pure forces.3 They evidently could not be brought 
under the head of mind, because consciousness at  that 
bime is supposed to be suppressed. Then there are three 
forces corresponding to the sphop of other systems. All 
Indian systems contain speculations about the nature of 
sound, its physical as well as its significative aspect. The 
physical sound was in Buddhism considered, in agreement 
with the whole system, as a production, i.e. (flash'mg) of sound- 
atoms reposing on the atoms of fundamental matter. If 
Savs&~a  etymologized as kara?~a-sddham would mean force, and as 
kama- sbdhm would be equal to sawkrta-dbrma. The individud life, 
which consists of all these phyaicd and mental  element^ end forces, ia called 
samskira-aamiibb, of. Yapm. (Ab. K., ir), sa ccipi Cailra-abhidhcinah 
ea~h%ra-mmiha-saptdmb. 

1 Ab. K., i, 22. Ab. K., ii, 37. Ibid., ii, 46. 
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simultaneously some atoms of translucent sound matter 
(pbda-rapa-pmsoidn) appeared in the ear, an auditory 
sensation (yotra-v;jGna) was produced. But the significance 
of the sounds of speech was given by special forces. The 
Mim8msaka school was known for its theory of transcendental, 
intelligible sounds which were eternal and nbiquitous, like 
Platonic ideas, and manifested themselves in the case of 
physical words being pronounced. Followingtheirfundamental 
principle of analysidg everything into minutest elements, the 
Buddhists imagined three separate forces which imparted 
to the sounds of speech their significativeness ; the force of 
sound (vyanjana), which would seem to correspond to the 
modem idea of a " phonema ",the force of words (n&na), and 
the force of sentences (pada).l 

Generality, general ideas, are also conceived as a kind of 
force, and it is christened by the name of nikdya-sabhcigatd, a 
conccption intended to replace by a "force" the substantial 
reality of the samdnya of other sy~tems.~ In general this 
group of forces is a rather incongruous assemblage of 
elements which could not be placed elsewhere. As a separate 
group of elements it is absent in the Theravtida school. Some 
of its members seem to have found a place, for some reason, 
among the physical ( r ~ p a )  group of that school.* 

YIII. NON-SUBSTANTIALITY OF THE ELEMENTS 

After this succinct review of the elements of existence and 
their different classifications, we may consider the question 
as to what were they in their essence, what was the Buddhist 

1 Ab. K., ii, 47 ff. Vyanjana here corresponds to varqa, mima to sanjvid, 
and ~ a d a  to  udkya, a case exhibiting clearly the desire to  have a terminology 
of one's bwn, so common to Indian systems : " you maintain it in spho.la, 
we say it is uyanjana-luima-pada-sawkdva." The real existence of these 
forces is admitted by the Sarvistividin done. For this reason they bring 
the Holy Scriptures under the head of sawE~a-skandha, whereas the 
Sautr%ntikas classify it under rcpa, m pbdn, and the VijEinavidins under 
vij8dm-skandha; of. Vinitadeva's introduotion to the Santdndntara- 
siddhi, edited by me in the BibL Buddhica. 

a Ab. K., ii, 41. 
a Cf. S. 2. Aung, Compendium, p. 157. 

conception of an element. The elements had four salient 
feat,ures: (1) they were not-substance-this refers to all the 
seventy-five elements, whether eternal or impermanent ; 
(2) they had no duration--this refers only to the seventy-two 
impermanent elements of phenomenal existence ; (3)  they 
were unres+thi•˜ refers only to one part of the latter class, 
that which roughly corresponds to the ordinary man as 
opposed to the purified condition of the elements of a saint 
(arya) ; and (4) their unrest had its end in final deliverance. 
Speaking technically: (I) all dharmns are andtman, ( 2 )  ail 
sa~skrta-dhrmas are anitya, (3)  all sdsrava-dlzarmas are 
duhkha, and (4) t,heir nirv6?m alone is @eta. An element is 
non-substantial, it is evanescent, i t  is in a beginningless state 
of commotion, and its final suppression is the only Calm. 
These are what the Tibetans call the four " seals " of Buddha? 
We now proceed to examine them separately. 

Anatma 

The term andtman, is usually translated as " non-soul", 
but in reality i tman is here synonymous with, a personality, 
an ego, a self, an individual, a living being, a conscious agent, 
etc2 The underlying idea is that, whatsoever be designated 
by all these names, it is not a real and ultimate fad,  it is a 
mere name for a multitude of interconnected facts, which 
Buddhist philosophy is attempting to analyse byreducing them 
to real elements (dharma). Thus " soullessness " (nair6tmyz) 
is but the negative expression, indeed a synonym, for 
the existence of ultimate realities (dharrnnt~?).~ Buddhism 

1 The Southerns reokoned three "marks ", evidently including the fourth 
in duhkha, as its cessation ; cf. 8. 2. Aung, Compendium, p. 210. 

The whole issue with every detail is admirably expounded by 
Vasubandhu in a concluding, ninth, ohapter of Ab. K., translated in my 
Sod  Theory of t h  Bouddhists. The terms dtma, jivaa, saftva, pdgala are 
hereusedsssynonyms ; of. SoulThory, p. 838, and Katkvatthu-atthakathd, 
p. 8. The Vitsiputriyas made some difference hetweenpdgalaand dtman ; 
they were pudga2auddins, hut not dtmrbdins. Although admitting a 
limited, very shady, reality of pudqala, they denied it the ultimate reality 
of a dharma ; ef. Soul T h m y  and below, p. 70 ff. 

Pravacanadharmki punar atra nairdtmyam buddknupdsani vd, Yapom. 
ad Ab. K., ix, in fine. 
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never denied the existence of a personality, or a soul, in the 
empirical sense, it only maintained that it was no ultimate 
reality (not a dharma). The Buddhist term for an individual, 
a term which is intended t,o suggest the difference between 
the Buddhist view and other theories, is sankina, i.e. a 
"stream ", via. of interconnected facts. I t  includes the mental 
elements and the physical ones as well, the elements of one's 
own body and the external objects, as far as they constitute 
the experience of a given personality. The representatives 
of eighteen classes (dhEtu) of elements combine together to 
produce this interconnected stream. There is a special force, . - 
called priipti, which holds these elements combined. It 
operates only within the limits of a single stream and not 
beyond. This stream of elements kept together, and not 
limited to present life, but having its roots in past existences 
and its continuation in future ones-is the Buddhist counter- 
part of'the Sod or the Self of other systems. 

Consequent upon the denial of substance is the denial of 
every difference between the categories of substanceand 
quality. There is no " inherence " of qualities in substance ; 
in this respect all real elements are equally independent. 
As separate entities they then become substances sui generis. 
" Whatsoover exists is a substance," says Vasubandhu.l 
" A n  element is something having an essence of its own," 2 

is the current definition. To every unit of quality there is 
a corresponding subtle element (dharma) which either directly 
manifests itself or, according to the Sarvistividins, 
remaining for ever a transcendental reality, produces a reaction 
(kiritvo, lrzk~ana) which we wrongly interpret as bdng a 
quality. All sense-data @pa) are substances ir. that sense 
that there is no stuff t,hey belong to. If we say "earth has 
odour, etc.", it is only an inadequate expression ; we ought 
to say "earth is odour, etc.", since beside these sense-data 

A6. K., ix, vidyaminam dravyam; Yapom. adds svahkaanato vidya- 
mdnam dravyanz. Cf. Soul Theory, p. 943. 

a Suahk?ana-dhirazarid dharmh, Yagom. ad  96. K., i, 3. 
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there is absolutely nothing the name could be applied to? 
The same principle is applied to the mental sphere ; there is 
no spiritual snbstance apart from mental elements, or faculties, 
that are conceived as subtle realities or substances sui generis, 
1-ery much on the same pattern as the elements of matter.= 
There is nK soul apart from feelings, ideas, volitions, etc.$ 
Therefore an element technically means " non-self ".4 

' P$hivi gandhavatity ukte rcpa-gadha-rasa-sparpebhyo n&yb dmpayibm 
pakyate, Yapam. ad  Ab. K., i a  ; of. Sou2 Theory, p. 742. 

In his History of Indian Philosophy (Camhridga, 1922), p. 244, Profesnor 
S. Dssgupta maintains tha t  in Sankhys philosophy there is likewise no 
separate existence of qualities (i.e. no inherence of qualities in s, substance). 
This is based (as the learned author informs me in a letter) on Vycisa, iii, 12 
(scippekgilw dharma-dharmi-bhrive) and VBcasp&ti's comment. There are 
other passages suggestive of a. similar idea, e.g. dharmi-svarfipa-mbtro hi 
dharmah (ibid.,iii, 13). But i t  is addeddharmi-vilrriyaiva esb dhprma-dvrirri 
prapaficyate. I n  Buddhism there cannot be any change of dharmin, 
shoe  everything is new a t  every moment. Besid~s it  must not be forgotten 
tha t  VyLa, aa will he shown hter,  was strongly influenoed by the 
Ahhidharmists. If Professor S. Dasgupta's view that  the ultimate entities 
in S-khya were called gwaa, probably t o  suggest tlist they are the entities 
which by their various modifications manifest themselves as guws or 
qualities, is accepted, this would constitute a very strong analogy between 
the  Pankhya gu%as and the Buddhist dhavnas. I n  his Vi;"iidnanuitra-siddhi 
Vasubandhu applies the term dharma t o  the tattvas of the Sankhyas 
(0. Ronenberg). 

It ia 8 matter of surprise how long i t  bas taken European science to 
realize this doctrine, which is so clearly ststed in numberless passages of 
Buddhist writ, and in one of them even in terms very nearly approaching 
to Hume's statement (Sarnyutfa, iii, 46) : " all Brahmanas or ?ramanas who 
attentivelv consider the soul. which so variouslv has been described t o  them. 
nud cithw tht t iw groups of phenomena Iplnyslcnl, feelmga, idcns, rohtinns, 
or awe senentionl or one of thrm." erc. 'l'hr stumllmg-blocl. has nlnnya 
been the supposed theory of transmigration of souls and ita " &ring " 
oontr~diotion with the  depial of soul. Buddhism always had two languages, 
one for the learned (nitttha) and one for the simple (neyr2rtha). 
' Ab. K., ix, cf. Soul Theory, p. 840, where i t  is stated tha t  amitma is 

synonymous with 5 skandhas, 12 riyatanas, and 18 dhritus, i.e. with all 
dharms ; a single d h a r m  is likewise synonymous with nihsattua. I t  is, 
therefore, misleading t o  translate Buddhaghoga's interpretation of d h a r m  = 
nissatta, nijjiva, as meaning " inanimate thing ", as Mrs. and Prof. Geiger 
have done, op. oit., p. 4 (Unbelebtes, Ding, Sache). Since oonsoiousness 
itself and all mental. phenomena and even NirvZna. are dharma, 
Bnddhaghoga could not have meant tha t  they are "inmimate things" in 
the ordinary sense of the word. The oompound nisaatfa must beexplained 
either a s s  madhyama.pada.1opi-nirgatahsattuah,or as n 6ahuwihi-nirptab 
sattuo yam&. 
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Althou& the separate e!ements (dharmas) are not connected 
with one another, either by a pervading ~ t u B  in space or by 
duration in time, there is, nevertheless, a eonnexion between 
them ; their manifestations in time, as well as in space, are 
subject to definite laws, the laws of causation. These laws 
bear  tahe general name pmtit!/a-samutpdda. We have seen 
that the connotation of the word dharma implies the meaning 
of elements operating together with others. This concerted 
life of the elements ( s a ~ s t ~ t a t v a )  is but another name for the 
laws of causation-the combined origination (sum-utpdda) of 
some elements with regmd (pratitya) to other e1ements.l 
Thus it is that the fundamental idea of Buddhism-the 
conception of a plurality of separate elemenk-includes the 
idea of the most strict causality controlling their operation in 
the worlil-procesb. The "theory of elements "-the dharnza- 
santeta, says Vasubandhu, means that "if something appears, 
such and such result will follow "-asmin sati h q r  bhavati.2 

The most popular form of the laws of causation is 
represented by the theory of the twelve consecutive stages in 
the ever revolving stream of life from birth to death ; it is, 
so to say, the vertical line of causation, while other relations 
represent the horizontaL3 
' Yaqom. ad  Bb. K., ii, 46 : na?nskrkztvam patitya-aamutpannatvam it i  

prydydv  elau; sametyn 8aMhCya patyayaih krkzm salnsktam ; tam tam 
patyayam pat i t ya  samutpannam, pratitya-samutpannam iti. 

Ab. K., iii, 18 and 28, of. also ii, 47, and ii, 50. 
The interpretation of this formula has been the crux of European 

ssholars, while in Buddhist countries, as Professor 0. Rosenherg certifies, 
i t  is supposed t o  bo very plain and sooessible t o  the simplest understanding. 
The right explanation, in the light of the  dharma theory, will be found in  
0. Rosenberg's Problems, chap. xvi. The stumbling-hloek to every explana- 
tion came from the supposition tha t  the formula was meant t o  represent 
some evolution in which one member was producing the other; i t  was then 
impossible t o  deduce e.g. n d m a - r a p  from vij7irina, unless the lstter he 
taken in the senne of the bsddhi of the  Sinkhyas. I n  reality, as Soan as the  
first moment of life (vijiui-third nidrina) appears, all the eighteen 
d h i t w  are already present, according t o  the prinoiple " there is no citkz 
withont caitta, and no bhlita without bhautika ". On vijvljlidna as the first 
moment in the life of the embryo cf. Ab. K., i, 35, Tibetan, p. 62, 6, m d  
i, 22, Tibetan, p. 47, 18, and also Mrs. C. Rhya Davids, B. Psych., p. 25. 
The number of tattvns in an  embryo, according t o  SBnkhya, is likewise 
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I n  the popular literature of the SCtras the term pmtitya- 
samutpida is almost exclusively applied to this formula of the 
" wheel of life ", although the general meaning of it must have 
been present to the mind of all Buddhists. It. is implied in 
the division of dharmas into dyatanas, which is founded on the 
theory that &nowledge arises (samutpadyatc) when conditioned 
(prat<t!ja) by an object and a receptive faculty. "All ahhi- 
dharma is but an interpretation of the siitras " the current 
says definition. Therefore the general meaning of the idea 
of " interconnected origination of elements " may have 
appeared in the ahhidharma by a sort of generalization founded 
on actual conceptions that are to be found in the siitras in a 
somewhat different form. This question is directly asked by 
Vasubandhu. "Why is it," says he, "that the twelve 
members of interconnected origination of the elements are 
differently treated in the Scripture and in the Exegesis 2 
e.g. it is stated in the latter that the interconnected 
origination of elements (pratitya-samutpzda) is a term 
equivalent to all the active elements (savkyta-dharma) 2 " 
And he answers : "Because in the siitras this relation is 
treated intentionally (in a popular way, with reference to the 
development of an individual's life), whereas the exegetical 
worksexplain its essence (in regardof allelements ingeneral)."l 

Some of the causal relationships have already been 
mentioned. Thus the relation of simultaneity (sahabha) 
eighteen, though there is difference in oounting. According to Cmsks. 
(pivasthbna, iv) the sperm-cell of the father contains minute pmtioles 
of all the organs. Consequently vi;"lidna, as the third member in the " wheel 
of life ", is a technical term indioating the first moment of a, new life arising 
out of pre-natal foroes (auidyd, sawkcim).  The next seven members mark 
the stages of the development of the embryo into a, child, youth, and grown- 
up man. The tlpmi-stage corresponds t o  sexual maturity, when new karma 
begins to be formed. The two last members refer briefly to future life. The 
ides. that dl elements m e  present through the whole prooess, the difference 
being only in the relative " prominence" (utlcargas tu abhivya6jaknh, cf. 
Supruta, S&tmsthrina, xii) of one element over the others, points out t o  
Sinkhya habits of thought, where everything was considered immutable, 
always existing (aarvap nityam), d l  things entering in one another (sarvaq 
sarvdtmakam), the difference being only a passing manifestation of some 
element, while the others contioued to assist in a. latent state. 

Ab. K., iii, 25. Cf. 0. Rosenberg, Problems, p.223. 
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ties together the four fundamental and the secondary elements 
of matter-4hCta and bhautika. The same relation applies 
to the simultaneous origination of consciousness and mental 
phenomena (citta and caittu). But for the vice versa con- 
junction--one would be tempted to say " inherence " if it 
was not so grave a mistake against the fundamental principle 
of Buddhism-of the mental elements with pure consciousness 
(citta), a specific, more intimate, association was imagined. 
Evidently there was a feeling that the various mental facts 
were more closely united with consciousness thau'the atoms 
of matter with one another. This fact received the nalhe 
of sampmyoga, i.e. a thorough and intensive union, a/nd 
it was explained as anuparivartana, i.e. a following +d 
enveloping of, consciousness by concornitant mental 
phenomena or the secondary mental elements (caitta). 
I t  must not be imagined that this close conneiion of 
consciousness wit,h other mental elements means any 
uuity between them, allowing only a logical distinction 
for purposes of analysis, as in modern psychologies. 
A Buddhist element is always a separate entity, i t  is 
neither " compound " nor " phenomenon ", but an element 
(dhavmn). The close connexion, " envelopment " of con- 
sciousness by other mental elements only means that 
they are its satellites, they appear and disappear together, 
they are produced by the same causes, and have the same 
moral aspect.l Ten such satellites are the minimum number 
to accompany consciousuess (citta) a t  every moment ; 
a feeling, an idea, a volition, some attention, some under- 
standing (mati = p a j k i ) ,  some concentration (samdhi) ,  etc., 
are always present in every conscious m ~ m e n t . ~  They are 

Ab. K., ii, 52, reckons ten different ties of the " satellites " with citta. 
The Thsravsda seems to reckon only four, of. Ad., p. 42 : ekuppbdbdinam 
vasena sampayogntlb vutto. 

a The number is then increased by the four aawkrta-lakppae of eaoh 
element, and by the four lakpanas and four anulaksanas of citta itself, 
thus making fifty.oight satellites the minimum number to unite in every 
single kgaw with citta, the fiftyninth (Ab. K., ii, 52). 
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conjoined, but conjoined by the law of " satellites " 
(~amprayoga).~ 

The Sarvistividin school reckons in all six different causal 
relations, but in these details the schooh varied a great 
deal, and they evidently represent a later development of 
the- original idea. The detailed account given in the 
Abhidharma-koga represents the doctrine in its final form 
which it received in the abhidharma of the Sarvistividins. 

X. KARMA 

One of the most illuminating features of Buddhist 
philosophy is its deep research into the phenomenon of moral 
causation. All Indian systems contain an appeal to the 
" unknown " (ad?&a, apCrva) as a transcendental cause which 
has to be posited in explaining the origin and the ultimate 
goal of life. The Buddhists distinguish between (1) causation 
among elements of dead matter, where the law of homogeneity 
(sabhiga-hetu) between cause and result reigns, (2) causation 
in the organic world, whwe we have the phenomenon of growth 
(upacaya), and (3) causation in the animate world, where 
the operation of moral causation (viflka-hetu) is superimposed 
upon the natural. The elements constituting the ktream of 
our present life are conditioned, in addition to the natural 
course of events, by the mysterious efficiency of past elements 
or deeds, if the latter have possessed a moral character of some 
force or prominence. The indifferent activities of everyday 
life have no such efficiency. But a prominent deed, whether 
good or bad, will affect the whole stream and may carry its 
result either a t  an early or very remote date. The resulting 
event (uiflka-phala) is always indifferent (awjcikrta) in the 

The figurative words of Bnddhaghosa (quoted by Mrs. Rhys Devids, 
B. Psych., p. 54) are apparently intended to describe this kind of unioq. 
That uzj'lidna is the mostgeneralmentel element is admitted byaUBuddhists; 
but that it " includes and involves " other elements, let alone aggregates, 
has never besn admitted in abhidharma--it would be pure uij6bna-uda. 
The samproynga oonnexionisknown to Bnddhaghosa ; ef. Ad., p. 42. The 
Ab. K., i, 36, Tibetan, p. 62,9, argues that, if the mental phenomena were 
not different from citta, they would not have been called caitfa. 
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moral sense, because it is a natural outflow of a previous 
cause, and is supposed not to be produced voluntarily. This 
moral law is also called karma 

The influence of karma is not in the Buddhist outlook so 
overwhelming, controlling the whole universe, as it is in other 
non-Buddhist systems, and as it also becomes, under t,he name 
of vEsanE, in the later idealistic systems of Buddhism also. 
In  abhidharma it is one of the forces controlling the world- 
process : it. is the chief force so far as it controls its gradual 
progress towards Final Deliverance. Its operation is subject 
to the following conditions. Every fact produced by the 
"maturing influence " (vipEkw) of moral or intellectual 
antecedents (karma) necessarify belongs to animate life 
(sattcEkhyaA), but is by itself morally indifferent (avyEk~to 
dhavmah). I t  is indifferent because it is a natural outcome 
of antecedents, it always arrives involuntarily, automatically. 
If something is produced voluntarily, it may become the 
starting-point of a new development. When it has an 
outspoken strong moral character, whether good or bad, 
i t  becomes lcdrma, and will have corresponding consequences 
which, again, will appear automatically, since they are fully 
foreshadowed by their antecedent and are not voluntary 
acts. This explains the definition of Karma, as given by 
Vasubandhu : K w m a  is will (cetanu) and voluntary action 
(ceta@tvE karaqarn).' Exactly the same definition is found 
in the Pali canon, and evidently was current in Buddhism 
from the beginning." 

When a new life is produced, its component elements, i.e. 
the eighteen classes (dhitus) of elements, are present, although 
in an undeveloped condition. The first moment of the new life 
is conventionally called v@Zina. I t  constitutes the third 
member (nidzna) of the ever revolving " wheel of life ". Its 
antecedents are karma, i.e. the good or bad instincts sticking 
to it from the beginning. In the formula of the '; wheel.of 
life " this member appears under the name of samskGra, i.e. 

-. ' Ab. K. ,  iv, 18. a Akguttara, 701. iv, 415. 
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pre-natal forces. Another, more general, antecedent is 
avid:yE, the first member of the wheel, representing the defiling 
inWuence ( k l e ~ a )  of ignorance and other vices, the absence of 
discriminating knowledge (prajiid). Among the components 
(d f i tu)  of the new life ten represent matter. They are atomic. 
The atoms are compound atoms, they contain the usual eight 
components with addition of particles of sensibility-stuff 
(rtipa-prasZa) or " organic " stuff (= indriya). The 
" tangibility "-stuff (kEyendriya) pervades the whole body. 
In  some parts of the body, e.g. in the organ of vision, the 
atoms have a still more complicated structure. But not 
only does matter consist of compound atoms, it consists of 
momentary appearances of atoms. In  dead, inorganic matter 
one moment follows the other, obeying solely the law of 
uniformity or homogeneous production (sabh?gaja). The 
next moment follows automatically (ni$yayanda) on the former 
one. There is neither growth nor decay. This uniform course 
would represent the Buddhist counterpart of what we might 
call eternity of matter. Although the same matter is also 
present in the organic body, nevertheless the term " uniform 
course" (sabh?p-hetu) cannot be applied to it in that condition. 
I t  is reserved for those cases where there are no other causes 
in addition to the uniform sequence of moments constituting 
inorganic matter. When other processes-the process of 
growth (upcaya) ,  the influence of intellectual and moral 
causes (vipcika)-are superimposed upon the uniform course 
oi the existence of matter, when it becomes organic and living, 
the consecution of its moments receives other names 
(zcpacayaja, vipcikaja). The pure " uniformity-reltion " 
between consecutive moments-the sccbhiga-ni$yarnda-relation 
-obtains only in the realm of inorganic, dead matter. When 
the atoms of organic matter have assembled, the phenomenon 
of growth (upacayu) becomes the controlling principle of 
development, the atoms increase in number. This process 
of growth is supported by favourable circ;lmstances : good 
food (anna-vipsa), quiet sleep ( s v a p - v i p z ) ,  physical 

3 
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tidiness (samslccira-vi~esa), and careful behaviour (samadhi- 
vigesa). But this growth is not the only factor which 
controls the development of living bodies. The influence 
of what we may term heredity steps in, and is superimposed 
upon the natural process of growth. This is the influence of 
liarmu, the maturing (vip8k.a) iduence of moral antecedents. 
When the organs of the body are being formed, or are 
developing, this influence conditions their final constitution. 
The question is then raised, what is the mntual relation of 
these two different agencies, natural development and 
heredity ? The answer is that the first process constitutes the 
" vanguard ", or a rampart, under the protection of which 
the second, the vipCka, may safely 0perate.l It is not quite 
easy to realize what such an answer may exactly mean. 
At any rate, it suggests a more subtle, spiritual, or semi- 
spiritual character of the second force. K a m  is not quite 
physical (paudgalika) with the Buddhists, as it is with the 
Jains, but i t  seems to be semi-physical, since i t  interferes in 
the disposition of atoms along with the principle of growth 
that accumulates them. 

A very interesting illustration of the meaning of these 
Buddhist conceptions about heredity, retribution, etc.-all 
facts falling under the head of karma-uiypiika-is given by the 
following scholastic question. Voice is always produced 
voluntarily, consequently i t  cannot be the product of moral 
antecedents, of lcarnza. It is not vipdkaja, for all the facts 
of heredity are produced automatically (ni~yanda). But 
we know that the Great Man (mah8pru?a), i.e. a Buddha, has 
a captivating, melodious voice, a noble elocution. It is one 
of the characteristic gifts of a Buddha, and is due, like all his 
sublime qualities, to heredity, i.e. to a long course of moral 
progress running through generations. Therefore his extra- 
ordinary voice and elocution must likewise be a consequence 
of his moral antecedents (vipekaja). The puzzle is solved by 
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assuming a double causality. The configuration of atoms in 
his organs of speech was influenced by heredity, i.e. moral 
cawes (nipdhja),  but his actual speech is a voluntary, not 
an automatical act, a,nd therefore could not be interpreted 
as a direct product of his sublime nature, or the result of his 
former achievements? 

The elements of moral defilement (kkga) are always present 
in a life (samtata), in a latent or patent condition. When 
latent they have the form of "residues" (anugaya), they 
stick to the other eIements, poIIute them, bring them into 
commotion and prevent their coming down to rest. This 
influence of the disquieting elements in life is termed 
" general cause " (sarvatraga-hetu) because i t  affects the whole 
of the stream of life (santcina), all its elements become soiled. 
The primary cause of this unhappy condition is " illusion " 
(avidyG), the first, fundamental member in the wheel of life. 
It continues to exist and exhibit its influence as long as the 
"wheel" turns, and is gradually neutralized and finally 
stopped by an antidote in the form of transcending wisdom 
( ~ a j i i d  amala). Some details about this process will be given 
later on when dealing with the "unrest " of the elements. 
This process of gradual extinction of the klepas and the con- 
sequent purification of life is the ultimate aim of the Buddhist 
doctrine. For the sake of it the analysis of life into elements, 

. the research into their functions and connexions was 
undertaken : sar~klega-vyavaddr~ikam idam pdstram-this 
doctrine is a doctrine about defilement and purification, or, 
more exactly, about the commotion and final appeasement 
of life.= 

Although emphatically banned from the dwelling of 
Buddhist philosophy and replaced by the laws of inter- 
connexion, the conceptions of substance and quality seem 
to have found a back-door through which padly to 

1 Ab. K., i, 37, Tib. text, pp. 65 ff. 
The second part of the seoond Kopa-stkina contains an exposition of the 

helu-pratyaya theory. Cf. also A6. K., i, 35-6, Tibetan text,  pp 64 ff. 
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re-enter in their usual position. For the division of the 
elements of matter into primary and secondary (bhuta and 
bhautika) and of the mental elements into fundamental and 
derivative (citta and caitta) approaches very nearly the 
relation of substance and quality. The secondary are 
supported (%pita) l by the primary, and this connexion is 
inseparable; the one cannot appear without the other. 
In  the Buddhist interpretation they are, nevertheless, 
separate elements although linked together by the laws of 
causation. A special relation of simultaneous or reciprocal 
causation (sahabha) is then imagined to save the situation. In 
theory the one element is as much the eause of the other 
as the latter is the eause of the fo~mer .~  The mental 
phenomena are not included in consciousness (citta), but are 
standing by it, mutually they are enveloping (anup~ivartante) 
it, but, nevertheless, they are separate elements.3 Not- 
withstanding these efforts to maintain their equal rights, 
we see that the attempt has not been successful, since there is 
a primary and secondary position ; the secondary is spoken of 
as supported by the primary, and their connexion is 
inseparable. It is presumably for this reason that Buddhadeva, 
one of the celebrities of the Sautrantika school, revolted 
against such inequality of trcatmcnt, and denied the difference 
between primary and secondary elements ; he maintained 
that all were equally primary (bhuta and not bhautika).' 
But this stricture had no success ; it was disposed of by 
reference to the Scriptures and by pointing, as it would seem, 

The derived elements of matter are called upriddya-rzipa, i.e. bhetdni 
upriddya ; of. the discussion under Ab. K., i, 36. 

a Ibid., ii, 51. 
It ie curious that the citta is related t o  caitta by the sahabhzi ralatiop, 

which is defined as mutual musality, one member being the cause of the 
other as much as the latter is the cause of the former. Nevertheless, the 
caittas stand t o  citla in another relation, called sanzprayoga. They "envelop" 
the cittn, hut do not enter into it, for this would mean " inherenoe", whioh 
is prohibited. Through the cobweb of these devices one can clearly watch 
the apparition of the ghost of the Soul, which i t  has cost so much effort 
to ban. 
' Tbid., i, 35. 
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to Lhs prominence of the tactile sensedata ; the general 
manifestations (lakava) of matter-repulsion, attraction, 
heat, and motion-are all tactile phenomena, and they are 
general? whereas colour, etc., can be apprehended by vision 
alone. Moreover, the translucent matter of the sense organs 
could not exist (i.e. appear) without being backed by some 
more consistent f o r ~ e s . ~  

XI. IMPERMANENCE OF THE ELEMENTS 

The elements of existence are momentary appearances, 
momentary flashings into the phenomenal world out of an 
unknown source. Just as they are disconnected, so to say, 
in breadth, not bemg linked together by any pervading 
substance, just so are they disconnected in depth or in 
duration, since they last only one single moment (kpaw). 
They disappear as soon as they appear, in order to be followed 
the next moment by another momentary existence. Thus a 
moment becomes a bynonym of an element (dharma), two 
moments are two different elements. An element becomes 
something like a point in time-space. The SarvLtividin 
school makes an attempt mathematically to determine the 
duration of a m ~ m e n t . ~  It,  nevertheless, admittedly 
reprcscnts the smallcst partiole of time imaginable. Such 
computations of the size of the atom and of the duration of a 
moment are evidently mere attempts to seize the infinitesimal. 
The idea that two moments make two different elements 

' Cmakka. (QwiraslMna, chap. i )  likewise points out tha t  the  lakgatbas 
of his five bhzitas are ttpttil  phenomena-spar$-endriya-gocaram. 

9 Buddhadeva in  his turn quotea the Ga<bMuakrbnti-8zih.a (not t o  be 
traced in the P d i  canon) and a passage stating ths t  a t  the conception 
moment of Buddha (i.e. the th'ird ni&m, technicdly called vij+Bm) the 
embryo was gaddMtuka, i.e. consisting of six elements, vij-na, four 
mahabhzitas, anddlaipa : the bbutikas menot  mentioned. But i t  ie answered 
tha t  the maMbhzitas are alone mentioned, since bhzita represents the 
bhautikas as well, and vij l ibm is here equivdent t o  citkz and caitta ( A  b. K., 
i, 35, Tibetan text, p. 62,6 8.). Sugruta (Rzitra-sthdna, sii) has thesame view 
as Buddhadeva. He likewine shsras the view that  the  prominence, utkarga, 
not thequantity, of one kind of atoms, determines the class of the compound. 

Ab. K., iii, 15 ; of. S. Z. Aung, Compendium, p. 25. 
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remains. Consequently, the elements do not change, but 
disappear, the world becomes a cinema. Disappearance is 
the very essence of existence ; what does not disappear does 
not exist1 A cause for the Buddhists was not a real cause 
but a preceding moment, which likewise arose out of nothing 
in order to disappear into nothing. 

It is a t  present impossible to determine the epoch when 
this theory was definitely framed. Some of the oldest schools, 
a t  any rate, expressed it very ~ lea r ly .~  They maintained 
that mountains, trees, the elements of matter, ill  elements 
in general, were momentary apparitions, like moments of 
thought. The schools differed on this point, and the complete 
logical demonstration was constructed, probably, a t  the time 
when logic had taken the place of abhidharma.3 But it is 
easy to realize that, given the fundamental Buddhist idea of 
the plurality and separateness (pflhaktua) of their elements, 
this idea, worked out with the characteristic Indian intrepidity 
in philosophical construction, must have been carried to its 
logical consequence, i.e. the assuming of no duration, since 
there was no stuff that could possess duration. 

1 Thus existence becomes synonymous with non-existence, shoe  every 
fact disappems st the same moment when i t  appears. This is the  Indisn 
way of expressing the  idea developed by K. Bergson, Creative Euolution, 
p. 2 : " the truth is tha t  we change without ceasing, and tha t  the state 
itsems nothing but change." The conclusion of Bergson is to theindivisibility 
of duration, whereas the Buddhists stick t o  the separate moments and make 
them appear out of nothing-ata a t p i d a h n d  again disappear into 
nothing-niranuaya-win*; of. .Nyd?labindut., p. 68. Vfd&nta-sictra, 
ii, 2, 6, and Srinkhya-oicba, i, 44-5, accuse the  Buddhists of converting 
existence into non-existence. 

a Kathrivatthu, xxii, 8 : elm-citta-khazzikic sable dhammri. 
The ancient term seems t o  have been anitya, which is rcceptnd by d l  

schools. It was replsead in the  sequel by kgazzika. This may reflect some 
change in the definiteness of the view. The logical mgument is tha t  every 
moment being s. different determination, must be a separate entity: 

viruddha-dharm-samsargrid dhy anyad vastu, of. Nyriyahindu?ik& p. 5 
(Bibl. Ind.). By the conversion of the proposition yat sat tat kga3ikam i t  
was proved that, if something did not disappear, i t  did not exist. 
The doctrine ia folly expounded in Ratnskirti's K~agabhaxgasiddhi (Six 
Buddhist tracts, Bibl. Ind.) ,  and it  is controverted in numerous Brahmanioal 
works. 
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A consequence of this doctrine was a denial of motion: A 
really existing object, i.e. an element, cannot move, because it 
disappears as soon as itappears,there is no time for it to move. 

does not contradict the circumstance that one of the 
general characteristics of matter, the fourth mahibhiita, is 
motion. Every motion is resolved in a series of separate 
apparitions, or flashings, arising in cbntiguity to one another? 
Motion of physical objects, as explained in the abhidharma, 
gave the best support to the consideration of dead matter as 
a series of evanescent flashings. The phenomen of accelerpion 
of falling bodies is explained by a difference in the intpnsity 
of the element weight or motion ( i raw)  a t  every momknt of 
its downward course, since the object a t  every moment is 
differently con~posed.~ An element is thus comparable to a 
fire, it consists of a series of separate flashings following one 
another, every moment representing a new fire. 

The Sarvistividins construe the theory of the momentary 
character of the elements in the following m a ~ n e r . ~  Every 
element appearing in phenomenal life is affected 
simultaneously by four different forces (sapskCras), the 
forces of origination (u tpda) ,  decay CjarC), maintenance 
(sthiti), destruction ( a n i t ~ a t c ) . ~  These forces affect every 
element at  every moment of its existence, they are the most 
universal forces, the characteristic feature or the manifesting 
forces of phenomenal existence (sav&ta-lt&a~Cr~i). The 
elements affected by them are called the manifested elements 
(savzskfla-dharm). Unaffected by them are only the three 

1 Ab. K.. iv. 2, na qatir, mi@: i t  is not kriyri, hut nirantara-ut@a, -- . . 
see below, under Theory of Cognition, p. 60. 

a Ah. K., ii, 46. The Vaigesika, admit one indivisible sawkrira till the 
cessation of a, motion. This would correspond t o  Bergson's idea of the 
indivisibilitv of motion. The Naiysyikas, on the contrary, admit as many ...- - 

s a d a i r a s  as there are momentary kriybs. 
8 I t  is expounded with all detail8 of the issue between Sautrlntikas and 

Sarvistivldim by Vasubandhu in Ab. K., ii, 46. Professor 1'. de la V a W  
Poussin has kindly oommunioated t o  me his French translation of this 
important text, which I compbred with my own English traml&tion. 

4 Sometimesreduced t o  three-birth, subsistence, and decay. 
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elements of eternal unchanging existence (asaly,*k&-dharma). 
The term samskta is therefore synonymous with ksacika, 
i.e. impermanent or momentary.' 

According to the laws of interconnexion between elements, 
these four forces always appear together and simultaneously. 
They are sahabhtx2 Being elements themselves, they are in 
need of secondary forces ( u p l a ~ a m )  in order to display their 
efficiency. The realistic tendency of the Sarvistividins, if 
there was any, consisted in constructing some realities 
corresponding to onr ideas or habits of speech. This tendency 
they shared with the Nyiya-Vaiqesilm system. Just as the 
latter had a quality of conjunction (samyoga) as something 
real, additional to the things which were joining, just so the 
Sarvistividins had their origination, decay, existence, and 
destruction in addition to the elements originating and 
disappearing at  the same moment. They insisted that these 
four forces, and the secondary potencies influencing them in 
their turn, were realities (dravyatah santi). Against this idea 
of an element which was simultaneously originating, existing, 
and disappearing, the very natural objection was raised by 
all the other Buddhist and n o n - B ~ d ~ s t  schools that 
production and destruction could not be simultaneous. On 
the other hand, i t  was impossible to allow an element more 
than one single moment's duration, since two moments 
constituted two elements. The Samistividins met the 
objection by pointing to the difference between an element 
in itself, its real nature (svabhba) and its efficiency-moment, 
its function, or manifestation (Eritua, lakpaea). The elements 
or forces may be opposed to one another, yet their effect 
may result in some single real fact, as e.g., supposing three 
assassins have resolved together to kill a man hiding in some 

The translation of satwkrtn-dharmo as " compound " is a contradido 
in adjecto. A dharma is never compound, it is always simple. Wherever 
there is cornpo~it~ion there are severd dharman. 

a Just as the citta never appears without simultaneously being acoom- 
panied by c a i t l a - d h a r ~ ,  or the four maMbhzitaa appearing simultamuslg 
with the bhautikas. 
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dark recess, one of them (utp&) pulls him out of his hiding- 
place (the future), the other seizes him, the third stabs him, 
all acting simultaneously. The victim (dhrma) appears only 
to disappear. The reality moment is the moment of action, 
of its being achieved. " We call a moment," the Sarvistividins 
maintain, "the point when an action ie fully achieved." We 
have here the germ oi the later idea that this moment is some- 
thing transcendental, something that cannot be expressed in 
a discursive thought.= The moment was then raised to the 
position of the "thing in itself ",3 the transcendental 
foundation of reality ; indeed, the absolute reality itself 4-a 
conception which had great importance in the development 
of later Indian phil~sophy.~ ' 

The Sautrintika school takes a more simple and reasonable 
view of the question. They deny the reality of the four 
manifestation-forces of produdion, decay, etc? The corre- 
sponding notions of production, destruction, etc., refer, not 
to single moments, but to series of them (santcina).' Even 
if applied to one moment these notions do not imply the 
existence of corresponding realities, they are mere names 
for the fact that a momentary entity appears and disappears.? 
This entity itself appears and disappears, there is no need of 
supplementary forces for this. Consequent on that, a further 
very important, divergence between the two schools arises. 
As stated above, the Sarvistividins maintain that all elements 

Kviyj.pisamipti.7akpana e p  nab kpa?ah, Ab. K. ,  ii, 46 ;  ef. 
Ny%yabindu$ikL, p. 13 (Ribl. Ind.) : kgavike uastuni . . . eka-kriy6- 
luiritvena sahaU.ri grhyale. 

K p a ~ s y a  (jlirinnena) pipayitum qakyatuirt (ibid., p. 16). 
Svalakgana, ibid. 
Paramrirfhu-sat, ibid. 
Dharmakirti identified the moment with pure sensation, where aubject 

and object coaleaoe, and the Vedantiins deemed that we have in thia moment 
a direct peroeption of tahrna. The Indian astronomers and mathematicians 
knew the Merentid conception of inst,antaneous mot.ion of a. planet. 
tatkriliki gat& n motion constant during an inhitesimally amall interval ; 
cf. R. Seal, Positive Sciences, p. 77. 

Drauyalo na santi, of. Ab. K.,  ii, 46. 
7 Ibid. 
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exist on two different planes, the real essence of the element 
(dharm-svabhiva) and its momentary manifestation (dharma- 
laksaw). The h s t  exists always, in past, present, and future. 
I t  is not eternal (lhitya) because eternali* means absence of 
change, but it represents the potential appearances of the 
element into phenomenal existence, and its past appearances 
as well. This potentiality is existing for ever (saw& asti). 
Even in the suppressed state of NirviLna, when all life is 
extinct, these elements are supposed to represent some 
entity, although its manifestation-power has been suppressed 
for ever. The future potential elements are, indeed, divided 
in this school into two different sets, those that will appear 
(utpatti-dharma) and those that are suppressed andnever will 
appear (anutpatti-dharma). Since the moment ( h a w )  is not 
something different from the element (dharma), time in general 
is not different from the elements taken collectively, as far 
as they have not lost their capacity of appearing in phenomenal 
life. In  fact, " the times " is one of the synonyms used to 
designate collectively the elements appearing in ordinary 
life.1 But the term "time" (kcila), implying the reality of 
one time, is carefully avoided; it is replaced by the term 
" transition " (dhvan). When the Sarvistividin maintains 
that " everything exists ", i t  means that all elements exist, 
and the emphasis which is put on the reality of elements 
refers to the conception that their past as well as their future 
transition represents something real. From this fundamental 
tenet the school derives its name. Since the conception of an 
element answers rather to our conception of a subtle force 
than of a substance, the reality, i.e. effectiveness, of the past 
is not so absurd as it otherwise would appear. The 
Sautrintikas denied the reality of the past. and the future 
in the direct sense, they admitted the reality only of the 
present. The future, they contended, was not real before 
becoming present, and the past was not real after having been 

upddrina-akandha, of. Ah. K. ,  i, 7 ,  Tibetan tent, p. 12,6 
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present.1 They did not deny the influence of past fads upon 
present and remote future ones, but they explained i t  by a 
gradual change in an uninterrupted sequence of moments, 
this sequence having a starting-point in a conspicuous 
or strong impingeing fact ; it was for them one of the laws of 
interconnexion between separate  element^.^ 

There was another school which occupied an intermediate 
position between the SautrHntikas and Samistividins ; it 
maintained the reality of the present facts and of that part of 
the past ones which had not already lost their influence, but 
the reality of the future ones and of that part of the past ones 
which had ceased to exhibit any influence i t  denied. 
Vasubandhu calls this school the Vibhajyavidins, or 
Distinguishing S c h o ~ l . ~  The whole argument between the 
rival schools is presented by Vasubandhu witb every detail 
in his usual masterly manner and need not be repeated here.4 

XII. IMPERMANENCE IN SLNKHYA-YOGA 
The deprecation of " change and decay " and its contrast 

with something that " changes not" is a popular theme 
with many religions and philosophies. The merit of having 
worked it out up to the remotest logical consequenees 
appertains to Buddhism. It appears that in this work 
the Buddhists were assisted by the parallel work of 
Brahmanical p

hi

losophers of the Sinkhya-Yoga school. 
The starting-point of the latter was just the reverse of the 
Buddhistic one. They maintained a unity of existence, 
cause and effect were one in essence. But a corollary of the 

1 Ah. K.. v. 24 8.. cf. Appendix I. - . .  A - 
2 Ab. K., ix, cf. Soul Theory, p. 949. 
3 In the Kathicoatfhu, i, 8, such opinions are ascribed to the Ki~yapiyas. 

These also admitted the reality of that part of the future which was fore- 
shadowed or fixed by the past or present. Hiuen Thsang states in hia 
Commontmy that the Kspyapiyas are here meant under the name of 
Vibhajyavsdins (MoCovern). The Theravedins seem to have shared the 
same opinions sn the Sautrlntikas. The explanation of vibhajya-vda as 
orthodoxy or anslytic school because Buddha himself waa aibhajya-vdin 
(ef. Kathavntthu, introduction) seems to be unknown to Vasubandhu. 

4 Cf. tmnslation in Appendix I. 
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unity of substance ( sa tkeya-vda)  was the constant change 
of its manifestations ; this change was also conceived as 
momentary (pratiksana-parinima). The moment is here 
defined as the infinitesimally small measure of time, just as 
the atom is the smallest imaginable fraction of matter.1 Two 
moments cannot coalesoe,2 therefore there is no real duration, 
no time outside the m~rnen t .~  Time is an idea without 
reality, an empty construction of the mind.4 The only reality 
is the momentary thing. The past and the future are not 
real directly, but, since the present cannot exist without a past, 
the latter is inherent in the fact of change.5 " Therefore," 
says Vyisa, "the whole universe is included in one single 
moment, all the real units of change you may imagine are 
merged in every single moment."? Concluding, Vyisa 
admits two kinds of eternity, immutable eternity belonging 
to the soul and eternity of mutation belonging to matter.8 
The unit of change is termed d h a m ,  and it is identified with 
the moment (k;ana) in Yoga as well as in Buddhism. The 
change of manifestation was called a change of dharmaQ; 
but in the Brahmanical system it is quite natural to make use 
of this term, since an old and usual meaning of i t  is " quality ", 
and in the Sinkhya view the changing manifestations are 
appurtenances of some pervading stuff. It is therefore 
probable that the technical meaning of this term in Buddhism 
developed from one of its old meanings, with the difference 
that, quality being left without any support by the substance, 
it became an independent quality, or quality in the role of 
substance. As in the Buddhist system, these manifestations 

' Vy%sa's Bhdgya, ad iii, 52. 
a Ibid. 

Ksana-tatkamoyar ndsti vastu-snmderah, ibid. 
YastupZtqo buddhinirmdwh, ibid. 
Pari?zrimrinvit&, ibid. 

"bid., ami  same dhavmih. 
' Ibid., tat&wznoparuddh,ih. 

Ibid., iv, 33. 
Ibid., iii, 13. 
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are conceived as forces ($a&) l and even potential iorces 
(yogyatdvacchinna),2 corresponding to the Buddhist conception 
of a s a q k i r a .  The difference is that they belong to some 
substance (dharmin). The reality of a " transition-time " 
(adhvan) as distinguished from a " duration-time " (kdla) 
was admitted ; the same term--adhvan-is used on both 
sides to express the first of these con~eptions.~ 

If we turn to the Sarvistividiu view, which admitted some 
transcendental everlasting reality of the elements along with 
their passing manifestations, the similarity becomes still 
more striking, and the difference is often restricted to the 
wording. A d h a m ,  says Vyisa, exists in aU the three times.4 
The manifestation (dharma) and the manifested (dharmin) are 
quite the same, the manifestation represents only the way in 
which the manifested appears.= The reality\of the past and 
the future is then proved by Patanjali and Vyisa in almost 
'the same expressions that are used by the Sarvistividins,6 
with the difference that there is no mention of separate forces 
(samsk~ta-lalesan8ni) of production and destruction. When 
accused of drifting into Sinkhya, the Sarvistividins justified 
themselves by pointing to these momentary forces, which 
saved the Buddhist principle of detached entities.? 

The question of the relation between the permanent; essence 
of an element and its manifestation was thoroughly discussed 
' Ibid., iii, 14. 
a Ibid. 
8 Ibid., iv, 12. 

Ibid., iii, 13. 
Ibid. 
The SarvistivBdin~ argue that the past and the future must exist 

because we have a knowledge of the past and of the future objeots; this 
knowledge cannot be of non.existence, i.e. of nothing. We find quite the 
Same argument in Vyisa-bhri~ya, ad iv, 12, cf. Appendix I.  Stress is laid 
upon the conception adhvan " transition ", when the reality of past and 
present are asserted : adi~va-vi&atayd sattvan trayd?ui& nipy avi~ig@m 
(Vioe.spsti ad Vy&sa-b7&~ya, iv, 12). This reality is inherent in the 
fact of transition : ye tu bh8ta-bfzivinah kgands te pa~inimdnvifd vydkhhyeydh 
(ibid., iii, 52). Otherwise there would be contradiction between iv, 12, 
and iii, 52, where it is said : na p8ruottara-kga?zrih aanti. 

Cf. Appendix I. 
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among Buddhists, and four solutions were suggested. The 
first belonged to Dharmatrital : it maintained unity of 
substance (dravya) along with a change in existence (bhiva). 
This was dismissed by simply pointing to the obvious fact 
that this was Sinkhya and not Buddhism. The second 
explanation belonged to Ghosa ; it assumed that elements, 
although existent in the past, present, and future, changed their 
aspect ( lakana) ,  or intensity, accordingly as they appeared 
at  different times ; just as the passionate love for one woman 
is only an intensification of a feeling which is alive towards 
women in general ; it does not mean total absence of this feeling 
in other cases. This explanation was not accepted on the 
ground that it implied co-existence of the different aspects 
at  the same time. Vasumitra advocated a change of condition 
(avasthc?), i.e. of efficiency (kiiritva) in the present, and non- 
efficiency in past and future. This view was accepted in the 
school as the correct one. It was illustrated by the ball of 
an Indian abacus : being thrown in the hole for units it means 
one, in the hole for hundreds--hundred, etc. Finally 
Buddhadeva thought that past, present, and future were 
contingent (ape,&%%) npon one another, just as the same woman 
may be a mother with respect to her child and a daughter 
with respect to her mother. This was dismissed as leading 
to a confusion of the times. The passage of the VibhdgB, where 
these opinions of four celebrated masters of the Sarvistividin 
and Sautrintika schools were reported, enjoyed apparently 
great popularity. Reference is made to it in later Buddhist 
works,% and it evidently was borrowed from the Buddhists 
by Patanjali and Vyisa. Yogaszitra, iii, 13, aims at  giving 
an explanation of the time variations of one snbstance ; it 
adopts the suggested explanations not as exclusive of one 
another, but as subordinate and co-existent. The change of 
manifestation (dharma) is characterized further on as a change 

' Ibld. 
As e.g. in Bhavya's aocolmt of the sects ; of. Rockhill's Life of Buddha. 
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of aspect (laksana) and condition (avasth6). The characteristic 
examples for illustrating the suggested explanations are 
repeated in Vyisa's Bhasya with slight modifications. As 
though answering the variety of the Buddhist theories, 
Vyisa emphatically maintains that the change of quality 
(dharma), aspect (laksana), and condition (avasthz) is but the 
same fact variously described. " There is, therefore," says 
he, " only one kind of mutation of matter, though variously 
described by us . . . The mutations of external aspect (dharma) 
and of time-variation (laksana) and of intensity (avasthc?), as 
here described, do not transcend the substance as such. Hence 
there is only one kind of mutation which includes all those 
varieties we have described." l Buddhadeva's theory tbat 
the time variations are contingent npon one another, which 
logically leads to the conclusion tbat essence and manifestation 
are interchangeable terms, may have influenced the somewhat 
similar theory of Patanjali and Vyasa that substance and 
quality are contingent ( szpks ika)  terms? 

The doctrine of momentary universal change originated 
probably in the Sinkbya system. From this doctrine it 
receives the name of a Theory of Change-pari@m-vada, 
which is only a natural corollary of its fundamental principle 
of unity between cause and effect (satk6ya-vida). It isnatural 
to surmise that early Buddhism has been iduenced by it. 
But in a later period the Sarvistividin philosophers 
unquestionably exercised a considerable influence on the 
formation of the Sankhya-Yoga d~c t r ine .~  

Cf. Professor J. R. Woods' translation in hie Yoga Syeiem oJ Pala6juli 
(Hmwwd O.S.), p. 217. 

2 Vyisa, iii, 15. 
3 The points of similarity between the Buddhist system and the 

SBnkhp-Yoga, espeoidly as presented in the Yoga-SCka and BhQya, are 
so overwhdmingly numerous that they could not escape the attention of 
the students of abhidherma. Some of them have been occasionally noticed 
above. The point deserves special treatment. Professor de la Val160 
Poussin has kindly oornmunicated to me in MS. a paper prepared by him 
on the subject. He also informs me that Profemor Kimura in Japan has 
arrived at the same eancluaions inrlepeudently from him. 
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XIII. UNREST OR THE ELEMENTS 

The third salient feature of Buddhist elements is that they 
represent duhkha, a term which has always been rendered by 
suffering, sorrow, etc. Sufficient as this interpretation may be 
for popular literature, it is evident that theoretically something 
else is meant. Such expressions as " the element of vision 
(caksuh) is sorrow ",I " all elements influenced (scisrava, 
i.e. influenced by desire to live) are sorrow" 2-an element 
" colour " might be brought under the head of " sorrow " 
as well3--could not be understood if our usual idea of 
sorrcw was brought in. The idea underlying it is that the 
elements described above are perpetually in a state of 
commotion, and the ultimate goal of the world process consists 
in their gradual appeasement and final extinction. The old 
Buddhist credo (ye dharmci hetu-prabhavGh) already expresses 
the idea very sharply: "the Great Recluse has indicated 
the (separate) elements, their interconnexion as causes and 
effects, and their h a 1  suppression." 

Vasubandhu likewise states that Buddha in his compassion 
for the troubles of mankind offered them a means of salvation 
which did not consist of magic or religious boons, but of the 
knowledge of a method of converting all utpatti-dharnzas into 

Ab. K., i, 19, Tibetan text, p. 31, 5. 
Ibid., i, 9, Tibetan text, p. 13, 6. 
Beesuse i t  is entered into the updddna-skandhaa, a synonym of which 

is duhkha and duhkha-samsdaya (Ab. K., i, 8. Tibetan text, B.W.). The 
tranalstion of &ya-satya by ''Aryan facts " (M. TingandXrs. Rhys Davids) 
is evidently better than the old translation " truth ". What is really meant 
is a distribution of the elements (dharma) into four stages, unrest (duhkha) 
and ita cause (samudava), final appeasement (mirodha) snd its cause 
(lnicrga), a. formula of elements oomesponding t o  every stage. The sisraao- 
dharmas are the same as duhkha and snmudaya, the andarauadharmns the 
same as mirodha and mdrga ; cf. Ab. K., i, 3. Thusduhkha in this formula 
does not a t  all mean  orro row ", butitisasynonym of theseventy-twodhvmas, 
or the five upidrim-skandhas. I t s  general meaning is exactly the same as the 
meaning of the formula ye dhammi. This duhkha is pari@rna-duhkha. 
Evidently Ledi Sadaw had this oonception in view when painting t o  the 
difference between two kin* of dukkha; of. Mrs. Rhys Davids, 
R. Psych., p. 83. Cf. S. Sohayer, Mnhdyrinistische Erliisungslehrem, p. 6. 

a Ad Ab. K., i, 1. 
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anutpatti-dharmas, i.e. of stopping for ever the commotion 
created by the operation of the forces active in the process of 
life? Our conception of a Buddhist element (dharma) would 
not be complete if this connotation of a commotion to be 
suppressed (heya) were not included, along with its nou- 
substantiality and momentary evanescence. 

This feature ccnverts the dharmo-theory into a doctrine 
of salvation-the chief aim of theoretical as well as practical 
Buddhism. The doctrine amounts shortly to the following 
details. From the view-point of a gradual progress towards 
Final Deliverance all the elements of life may assume two 
different characters: they either are characterized by a 
tendency towards life, commotion and turmoil, and then they 
are called sE.srava,z i.e. " influenced " by passiouq ; or they 
are " uninfluenced " (ancisrava), i.e. they exhibit the opposite 
tendency towards reduction of life, appeasement of commotion 
and even annihilation.3 The passions (klep), being themselves 
separate .elements, i.e. represented as substantial entities, 
affect the stream of life (santci~~a) to which they belong. 
Roughly, the first set of elements (the scisrava-dharmm) 
correspond to the ordinary man, with all his enjoyments and 
bothers in life; the second make up the saint (cirya), 
who stands aloof from all interest in life and cares only for 
Final Deliverance. A thorough knowledge, a discriminatio~,~ 
of all elements of existence is essential for Salvation, since 
when they are known they can be singled out and gradually 
suppressed one after the other. The connotation of the term 
" element " (dham)  thus includes three further conceptions : 
(1) it is something that can be well determined, i.e. 
distinguished in the complex stream of life as an ultimate 

1 Ab. K., i, I. 
Cf. Ab. I., i, 3. The derivation of the word from the root sru is, no  

doubt, correct, as is proved by the Jaina view of the karma mattnr 
" flowing " into the body through the  pores of the skin. 

8 The eternal esam&kz elements are included among the andsrava clsss 
(Ab. K., i, 3). 

Ab. K., i, 2, dhrna-provicaya-a thorough picking out of olemrnts 
one by one. 

4 
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reality ; (2) this something is in a state of eternal commotion ; 
(3) i t  is something that must and can be appeased, and brought 
to an eternal standstill? 

A special element received in this connexion extraordinary 
prominence. I t  is termed prajfii, which may roughly be 
translatea "understanding ". It is one of the citta-mahi- 
bhzkika elements, i.e. a mental faculty always present, in 
every conscious moment. In  the ordinary plane of existence 
i t  is synonpous with mati and means simple understanding, 
the capacity of appreciating something. But it is capable 
of development and becomes then prajad amald, "immaculate 
wisdom," ancisravd prajfii, "understanding uninfluenced (by 
mundane considerations)." Its presence gives the whole 
stream (santdna) a special character, i t  becomes the central 
element of the stream, and its satellites-all other elements 
of the " stream "-feelings, ideas, volitions, become pnre.2 
The presence of this element a d s  as an antidote against other 
elements that are " unfavourable " (aktipla) for .progress ; 
they gradually disappear and cannot reappear in the same 
stream. The first thing to be realized in such a state is the 
theory of the elements (dharmatd), the idea that there is no 
permanent personality (pudgala, dtmE), that the supposed 
personality really is a congeries of eighteen components (dEtu) .  
When the wrong view of an existing personality (satkdya-dy@i) 
is disposed of, the path that leads to Pins1 Deliverance is 
entered. Every vicious, or disquieting, " unfavourable " 
(aku~ala) element has a special antidote in the agency of 
wisdom ; when suppressed it becomes an alzupatti-dharma, 
an element which never will return, a blank is substituted 
for i t ;  this blank (nirodha) is called " cessation through 

' I n  the terminology of abhidharma "something to be suppressed" 
mems that i t  is an element (dhrrna) ; cf. Ab. R., i, 15, Tibetan text, 27, 8. 
If something is not mentioned among the objects to be suppressed, that 
means that i t  ia not a dharma; of. Ab. K., ix, Soul Theory, p. 844. Something 
to be "well known, thoroughly known" means likewise that it is a dhnrma 
(ibid., p. 837). 

Ab. K., i, 2, and Yapom. comment. 
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wisdom " (pratisankhyd-nirodha).' But .only the initial 
stages of saintliness can be reached through this so-called 
drsti-mdrga, i.e. through knowledge a certain. amount 
of dharmas has its flashings stopped. The remainder are 
stopped by mystical concentration, they are bhtiuand-heya,? 
i.e. to be suppressed by entering the realms of trance. I n  all 
Indian systems the ultimate instrument of salvation is Yoga. 
This can not only do away with the intellectual and moral 
elements that are "unfavourable ", but can stop the 
existence or appearance of matter itself. We have seen that 
matter is reduced in this system to sense-data, which are 
conceived rather as forces, momentary flashings. Practical 
observation has shown to the philosophers that when a certain 
degree of intense concentration is reached the sensations of 
taste and smell disappear, hence, it is concluded, the objects, 
the sense-data of odour and taste, have likewise vanished. 
Founded on this practical observation, a plane of existence 
has been imagined,3 where living beings or "streams " 
(santdna) consist only of fourteen instead of eighteen com- 
ponents.* I n  the Abhidharma-koga the question is raised, 
how many elements can be suppressed through knowledge 
and how many through ecstasy ? and i t  is anewered that some 
mental elements are suppressed by mere knowledge only, 
namely, the belief in a real personality (sat-kEyadrfti) and its 

Pratisankhyi is synonymous with yrqjlici amali; i t  is the same as the 
prajliri orprasankhyina in theSbkhya-Yoga system, an agency destroying , 

the klepas. I t  was probably the origin* meaning of the word sa&hyd, from 
which thesystemreoeivedits name. The Buddhist specification in the way of 
the prsposition prati- refers t o  theseparateness of the elements, of which 

\ every one needs a separate action of wisdom in order to be supprwsed ; 
of. Ab. K., i, 4. The ssme tendency is probably responsible for the tarm 
pati-rnoksa instead of mokga, as prati-vijGzptib, cf. above, p. 16 ; the term 
prati-buddho, on the contrary, is used as a, designation of the " Enlightened 
One ", in the Upanisads (cf. H. Oldenberg, Die Lehere dur Upmishaden, 
p. 131), by Jains, Scnkhyas, but not by Buddhists. 

a Ab. K., i, 20. 
a db. K., bhziya, sd  i, 30, Tibetan text, p. 63, 4, where this explanation 

is attributed to pilibha, and is, evidently, shared by Vasubandhu bimself. 
The dhdtus Nos. 8-7 and 14-15 are in abeyance. 
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consequences-all the feelings, ideas, and volitions and forces 
connected-they disappear as soon as the antidote, i.e. the 
ancitma = dharma-theory, is realized. Other impure elements 
(sisrava), all the material elements (dhiitus 1-5 and 7-10), 
and all sensuous consciousness (dhitm 13-17 ; iifteen dhitus 
in all) can be suppressed only by ecstasy.l Since matter was 
conceived as a play of subtle forces, its disappearance in a 
manner similar to the suppression of passion and wrong views 
is not so illogical. The purified elements of the saint 
(anisrava-dharma) could not be suppressed a t  all, but 
they likewise disappeared a t  the time of Nirvana, through 
absence of new karma, i.e. elements of unrest (duhkha), 
to which the commotion of the world was due. Imagination 
has constructed whole wcrlds where these kinds of matter 
and sensations corresponding to them are absent, they 
are the worlds of reduced, or purified, matter.2 They 
can be entered either by rebirth in them (utpatti), or by 
an effort of concentration (samepatti), an absorption which 
transports into higher planes of existence not merely 
Buddhists. Working further on upon the same principle, 
higher worlds are constructed where the material s i d e t h e  
sense-data-experience further reduction and finally worlds 
purely spiritual are reached, where every matter, i.e. all 
sensations and sense-data are absent. Speaking technically, 
the formula of a living being in these planes of existence will 
reveal only three component terms (dktu) : consciousness 
(mano-dGtu), mental phenomena and forces (dharma-dhitu), 
and abstract, non-sensuous cognition (mano-v@%?na-dhitu).3 
These purely spiritual beings (or, more precisely, formulas of 
being) have their consciousness and mental phenomena ' 
brought to a standstill a t  some very high planes of transic 
existence : the unconscious trance (asanj6i-samepatti) and 
cessation trance (nirodhd-samiipatti). But this is, nevertheless, 

Ab. K.,  i, 40. 
a Ab. K.,  i, 30, rzipa-Dhdtu 
a Ab. K.,  i, 31. 
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not an eternal extinction. At last the absolute stoppage of 
all the pure dharmns of the highest spiritual beings is reached, 
an eternal blank is substituted for them. This is NirvLna, 
absolute annihilation of the sa~tskrta-dharm, which is 
tantamount to the presence of the asaykrta-dharmas. 

According to the Sarv%stiv%dins, this quite negative result 
is, nevertheless, an entity of some kind. They make a 
difference, as stated above, between the essence and the 
manifestations of the dharmns. At the time of Nirvina 
the manifestations have ceased for ever, there will be no 
rebirth, but this essence remains. It is, nevertheless, a kind 
of entity where there is no consciousness. 

Thus the ultimate goal of the world-process, the final result 
of all purifying, $piritualizing agencies and efforts is a complete 
extinction of consciousness and all mental processes. The 
absolute (niruina) is inanimate, even if it is something. It 
is sometimes, especially in popular literature, characterized 
as bliss, but this bliss consists in the cessation of unrest 
(duhkha). Bliss is a feeling, and in the absolute there neither 
is a feeling, nor conception, nor volition, nor even conscious- 
ness. The theory is that consciousness cannot appear alone 
without its satellites, the phenomena of feeling, volition, etc.,l 
and the last moment in the life of a bodhisattva, before merging 
into the absolute, is also the last moment of consciousness 
in his continuity of many 1ives.z The appeasement of wrongs 
and passions is the general ideal of humanity; but this 
appeasement carried further on and raised to the state of 
absolute insensibility is a peculiarity of the Hindu ideal. 
Philosophy has converted that into conceptual formulas, 
and the result may seem absurd, but "whosoever wishes to 
be a philosopher must learn not to be frightened by 
absurdities ", says a distinguished modern a ~ t h o r . ~  Buddhism 
was not the only Indian system of philosophy to arrive at  

1 -4b. K.,  ii. 
Ibid., i, 17, Tibetan text, p. 30, 5. 
Bertrand Russell, Problems of Philosophy, p. 31. 
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such a result: in the Vai~esika system the liberated soul 
is as inanimate as a stone (p&Gnavat), or as ether (dkd~avat),  
because cognition, feeling, etc., are not considered as of its 
essence, but as an accidental quality produced by special 
contacts, which cease when final deliverance is reached.l 
The absolute is spiritual only in those systems which accept 
the doctrine that consciousness is of the essence of the absolute, 
i.e. the doctrine of self-luminosity (sva-prak6ga) of kno~ledge.~ 

XIV. THEORY OF COCNJTION 

The character of a philosophical system generally comes 
forth very clearly in its theory of cognition,; it enables us to 
assign it a place among either the realistic systems, main- 
taining the reality of the outer world, or among the idealistic 
ones, denying such reality. Among the Indian systems we 
find every variety of such theories repreiented. The 
Nyiya-Vaipepika system favoured a naively realistic view 
of a series of real contacts-of the object with the sense-organ, 
of the latter with an internal organ, which in its turn entered 
into contact with the soul, and thus cognition was produced. 
The Buddhist idealistic school of Digniga and Dharmakirti 
developed a transcendental theory which exhibited some 
striking points of similarity with the transcendental theory 
of Kant. The Sinkhya-Yoga system would explain the 
origin of knowledge through an assumed assimilatiou of 
the mind-stuff to the object through the medium of a 
sense-organ, compared with the attraction of an object by 
a magnet.3 Even later Vedinta, notwithstanding its strictly 
monistic principle, managed to establish some kind of 
realistic view about " seizing" the object by the  sense^.^ 
What was, as compared with these views, the conception of 
earlier Buddhism, that part of Buddhist philosophy which 

Cf. referenoes in A. B. Keith's Indian Logic, p. 261 n. 
Cle~rly expressed by Dhmmakirti in the celebrated verse : avibhdgo 

ha' BUddyitrnd. . . . 
Yoga SCtra, i, 4, 7. 
Vedrinta-sicra, 29. 
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admitted the existence of elements (dharma) as ultimate 
realities, i.e. the Sarvistividins and the Sautrintikas ? 

Their explanation of the origin of knowledge was in perfect 
agreement with their ontology, i.e. with the theory of a 
plurality of separate, though interdependent, elements 
(dharma). The phenomenon of knowledge was a compound 
phenomenon, resolvable into a number of elements 
simultaneously flashing into existence. Being conceived as 
momentary flashes, the elements could not move towards 
one another, could not come into contact, could not influence 
one another, there could be no " seieiif " or " grasping " of 
the object by the intellect. But, according to the laws of 
interconnexion (pratitya-samutpdda) prevailing between them, 
some elements are invariably appearing accompanied by 
others arising in close contiguity with them. A moment of 
colou; ( ~ C p a ) ,  a moment of the sense-of-vision-matter ( m k p h ) ,  
and a moment of pure consciousness (citta), arising 
simultaneously in close contiguity, constitute what is called 
a sensation ( spar~a)  1 of colour. The element of consciousness 
according to the same laws never appears alone, but always 
supported by an object (aipaya) and a receptive faculty 
( i n d ~ i y a ) . ~  

A very important, though somewhat scholastic, question is 
then raised : how is it that, if these three separate elements- 
the element colour, the element visual sense, and the element 
consciousness-merely appear, or flash, together, without 
being appurtenances of some non-existing living being, without 
being able to influence one another, to " grasp ", apprehend, 
or come into contact with one another-how is it, then, that 
there, nevertheless, is an " apprehending" of the object by 
the intellect '1 Why is it that the resulting knowledge is a 
cognition " of colour ", and not a cognition of the visual sense, 

1 2 ' r a y d ~ w  ssannipdta?~ spaqah .  It is mislerding to trmdete spar$& by 
" contact ", since it represents a caitta-dharma. 

a Cak& pratitya r l ipap  co caksur-vi jGnan atpadyak.  Here cakgur- 
vi j%m is not a visual sensation-that would bespargo-but apure aensation, 
arising acoornpanied by a moment of the visual-senae-matter. 
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which is supposed to enter the combination on terms of 
equality with the other elements ? The question about the 
relation between external (objective) and internal (subjective) 
element, and the " grasping " of the one by the other which 
was to  have been evaded by the construction of a plurality 
of interdependent, but separate and equal, elements, reverts 
in another form. The answer is that, although there is no 
real coming in contact between klements, no grasping of the 
objective element by the intellect, nevertheless the three 
elements do not appear on terms of absolute equality ; there is 
between two of them-consciousness and object-a special 
relation which might be termed " co-ordination " (sirzZpya),' 
a relation which makes it  possible that the complex 
phenomenon-the resulting cognition-is a cognition of colour 
and not of the visual sense. 

Such an answer amounts, of course, to a confession of 
ignorance : this relation exists because it  exists, i t  is required 
by the system, without this patchwork the system collapses. 
I n  all Indian-and, indeed, not only Indian-systems we 
always reach a point which must be acquiesced in without 
any possible justification. It must be assumed, not h a u s e  
it  could be proved (na scidhayitu~ gakyam), but .because 
there is no possibility of escape (auarjan;illata,ya), i t  is 
a postulate of the system (siddhcinta-prasiddham). 

Thin same sdriripya reappears in the transcendental system of Digniga 
and Dhsrmskirti, as it would seem, in a different, but similar, role of a. 
salvage in extremis. Dharmakirti establishes an absolute reality, the thing 
in itself, the single moment of pure sensation (~uddhav~ pratyaksam = 

kalpandpodhan = smlakpananz = ksana = pramdrthasat); this single 
moment of reality is the transcendental (j*&nem pipayiturn na cabate) 
reality underlying every representation with its complex of qualities, 
oanstructed by imagination (kalpand). There ia a difficulty in supplying 
some explsmtion of how this quite indefinite moment of pure sensation 
combines with the definite omstruetion of reason, and stirepya steps in to 
save the situation. Its role ia consequently similar to Kant's sohematism, 
that was intended to supply a bridge between pure sensation (mine 
Sinnlichkeit) and reason. Cf. my Logic aecwding to later Btrddhists, chap. 
on pratykga. About sdriripga in Sinkhys-Yoga see below. p. 64. 
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I n  the Abhdharma-koga we have the following account of 
the process of cognition 1 :- 

Questwn.-We read in scripture, " Consciousness apprehends." 
What is conscionsness here meant to do 1 

Answer.-Nothing at all ! (It simply appears in co-ordination 
with its objective elements, like a result which is homogeneous 
with its cause.) When a result appears in conformity with its 
own cause it  is doing nothing at all; but we say that it  
does conform with it. Consciousness, likewise, appears in co- 
ordination (skrapya) with its objective elements. It is (properly 
speaking) doing nothing. Nevertheless, we say that consciousness 
does cognize its object. 

Question.--What is meant by " co-ordination " (between 
consciousness and its objective element) 2 

Answer.-A conformity between them, the fact owing to which 
cognition, although caused (also) by the activity of the sensea, 
is.not something homogeneous with them. It is said to cognize 
the object and not the senses. (It bears the reflection of the 
objective element which is its corollary.) And, again, the 
expression "consciousness apprehends" is not inadequate, 
inasmuch as here also a continuity of conscious moments is the 
cause of every cognition. (" Consciousness apprehends " means 
that the previous moment is the cause of the following one.) 
The agent here also denotes simply the cause, just as in the 
current expression " the bell resounds " (the bell is doing nothing, 
hut connected with it  every following moment of sound is 
produced by the previous one). (We can give) another 
(illustration) : consciousness apprehends similarly to the way in 
which a light moves. 

Question.-And how does a light move 2 
, Answer.-The light of a lamp is a common metaphorical 

designation for an uninterrupted production of a series of flashing 
flames. When this production changes its place, we say that the 
light has moved, (but in reality other flames have appeared in 
another place). Similarly, consciousness is a conventional name 
for a chain of conscious moments. When it  changes its place 
(i.e. appears in co-ordination with another objective element) 
we say that it  apprehends that object. And in the same way 
Ke are speaking about the existence of material elements. We 

Ab. R., i x ;  cf. Sod Thewy, pp. 937-8. 
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sap matter "is produced ", it exists, but there is no difference 
between exist,ence of an element and the element itself that does 
exist. The same applies to consciousness, (there is nothing that 
does cognize, apart from the evanescent flashings of consciousuess 
itself). 

The question of the reality of an outer world is, strictly 
speaking, obviated. I n  a system which denies the existence 
of a personality, splits everything into a plurality of separate 
elements, and admits of no real interaction between them, 
there is no possibility of distinguishing between an external 
and internal world. The latter does not exist, all elements 
are quite equally external towards one another. Nevertheless, 
the habit of distinguishing between internal and external, 
subjective and objective, could not be dropped altogether, 
and we meet with curious situations into which the philosopher 
is driven by logical deductions ; consciousness itself sometimes 
happens to be considered as an external element with regard 
to other elements. Such elements as ideas (sanjlid), feelings 
(wedand), volitions (cetand), and all forces (savkdra) are, as 

a rule, considered to be external elements. The Abhidharma- 
koga gives the following account of the question :- 1 

Question.-IIow many among the eighteen categories of 
elementary components (dhdtu) of life are internal, how many 
external ? 

Answer.-Internal are twelve, (the remaining six) colour, etc., 
are e.xterna1. 

Question.-Which are the twelve internal ones ? 
An,swer.-They are the six varieties of consciousness (gad- 

tij'iidna-kzyih), i.e. consciousness (1) visual, (2) auditory, (3) 
olfactory, (4) gustatory, (5) tactile, (6) purely mental, and their 
six respective bases (dgraya) : the sense-organs of vision, audition, 
smelling, tasting, touch, and consciousness itself, i.e. its 
preceding moment (being the basic element of the next moment) 
-are internal. The remaining six, comprising visibilitylmatter 
(sounds, smells, tastes, tangibles, and mental or abstract objects, 
e.g. ideas), are external. 

Ab. K., i, 39. 
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Question.-How is it possible for the elements of existence to 
be internal or external, if the Self (or the personality) in regard 
to which they should be external or internal does not exist at all ? 

Answer.-Cousciousuess is metaphorically called a Self, because 
it  yields some support to the (erroneous) idea of a Self. Buddha 
himself uses such expressions. He sometimes mentions control 
of the Self, (sometimes control of consciousness), e.g. "the wise 
man who has suhmitt,ed his Self to strict cont.rol, migrates into 
heaven," and (in another place) He says : " the control of one's 
consciousness is a weal, the control of consciousness leads to bliss." 
The sense of vision and other sense-organs are the basic elements 
for the corresponding sensations ; consciousness, on the other 
hand, is the basic element for the perception of a Self. Therefore, 
as a consequence of this close connexion with consciousness, the 
sense-organs are brought under the head of internal elements. 

A very characteristic question is then raised, namely, that 
this definition of an internal element does not apply to con- 
sciousness itself. If to be internal means merely to be the basic 
element of consciousness, as the organ of vision e.g. is the 
basic element (dgraya) for any visual consciousness, then, 
since consciousness could not be its own basis, i t  could neither 
be an internal element. The question is solved by stating 
that the preceding moment of consciousness is the basis for 
the following one, and since time is irrelevant in this definition, 
consciousness must also be called internal. I n  any case, the 
dharnuih or dharma-dhatu, i.e. ideas and all mental phenomena 
and forces, are supposed t c  be external elements,l that is 
a postulate of the system. 

The theory sketched above does not by any means prevent 

l our using the expressions of common life with regard to an 

The exaot division of the eighteen dluitus from this view-point is in- 
(!) Six bases, dpraya-patka, cal;surddi : organs of sense and consoiounnese 
(mnnnh), otharwisecalledpad indripit& or thesix faoulties. (2) Six "baaed ", 
icprita-patka, cakgw-vijGnadi: five varieties of eensatian and intellectual 
oonsoiousness (mano-vijWna). (3) Six cognized objects (alambana-patka 
and vipaya-patkn) : five varieties of sense objeots and mental objects; 
they are, with regard to the second set, ribmbanaa, and vipayaa with regard 
to the indriyas. 



inter-action or contaot between sense-organ and object. We 
meet even with the comparison of this contaot to a clash of 
butting goats, but these expressions need not be taken literally. 
About the possibility of any real contact between the sense- 
organ and its object, we find the following explanations.1 
The senses are divided into two sets according to their power 
of acting a t  a distance, or through contact only. The senses 
of vision and audition apprehend their objects a t  a distance. 
For the eye a distance is even a necessary condition, because 
e.g. a drop of mcdicine introduced into the eye cannot be 
seen by it. The three organs of smelling, tasting, and touch 
must be in immediate contact with the object. The question 
is then raised, how is contact possible if there is no movement, 
and it is answered that contact is only a name for production 
of two elements in immediate vicinity. The question of con- 
tact between object and organ of sense affords an opportunity 
for debating the question of contact between objects in general. 
The Vaibhisikas maintain that when there is a contact, 
i.e. simultaneous production of tvro things in close vicinity, 
their vicinity is absolute, there is nothing between, but 
Vasubandhu objects that absolute vicinity is impossible for 
many reasons. He quotes the opinion of two celebrated 
philosophers, Vasumitra and Bhadanta; the first says : 
"If the atoms of which the objects are composed could really 
come into contact, they would be existing during the next 
moment," i.e. since every atom is but a momentary flashing, 
its coming into contact is impossible; the contact will be 
achieved by another atom appearing in the next moment. 
Bhadanta says : " There is no such thing as'contact. Contact 
is only a name for the close vicinity (of two apparitions)." 2 

With regard to matter (rcpa), the Abhidharma-koga gives 
two different standp0int.s from which to consider its position 
as either external or internal. I t  is external if part of another's 
personality (samtzm), his faculties or his objects, internal if 

' Ab. K., ad i, 43, Tibetan text, p. 82, 6 ff. 
a Nirastam-utpQda, ibid., Tibetan text, p. 83, 9. 
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part of my own personality, my faculties or my objects. 
Otherwise it may be distinguished according to the 
clas~ification into " bases " (ciyatana) of cognition. As we 
have seen, this classification divides everything acpording to 
the faculties by which it is perceived : the five sense-organs 
(indriya) are internal bases (adhyztma-yatana) and the objective 
sense-data represent the external ones (bihy6yatana).l 

' 

Since there is no real difference of external and internal, 
the senses do not really play any part in percept,ion ; they are 
mere facts or elements that appear together with other 
elements according to laws of interconnexion. If we speak of 
the sense of vision as perceiving colour, this must not be taken 
literally. There is in the Abhidharma-koga a long discussion 
about the relative parts of the two elements, of the visual 
sense and of consciousness, in the process of perception. First 
an idealist opponent maintains that consciousness alone 
produces cognition, the part of the senses is nil. This opinion 
is disposed of by pointing to the fact that consciousness does 
not apprehend objects behind a wall, which it ought to have 
achieved if i t  were independent of the sense- organ^.^ The 
SarvLtividin then reviews several explanations of the 
difference between the parts of the sense-organ and con- 
sciousness in perception. " We find in Scripture," he says, 
" the following statement " :- 

" This, 0 Brahmin, is the organ of vision ; it is a door through 
which to see colours and shapes." This means that consciousness 
perceives (colours) through the organ of vision (which is com- 

I parable to a door). It, strictly speaking, means that when we use 

I Cf. db. I(., i, 20. For the position in the Pafi canon el. Mrs. C. Rbys 
Davids, Buddhist Psychologg, p. 140 ff. The idea. that externd matter is 
the matter entering into the scope of another person's life may be tmced 
in the Vibhmya, where exteriorripa is said to be the interior raps of another 
person : ripam, bahidhd yam, ripam te-m, t e p p  parasatkinam (?  parasam- 
kindnam,) parapggaltina- eto. Cf. likewise Majjhima, i, 421 ff. (KO. 2 

1 M&sribulovid~eutta). 
Ab. K., i, 42, Tibetan text, p. 77, 10 ff. 
Ibid., Tibetan text, p. 78, 11 ff. 
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the verb " to see " we only indicate that there is an (open) door 
(for the consciousness to apprehend a colour). I t  is wrong to 
maintain that the organ of vision (cakguh) " looks" (pa~yati), 
with the result that it " sees ", (perception is produced only by 
the element of consciousness). 

Queslion.-If it is the element of consciousness that " sees ", 
.who is it  that becomes conscious (of the thing seen) ? What is 
the difference between these txo expressions, " to see a colour " 
and " to become conscious of the presence of a colour " ? 

Answer.-Although that (element) which produces conscious- 
ness cannot, strictly speaking, be supposed " to see ", neverthe- 
less both expressions are used indiscriminately : "he sees " 
and " he is conscious of ", just as with regard to understanding 
(prajiid) we may equally use the expressions " he sees it  " and 
" he understands it  ". 

The Sarviistividin then states that the elements of visual 
sense and consciousness do not exhibit any agency, they simply 
appear under certain conditions : the organ of sense and the 
object being present, consciousness arises, and the mere fact 
of its apparition is tantamount to a sensation of colour, just as 
the sun in arising produces the day ; i t  does nothing, but its 
appearance itself is the day. The SautrRntika adheres to 
the same opinion, and sinds up with the remark : "What is 
the ,use of this ,quarrel about 'who sees ' and 'who is 
conscious ' ? It is like chewing empty space ! A visual 
perception (sensation) is a f ad ,  conditioned by two other 
facts, an organ of vision and some colour. Which is the 
agent ? What is the agency ? Useless questions ! There is 
nothing but the elementary facts (dharma-mdtram) appearing 
as cause and effect. I n  practice, according to the require- 
ments of the case, we may use either the expression ' the 
eye sees ' or ' consciousness is being aware '. But we should 
not attach great importance to these expressions. Buddha 
himself has declared, 'do not stick to the expressions used by 
common people, do not attach any importance to usual 
terms ! ' ' The eye sees,' ' the ear hears,' ' the  nose smells,' 
' the  tongue tastes,' ' the body feels,' ' the  intellect becomes 
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conscious,' the Kagmirian BaibhRsikas make use of- these 
expressions (without taking them literally)." 

This sounds like an answer to the SBnkhya philosophers. 
They maintained that the sense organ " sees ", but conscious- 
ness " is conscious "."he Mimimsakas adopted the same 
view in admitting an indistinct sense-perception (dlocana) 
comparable to  the perceptions of a child and the clear vision 
with participation by the ~nderstanding.~ The transcendental 
school of Dharmakirti denied the differcncc. It maintained 
that, distinct or indistinct, the fact of knowledge remained 

'the same in its e~sence.~ 
There is no great disagreement between the Vaibhisikas 

(Sarviistiviidins) and the Sautrintikas on the interpretation 
of the origin of cognition. It is in their opinion a complex 
phenomenon in which several elements participate, inter- 
connected, but separate, with the essential presence of the 
element of consciousness among them.6 

I n  the light of this theory of cognition it  is surprising to 
see the family-likeness which reveals itself between the 
consciousness (kt, purusa) of the Sinkhyas and its Buddhist 
counterpart (vi@%na). Both are absolutely inactive, without 
any content, a knowledge without an object, a knowledge 
" of nothing ", pure sensation, mere awareness, a substance 
without either qualities or movements. Being the pure 
light of knowledge it  " stands by " the phenomena, illuminates 
them, reflects them, without grasping them or being affected 
by them! The only difference is that in Sinkhya it  represents 
an eternal principle, whereas in Buddhism momentary 
light - flashes appearing a t  the time when certain other 

Ab. K., i, 42, Tibetan text, p. 79, 18. 
a Gsrbe, Sdnkhya Philosophie, 2nd ed., pp. 319 ff. ,  326. 

~Zoh~cir t ika ,  Pmtyakpl i t ra .  
4 Nyciyabindut., p. 4 8. 

Theinformetion about the Sautrantika theory of cognition, contained in 
the Sam-darpno-sangraha and similar works (bdhyrirthbnumeyatua), re- 
poses on a. oonfusion by Brahmmical authors between Seutrhtika and 
Vij%na.vlda, not seldom to be met with. 

Warhe, op. oit., pp. 358 ff. 
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elements are present? The order which it occupies among the 
~uddhist  groups (skandhas) of elements is likewise suggestive. 
I t  is not included in the mental groups. I t  has a place of its 
own just a t  the end of the list, similar to the position occupied 
by it as the twenty-fifth principle of SLnkhya.2 In  order 
to avoid the difficulty involved in the idea of one element 
" grasping " the other, i t  is imagined that there is the mere fact 
of them being near one a n ~ t h e r . ~  Whatsoever that may mean 
in Yoga, in Buddhism it refers to interconnected flashings 
into existence of two elements. Their relation of subject and 
object, nevertheless, remaim unexplained, and this fact is 
christened by the name of " co-ordination " (sCrCpya). We 
meet the same deus ex mahina performing an analogous task 
in both systems; subject and object stand aloof from one 
another, yet they are " co-ordinated " . 4  

It can hardly be doubted that the emphatic denial of 
any difference between consciousness, mind, and intellect 5 

in Buddhism is likewise a direct reply to the SBnkhya system, 
where we find such a gap between consciousness and mind, 
and the latter then divided into the threefold internal organ. 

The doctrine of identity between consciousness and an 
internal organ of knowledge is characteristic for Buddhism 
from its very beginning. It is, in fact, another manner of 
expressing the denial of a soul and is the direct consequence 
of its being replaced by separate elements. We find it clearly 
stated in the oldest texts.6 I t  probably was, a t  the time, 
a new doctrine, intended to replace an older one. The 

Senkhya-kariM, 64, which has given an opportunity to impute to the 
system the negation of a soul, only proves that the consoious principle 
deprived of any chsracteristic or content, represents in SLnkhya nothing 
else than pure sensation, or pure consciousness. Cf. Garhe, op. cit., p. 364. 

About the order in which the skandhas stand we find a great many 
speculations in Ab. K., i, 22;  cf. Mrs. C. Rhys Davids, R. Psych., p. 64. 

Vyaa, ad i, 4 ; ii, 23. 
' Professor J. H. Woods translates "correlation", which is much the 

srme (op. oit., p. 14, 160 8.). 
Ab. If., il 34 ; Mrs. C. Rhya Davids, R. Psych., p. 66. 
Samyuttg ii, 94;  Majjhim., i, 256 ff. 
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pre-Buddhistic use of the terms is clearly discernible in the 
Pali texts. One or the other of these synonymous terms is 
used with preference in certain contexts? As an organ 
( i d r i y a ,  Zyatana No. 6 )  and as a common resort (patisarana) 
fc.r the sense-organs, the term "mind " (manap) is preferred ; 
consciousness purely mental, non-sensuous, is called m n o -  
uzj'EZna (dhatu No. 18), i.e. conscionsness alising, not from an 
nrgan of sense, but from consciousness itself, from its 
Preceding moment, when the preceding moment takes the 
place of a support ( C ~ m y a ) ,  or an organ (indriya), for a non- 
sensuous idea. These distinctions are mere traces of older 
habits of thought. The philosophical atmosphere in the time 
of Buddha was in all probability saturated with SLnkhya 
idehs. Buddhism cannot be fully understood if these 

41 connexions are not taken into account. 

XV. PRE-BTTDDHAIC BUDDHISM 

Can the theory sketched above be characterized as a system 
of realism ? It is certainly not the naive realism of Nyiya- 
Tai~aipesika. For the Brabmanical writers i t  was realism 
(bEhy6rthdstitca) because i t  was different from the later, more 
definite, idealism. But the difference between SarzrZsticZda 
and T'ijlianacZda consists rather in that the former is 
pluralistic and the latter converts all elements into aspects 
of one store-consciousness (Claya-t@Zna). The whole system 
of elements is retained with slight variations. Professor 0. 
Rosenberg is inclined to conclude that in thsory of cognition 
the Buddhists were idealists from the beginning, but they 
were realists so far as they accepted the real existence of a 
transcendental absolnte reality? It has, inany case, a position 
of its own, very far from ordinary realism, resembling perhapa 
some modern theories which accept the reality of external 
ss well as internal facts and a certain " co-ordin@ion " between 

1 Mrs. C. Rhys Dsvids, op. oit., pp. li ff., has with very fine disorimina- 
tion traced the different ahedes of meaning conveyed in the Pali canonical 
texts hv these terms, which am emphatically declared to be synonymous. 
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them, without the one " grasp in^" the other. The 
cinematographic representation of the world and the con- 
verting of all the facts of the inner and outer world composing 
an individual stream of life into a complex play of inter- 
connected momentary flashes, is anything but realism. 
The world is a mirage. The reality nnderljing it is heyond 
our cognition. Niigirjuna gave the right explanation in calling 
it an empty (@nya) illusion ( ~ a ~ i ) .  Professor 0. Rosenberg 
insists upon the illusionistic tendency of Buddhism from' 
the very 0ntset.l Even for Buddhagho;pa not only outer 
objects, but men were nothing but puppets trying to deceive 
us as to their r r a l i t ~ . ~  That Cankara established his 
illusionistic doctrine of Vedinta under Buddhist influence 
is a t  present more or less generally accepted. But we 
must make the difference between the radical illusionism of 
Cankara and Nhgarjuna and the half-way illufiio&m of 
primitive Buddhism. The visible world was, as VPcaspa- 
timipra says with reference to Shnkhya-Yoga, similar to an 
illusion, but not exactly an illusion (mnFzletia na  tu  mi@).  
The position of the Sinkhya, accepting the transcendental 
elements (gunas) as the only reality, was just the same. 

Whether the andtma-dhmna theory was the personal 
creation of Cikyamuni Buddha himself, or not, is a quite 
irrelevant question. In  any case, we do not know 01 any form 

Op. cit., chaps. iv, viii, and xviii. 
Visuddhi-mgga, xi, Warren, Buddhism, p. 158. Mrs. C. Rhys Davide, 

op. cit., denies in primitive Buddhism both illusionism (p. G5) and 
idealism (p. 75). When the root of phenomenal existence is declnred to 
he illusion (asid@), and the process of life is "empty with a twelvefold 
emptiness" (Viat~ddfii-M., xvii, Warren, op. cit., p. 175), i t  is di5eult 
t o  deny illusionism altogether. A s  to the different interpretations of 
illusion ef. 8. Dasgupts, Histmy, p. 354. Professor 0. Rosenberg's chief 
argument in favour of idealism was drawn from the fact that the ohjects 
of the outer world were components of one aawnna, i.e. internal to the 
p3rsonality. But, oonsidoriog that in primitive Buddhism all elements are 
equelly external to one another and samtrina is not a reality, not a dkarma, 
there is no idealism in the later sense. The interprotation admitted by 
Mra. Rhys Davids, p. 75, nsmely, that "the microcosm (i.e. pudgaln) 
apprehended the macrocosm by way of its sensc-doors ", looks dangerously 
like aatkliyadrsti I I'ydsa, iv, 13. 
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of Buddhism without this doctrine and its corollary 
clasaifications of elements into sknndha, Cyatana, and dhau, 
the laws of their interconnexion (prof2ya-.~amutp.ida), and 
the complicated constructions which these termini involve. 
This is also, as Professor 0. Rosenberg rightly remarks, the 
common foundation of all the forms of Buddhism in all the 
countries where this religion flourishes a t  present. Failing 
to realize that, some superficial observers concluded that in 
the northern countries Buddhism was " degenerate " and 
altogether a diEerent religion. It is a salient feature of Indian 
philosophy that its history split,s into several independent 
lines of development which nin parallel from an early 
beginning down to modern times. Each development has its 
own fundamental idea to start with, and the development 
makes every effort to keep faithful to the start. Thus we 
have the realism (Brambha-uaa) of the Vaipesika, the pluralism 
(sanghdta-uda) of Buddhism, the evolutionism (parinima- 
vidu) of Shnkhya-Yoga, and the illusionism (vivarta-oida) of 
Vedinta running in parallel lines of development from the 
remotest antiquity, each with its own ontology, its own theory 
of causation, its own theory of cognition, its own idea of 
salvation, and its own idea of the origin of the limitations 
(avidyd) of our experience. 

We know of celebrated philosophers who have been engaged 
in more than one line, but the lines were always kept separate. 
In  Buddhism the development began in the discussions of the 
early Hinayina schools. The Sarvistividins established a 
catalogue of seventy-five elementii., The Sautrintikas 
excluded a number of them as mere names ; the Midhyamikas 
viewed all of them as contingent ( p n y a )  upon one another, 
and therefore declared the world to be an illusion; the 
Vijfiinavidins converted them into ideas, aspects of one 
store-cousciousness (alaya-vijfidna), but the plnralistic funda- 
ment,al idea remained ; its idealistic and illusionistic tendency, 
which was clear from the beginning, was elaborately worked 
out by later scholars. 
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The possibility is not precluded that the foundation stone 
of the ancitma-dharma theory was laid before Buddha. Just 
as MahAvira was not the first to proclaim Jainism, but only 
adopted and gave lustre to a doctrine which existed before 
him, just so Buddha may have adopted and spread a doctrine 
which he found somewhere in that philosophical laboratory 
which was the India of his time. He, indeed, is reported to 
have emphatically disowned the authorship of a new teaching, 
but claimed to be the follower of a doctrin'e established long 
ago by former Buddhas. This is usually interpreted as a kind 
of propaganda device, but it is not quite improbable that 
a real historical fact underliks these assertions. 

Among that oldest set of Upanisads which for many reasons 
are generally admitted to be pre-Buddhistic, but display some 
knowledge of the Sinkhya system, we find, along with Sinkhya 
conceptions, a statement that might be an indication of the 
existence of such a pre-Buddhistic form of the ancitma-dharma 
theory. In the Kci(hakopanisad, which belongs to this class, a 
doctrine is mentioned that is evidently strongly opposed to the 
monistic view of an immortal soul (citman), and favours instead 
a theory of separate elements (pythag-dhurm8mpqyati). This 
theory is repudiated with the following remark : "Just as 
rainwater that has fallen down in a desert is scattered and lost 
among the undulations of the ground, just so is (a philosopher) 
who maintains the existence of separate elements lost in 
running after nothing else but these (separate elements)." 1 

Professor IE. Jacobi has shown that unorthodox opinions, 
opposed to the accepted soul-theory, are alluded to even in 
the oldest set of the Upanigad~.~ These indications are made 
in the usual Upanisad style and anything but precise. 

What emerges from the passage of the Kcithaka cited above 
is that there was a doctrine opposed to the reigning soul- 

Kdthakop., iv, 14; cf. Mrs. and ProfessorW.Geiger, op. cit., p. 9. In  
another passage of the same text (i, 21) d h w m  apparently also means an 
element, but a. subtle and immortal one. 

Emst Xuhn memorial volume (Munich, 1916), p. 38. 
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theory, that it maiatained the existence of subtle elements 
and separate elements (p~thag dharma), and that such a 
doctrine, in the opinion of the author, did not lead to salvation. 
Cankara, in his commentary, agrees that Buddhism is alluded 
to, but, very bluntly, he interprets dharma as meaning here 
in

di

vidual soul? As a matter of fact, dharma never occurs 
with this meaning in the Upanisads. I ts  occurrence in the 
Kcitlda leaves the impression that it is a catchword, 
referring to a foreign and new doctrine, some adtma-dharma 
theory.2 

Professor Jacobi,sin a recent work, arrives a t  the conclusion 
that a t  the epoch of which the K@haka is the most 
characteristic exponent the theory of an immortal individual 
soul was a new idea which, in all probability, enjoyed great 
popularity as a novelty and met with general approval. 

In  his commentary on the Oan&p?da KfirikE, where the term d h a m a  
aohurs, very clearly in tho sense the Mddkyamika interpretation h ~ s  given 
it, namely, as something unreal, a. mere illusion, the red or the pseudo- 
Cankara likewise enforces the meaning of an individual soul. 

a There are no traces of the Buddhist meaning of dhmma having been 
knomn to PSoini, but there 818 some trams with regard to its CoroUary, 
the term saw&im or sawkyta. When omsation is to be expressed,,he 
makes a difference between real efficiency, i.e. one fact trsnsgressing its 
own existence and affecting the other, which he calls praliyaba, explained 
ap q+~njlntntddhilna (the same as atiprcyOdhdnu, parasparopakta, or simply 
umkciml. and sn  efficienev whirh is contmated with it and conceived as 

duces ( = conditions) an enhancement in (some) existent." In  the tirstcaae, 
upakyta or zlpakyta is used, in the second samkyta. ef. ii, 3,63 ; vi, 1,139 : 
iv. 2, 16 ; iu; 4 , 3  ; cf. the Kdpikj. That the two paribhdpds, gu?~d&rd- 
dhinam and sate utkar&hilnam sawMrah,  refer to the Sbkhya and 
Buddhist views respectively is probable. In  later litemtue the difference 
between u p k m  and simple aamkina is kequantly referred to, cf. 
Nydyab'ndutiM, ed. Petwson (Bibl. I d . ) ,  p. 13 : dviuidhq ca s a h a k t i  
p-a8pzropkEri . . . ; cf. SizBascklhiSt .Vyfi$/aTmcta, p. 48 ff., Sarvadavpna- 
sangmlm, p. 10 (Ribl. Ind.)  : sahakdriqah kim bkarasya vpakvrvanli na mi. 
That the philosophioal conceptions involved in this difference were known 
to Pi"ini would sppew from the suggestive word pratiyatna =.t~pakBra, 
as opposed to samskEva, but this is by no means certain. The conception 
of qu?idntara-z/oga = v&ra is mentioned in .M. bhi$yasya, ad v, 1, 2. A 
aimilclr contrast lies in adhitya- versuspratit~-samutpBdu, cf. Bh. jdla-sulfa. 

a Die indische Philoaophie in Dan Lichl des Ostens (StutQart, 1922). 



There is, indeed, a wide gap between this class of Upani~ads 
and the older set, a difference in style, terminology, and 
the whole intellectual atmosphere. The idea of a surviving 
personanty, of a Self and even a Universal Self, is not unknown 
in the Veda: its essence and its relation to Brahma is the main 
topic of discussion in the Upanisads. But this Self is a psycho- 
physical entity, different explanations of its nature are 
proposed, and materialistic views are not excluded. The idea 
of an immortal soul in our sense, a spiritual monad, a simple, 
nncomposite, eternal, immaterial substance is quite unknown 
in the Veda, inclusive of the older Upanisads. The new 
conception was .accepted by the Jains, the Sinkhyas, 
Mimi~psakas, and later by all philosophical systems except 
the materialists and the Buddhists. In  the Sinkhya the old 
theory survived, in the shape of the linga-prxra, along with 
the adoption of the new. The attitude of,Buddhism towards 
both the old and the new theories was that of a most emphatic 
denial. Scholars were always struck by the spirit of extreme 
animosity which undoubtedly reveals itself in the oldest 
Buddhist texts whenever the idea of a soul is mentioned. 
In  the light of Professor Jacobi's hypothesis this may find a 
natural explanation in the feeling of excitement with which 
the new theory was met and assailed by iLs chief opponents, 
for which mere theoretical considerations of abstract argument 
seem insufficient to account. In  Buddhist records we find 
the old and the new soul-theories clearly distinguished. The 
doctrine which maintains the reality of a Self corresponding 
to the psycho-physical individual is called itma-vida, whereas 
the view approaching the doctrine of a permanent Soul is 
pudgala-oMa. All Buddhists rejected the itrna-vMa, since 
Buddhism (buddEnup&anS), philosophiaally, means nothing 
else than the dhamati,  the theory of dharmas, which is but 
another name for ana'tman, nair5tmya. But there are two 
schools-the Viitsiputriyas and the Sammitiyas-which are, 
nevertheless, adherents of the pudgala-uida. According to 
the exposition of Vasubandhu, this means that the internal 
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skandhas a t  a given moment constitute a certain unity, which 
is related to them as fire to fuel? It had not the absolute 
reality of a dharma, it was not included in the lists of dharmas, 
but, nevertheless, it was not quite unreal. This pudgala 
was also regarded as surviving, since it is maintained that i t  
assumes new elements at  birth and throws them off a t  death.% 
The pdgala of a Buddha seems to be an Omniscient Eternal 
Spirit.3 The satra of the burden-bearer, where $gala is 
compared with the bearer and the skarcdhas with the burden, 
was invoked as a proof that Buddha himself admitted some 
reality of the p ~ d g a l a . ~  For all the other Buddhist schools 
&gala was but another name for iFtman, and they refuted 
both theories by the same arguments. That the position of 
the Vitsiputriyas was wrong, i.e. not in strict conformity 
with the dhama-theory, is evident, since this theory admits 
no real unity whatsoever between separate elements. There- 
fore Self, Soul, personality, individual, living being, human 
being-all these conceptions do not answer to ultimate 
realities : they are but names for some combinations of 
dharmas, i.e. formulas of elements.5 If our supposition that 
the amitma-dharma theory is mentioned in the Kdthakopanipad 
is correct, it evidently was directed against both the old and 
the new Soul-theories as equally unacceplable. But, on the 
other hand, the tenacious effort of some Buddhist schools 
to save the idea of some real unity between the elements of 
a personal life: or the idea of a spiritual principle governing it, 
is partly due to the difficulty of the problem and partly to an 

1 old tradition. We find, indeed, in the Brihmaaas and the 

B o d  Theory, p. 830. I a Ibid., p. 861. 
Ibid., p. 841. 
Ibid., p. 842. Udyotakma, in his exposition of dtma-?da  (pp. 33849), 

likewise mentions this s8tm as contradicting the doctrine of amitman. 
Ibid., p. 838. 
The Sarvistivadins explained the union of the elements i~ a personality 

by the operation of a special force (sawkcira), which they named p d p t i ;  
of. above, p. 23, and in tho tables of elements in the Appendix 11, where 
it is found under viprayukta-sawkdra, No. 1. 
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Upanisads something like a forerunner of the Buddhist 
slcandhas. The individual is also composed of elements ; 
during his lifetime they are united ; the union ceases a t  death, 
and through a reunion of them a new life begins.l Curiously 
enough, the number of these elements, or factors, as 
Professor Jacobi prefers to translate the term pr@a, is the 
same as the number of the Buddhist skundhas. The elements 
themselves are quite different, and this difference bears 
witness of the enormous progress achieved by Indian 
philosophy during the time between the primitive Upaniqids 
and the rise of Buddhism. In  the Buddhist system we have 
a division of mental faculties into feeling, concept, will, and 
pure sensation, in which modern psychology would not have 
much to change. In  the Upanisads i t  is a very primitive 
attempt, giving breath, speech, sense of vision, sense of 
audition and intellect as the elements. But one point of 
similarity remains : the last and, evidently, the most 
important element is in both cases manas. The makrocosm, 
or the Universal Soul, is likewise analysed by the Upanisads 
into five component elemenk2 In  the number of the 
Buddhist skandhas and in the position of manas (= vijlicina) 
among them we probably have the survival of an old tradition.3 
I t  is only by such an indirect influence that we can explain 
the astonishing fact of the simultaneous existence of different 
classi6cations of the elements for which there is no intrinsic 
requirement in the system. When the aGtma-dharma theory 
was definitely framed, with its theory of causation and theory 
of cognition, the cIass5cation of elements into " bases" 
of cognition (Eyatana) became quite natural and indispensable, 

' R. Jaoobi, op. cit., p. 146. Cf. H. Oldenberg, Die Weltalzschau~n~ 
der Bralnana-Tezte, pp. 88 ff . ,  234. 

a H. Jacobi, op. eit., p. 146. CY. H. Oldenherg, Die Lehre der 
Upnniahade., p. 54. 

A similar relation, as is generally admitted, exists between the three 
elements tejas, a p 8 ,  annam of the C&nrEogya, vi, and the three gupm 
of the Sinkhyaa. 
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hut the classification into skandhas was useless. I t ,  neverthe- 
less, was retained in compliance with an old habit of thought, 
and such changes as were required by the progress of 
philosophic analysis were introduced. 

Thus i t  is that the fundamental idea of Buddhism-a 
plurality of separate elements without real unity-had its 
roots in the primitive speculations of the Upanieads. At 
the time when a new conception of the Soul was elaborated 
in Brahmanical circles, some kind of pre-Buddhaic Buddhism, 
under which we understand the aGttma-dharm theory, must 
have been already in existence. This time is the epoch of the 
K@hakopani$ad, which, as Professor Jacobi points out,l 
might also be the time of pre-Jinistic Jainism, the time of 
Pirgvanitha, i.e. the eighth century B.O. 

XVI. SUMMARY 

To summarize :- 
The conception of a rEharm is the central point of the 

Buddhist doctrine. In  the light of this conception Buddhism 
discloses itself as a metaphysical theory developed out of one 
fundamental principle, viz. the idea that existence is an 
interplay of a plurality of subtle, ultimate, not further 
analysable elements of Matter, Mind, and Forces. These 
elements are technically called dharmas, a meaning which 
this word has in this system alone. Buddhism, accordingly, 
can be characterized as a system of Radical Pluralism 
(sangMta-vaa) 2 : the elements alone are realities, every 
combinatio~ of them is a mere name covering a plurality of 
separate elements. The moral teaching of a path towards 

Deliverance is not 'something additional or extraneous 
to this ontological doctrine, it is most intimately oonnected 
with i t  and, in fact, identical with it. 

l Op. cit., p. 160. 
As contrasted with the Irambha-ulda, which maintains the reality of 

the whole as well as of the  elements, and the priltam-v&da, which ascribes 
absolutc reality only to the whole. 
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The connotation of the term dharma implies t h a t  
1. Every element is a separate (prthak) entity or force. 
2. There is no inherence of one element in another, hence 

no substance apart from its qualities, no Matter beyond the 
separate sense-data, and no Soul beyond the separate mental 
data (dharma =. amitman = nwjZva). 

3. Elements have no duration, every moment represents 
a separate element; thopght is evanescent, there are no 
moving bodies, but congecutbe appearances, flashings, of 
new elements in new places (k~anvkatva). 

4. The elements co-operate with one another ( saekr ta) .  
5. This co-operating activity is controlled by the laws of 

causation (pratitya-samutpctda). 
6. The world-process is thus a process of co-operation 

between seventy-two kinbs of subtle, evanescent elements, 
and such is the nature of dharrnas that they proceed from 
causes (hetu-prabhava) and steer towards extinction (nirodha). 

7. Influenced (sZsraua) by the element avidyci, the process 
is in full swing. Influenced by the element prajlc, it has a 
tendency towards appeasement and final extinction. In  the 
first case streams (sawtcina) of combining elements are 
produced which correspond to ordinary men (pthag-jana) ; 
in the second the stream represents a saint (Erya). The com- 
plete stoppage of the process of phenomenal life corresponds 
to a Buddha. 

8. Hence the elements are broadly divided into unrest 
(duhkha), cause of unrest (duhkha-samudaya = avidyE), 
extinction (nirodha), and cause of extinction (mcirga = 
pajlci) .  

9. The final result of the world-process is its suppression, 
Absolute Calm : all co-opektion is extinct and replaced by 
immutability (asaeky ta  = miminu). 

Since all these particular doctrines are logically developed 
out of one fundamental principle, Buddhism can be resolved 
in a series of equations :- 

dharmatG -- naircitmya = ksapikatua = sa~Fq.tatva = 
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pratDya-samutpannatva = scimava-amisravatva = samklega- 
vyavad&atva = duhkha-nirodha = sa~cira-n irvEw.  

But, although the conception of an element of existence bas 
given rise to an imposing superstructure in the shape of a 
consistent system of philosophy, its inmost nature remains 
a riddle. What is dharma ? It is inconceivable ! It is subtle ! 
No one will ever be able to tell what its real nature (dharma- 
svabhiva) ip, ! I t  is transcendental ! 



APPENDIX I 
VASUBANDH~ ON THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF THE 

S A R V ~ ~ T I V ~ D A  SCHOOL 

The B t h  chapter (kop-sthzna) of the dbhidharnm-kopa 
(v, 24-6) contains a detailed exposition of the argument 
between theSarvlstividins or Vaibhlsikas and theSautrlntikas 
upon the question of the reality of future and past elements 
(dharmas), written according to the method of later dialectics. 
It is divided in two parts, pzirwapakga and uttarapakga. 
I n  the first the VaibhBsika makes a statement of his case, 
and he is attacked by the Sautrintika ; he answers the 
questions and triumphs over the opponent. I n  the second 
the parts are reversed : the Vaibhl+iia puts the questions 
and the Sautrintika answers them and secures the h a l  
victory. As a conclusion the VaibhBsika gives voice to his 
despair a t  the impossibility of conceiving the transcendentally 
deep essence of the elements of existence. The translation is 
made from the Tibetan text of the Peking edition of the Bstan- 
hgyur, Mdo, vol. 64, fol. 279, b. 5-285, a. 2. Some explanations 
have been introduced from Yapomitra's Commentary, and the 
Tibetan commentary of Mchims-pa, which is the standard 
work for abhidharnm throughout Mongolia and Tibet. 

AN EPISODICAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE POSSIBILITY OF PAST 

AND FUTURE EFFICIENCY 

(Abhidhanne-ko~a, KErikG V, 24-6) 
(The author establishes that some passions exist only a t  the 

time when the corresponding objects are present, such are love 
or disgust towards sense-objects. But there are other passions 
of a general scope, such as preconceived dogmatical ideas, delusion, 
a doubting turn of mind, etc. ; these have a bearing towards all 
objects whether past, present, or future. The following question 
is then raised,) 

Rstim-ligyur, 64, But are this paat and this future really existent or not ? If 
f. Big, b. 5. they are, it would follow that the elementary forces (sa+skSra) 

(which are active in the process of life) must be permanent (i.e. 
immovable), since they exist through all h e .  If they are not, 
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how is it to he explained that a man is attracted to (objects 
past and future) by such (passion a5 he experienced formerly, or 
will he subject to in future) ? 

The Vaibheikas do not admit those elements (which combine 
in the process of life) to he permanent, since they are subject 
(to the action of four energies which are) the characteristic 
appurtenance of such elements (viz. the forces of origination, 
decay, existence, and destruction) But, on the other hand, they 
emphatically declare that " the times " (i.e. everyone of the three 
times) are existent in reality. 

The Saulrdntika asks, for what reason 9 

(PART I.--The case for Bverlasting Ekmtnts) 
The VaibhEpika answers: The times are always existent ~ i ~ i k s . ,  v, 24. 

(1) becauae this has been declared in Scripture, (2) because of the 
double (cause of perception), (3) because of the existence of the 
perception's object, (4) because of the production of a result (by 
previous deeds). Since we maintain that all this exists, we profesa 
the theory that everything exists (Sawistivrida). 

(I) Because this has been declared in Scriplure.-Our Sublime 279, b. 7. 
Lord has declared : (" the elements of matter, 0 Brethren, the YSFO'~. 
past and the future ones, are impermanent, not to speak of the 
present ones. This is perceived by the perfect saint, endowed, as 
he is, with wisdom. Therefore, he is regardless of past sense- 
objects, he does not rejoice a t  future enjoyments, he entertains 
disgust and aversion in regard to the present ones, he is engaged 
in keeping them off). 0 Brethren ! if some kiud of past matter Big, b. 7. 

did not exist, the perfect saint endowed with wisdom could not 
be regardless of past sense-objects, but, since they are existent, 
he (enjoys the privilege of) disregarding them. If some kiud of 
future matter were not existent, the wise and perfect saint could 

( not be free from rejoicing a t  future enjoyments (since his 
independence would have no object). But future sense-objects 
do exist, st&" 

(2) Because of the double (came of perception).-It is declared 200, a, z 
in Scripture : " cousciousness, when operating, is conditioned by 
(elements) of a double kind." What are they 2 The sense of 

vision and colour (for a visual oonsciousness), and so on (an organ 
of perception and its respective object for each of the six kinds 



of consciousness, the last being) the intellect itself and its non- 
sensuous objects (for consciousness purely mental). 

Thus these first two reasons for admitting the existence of the 
past and the future are taken from Scripture, but there are 
others, too, which are founded on argument. 

280, a. 4. (3) Becuuse of the aistenee of an object.-If there is an object, 
its cognition can arise; if there is none, neither can its oognition 
be produced. If the past and the future were not existent, the 
objects (of the corresponding cognition) would be non-existent, 
and, as non-existent, they could not be cognized. 

(4) Becuuue of the production of a result (by former deeds).- 
If the past did not exist, how could a deed, good or bad, attain, 
after some lapse of time, its fruition, since, a t  the time when the 

Y q v m .  latter appears, the cause which has produced retribution is gone. 
(-4 former deed, good or had, does exist in reality, because, when 
i t  becomes ripe, i t  produces fruition, just as a present one does.) 

280, a. 6. For these reasons we Vaibheikas maintain that the past and 
the future necessarily exist. This leads to the theory that every- 
thing is existent, and our school is known by emphatically 
adhering to the principle of such universal existence 
(Sarcristida). Accordingly (it is said above in the mnemonic 
verse) : "since we maintain that all t,his exists, we profess the 
theory that everything existe." Those who maintain that every- 
thing, past, future, and present, exists are advocates of universal 
existence (Sarvristiaidins). On the other hand, those who make 
a distinction, partly admitting and partly denying this theory, 
are termed the Distinguishing School (Vt3hajyaaidius). They 
maintain that  the present elements, and those among the past 
that have not yet produced their fruitions, are existent, but they 
deny the existence of the future ones and of those among the past 
that  have already produced fruition.a 

280, b. 2. Sautr5ntika.-And how many branches are there among these 
advocates of universal existence 1 

KBrdB, v, 26. Vaibh@ikrr.-There are four branches, inasmuch as they main- 
tain (1) a change of existence (bhiva-paripim), (2) a change of 
aspect (lakgav-paripima), (3) a change of condition (avasthri- 
parinrima), or (4) contingency (apekgi-prinima). The third is 

Manah and dharmdb. 
Cf. above, p. 43, n. 3. 
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all right. The difference in time reposes on a difference of 
condition (i.e. function of the elements). 

(1) I t  was the venerable Dharmatrlta who maintained the 280, b. 3. 

view that existence (bhzua) changes in the course of time, not 
substance ((lrauga). He is known to have been arguing thus : 
when an element enters different times, its existence changes, 
but not its essence, just as when a golden vessel is broken, its 
form changes, but not its colour. And when milk is turned into 
curds, its taste, consistency, and digestive value are gone, but 
not its colour? I n  the same manner, when an element,, after having 
been future, enters into a present time, i t  gets rid of its future 
existence, but not of the existence of its essence, and when from 
present i t  becomes past, i t  casts away its present existence, but 
not the existence of its substance. 

(2) It was the venerable Ghoga who assumed a change in the 280, b. 0. 
aspect of the elements (lakgana). He is known to have professed 
the theory that, when an element appears a t  different times, the 
past one retains its past aspect, without being severed from its 
future and praent  aspects, the future has its future aspect, 
without being altogether deprived of its past and present aspects, 
the present likewise retains its present aspect, without completely 
losing its past and future aspects. Just as, when a man f a b  into 
passionate love with a female, he is not altogether deprived of his 
capacity of love towards other females (but this capacity is not 
prominent). 

(3) d change of condition (auastlui) is advocated by the 281, a. 1. 

venerable Vasnmitra. He is known to have maintained that, 
when one element manifests itself a t  different times, i t  changes 
in condition, and receives different designations according to the 
condition which i t  has reached, without changing in substance. 
(When an element is in a condition in which i t  does not yet pqo,. 
produce its function, i t  is called future ; when i t  produces it, i t  is 
called present ; when, baring produced it,, i t  ceases to  work, i t  
is past, its substance remaining the same.) Just as in an abacus 
the same ball rrceives different significations according to the 
place i t  is thrown in. If i t  is thrown in the place for units i t  
means one, if in the place for hundreds i t  means a hundred, if 
in the place for thousands i t  meana one thousand. 

' Or, if 7Cw p1tand8 for s u a e p ,  "its essence.'' 



281, a. 3. (4) -4n advocate of contingency (apekG) is the venerable 
Buddhadeva. He is known to have maintained the principle 
that an element in the course of time receives this or that 
denomination on account of its relation to the former and the 

Yapom. next moment. (An element is future with respect to  the former 
one, he i t  past or present, it is present with respect to  a former, 
i.e. past one or with respect to the next one, i.e. future one, i t  
is past with respect to the next one, be i t  present or future.) 
Just as the same female may be called a mother (with respect to  
her children) and a daughter (with respect to  her own 
mother). 

Thus i t  is that all these four (lines of thought) are fio many 
varieties of the theory which maintains Universal Existence. As 
regards the first of them, i t  is nothing else than the doctrine of the 
changing manifestations (of one eternal matter). Therefore i t  
must be included in the SHnkhya system (whioh has already 
been rejected). As to the second, i t  is a confusion of all times, 
since i t  implies co-existence of all the aspects (of an element) 
a t  the same time. The passion of a man may be prominent 
towards one female, and merely existent (imperceptibly) towards 
another one, but what has this fact to  do with the theory i t  is 
supposed to illustrate ? According to the fourth explanation, 
i t  would follow that all the three times are found together, 
included in one of them. Thus in the scope of the past timc we 
can distinguish a former and a following moment. They will 
represent a past and a future time. Between them tho inter- 

'281, .. 7. mediate momcnt will correspond to a present time. Thus i t  is 
that among d l  proposed explanations the (remaining one alone), 
the third in number, is right, that which maintains a ohange of 
condition (or function). According thereto the difference in time 
reposes on the difference in function: a t  the time when an  
element does not yet actually perform its function i t  is future ; 
when performing it, i t  becomes present; when, after having 
performed it, i t  stops, i t  becomes past. 

281, b. I .  Sautri~~tiku.-Although I perfectly understand all this, I do 
not see my way to admit that i t  implies a real existence of the 
past and of the future. Bor, if the past is really existent and 
the future likewise, what induces us (to make a distinction 
between them and) to  call them past and future ? 

Vaibh86ika.-But have we not already explained i t  : the time 
of an  element is settled in accordance with the time of ila function. 

Soutrtintiku.-If this he the case, an eye wbich does not look 
a t  the present moment will not he present, because i t  does not 
perform its function ? 

Vaibhd#ika.-It is present (because i t  performs its other 
functions) : i t  iq the immediate cause (of the next moment of its 
existence a i d  the remote cause) determining (its future character). 

(Although aneyethat doesnot look is not performing its function, bIoi~ims.pn, ii, 
it, nevertheless, is efficient in immediately producing and fore- 16& 4' 

casting the homogeneoumesa of its future with its past and in 
producing its, so-cnlled, co-operative result.' In  that sense i t  is 
present.) 

Sautr8ntika.-In that case the past will be the same as the 
present, since the past likewise produces such results-the past 
viewed as a cause of homogeneousness in consecutive  moment^,^ 
as a general moral cause,s and as a cause requiring retribution a- 
all these causes would be present since they may perform their 
actual functions a t  the present moment. 

Vuibh&ika.-I call present a cause which exhibits a t  the present 
' 

moment a double function-that of giving an immediate result 

1 The Sar~is t i~ id ine  establish severs1 h k i  of causal relation8 betwsen 
the elements. If e.g. a. moment of the sensn of vision produces in the next 
moment s. visual sensation, it is termed kbraphrtu and itn resnlt 
a d h i p t i - p h h .  This relation will be absent in the case of an inefficient 
condition of the organ of vision. But there are other relations between 
the momenla of this organ. When tho next moment is j ~ ~ t  the same aa 
the foregoing one, thw evoking in Lhe observer the idea of dumtion, thia 
relation ie termed so6l@d~etu as to s. ni+ynndn-phala. If this moment 
appears in a stream (sant&na) whioh is defiled by the presence of passions 
(kfqa), thisdefiling oharwterisinherited by thenext moments,if no stopping 
of it is produced. Such a. relation is called sawatraga-hetu as to nigyanda- 
phla.  FinaUy every moment in o stroam ie under the influenee of former 
deeda (karma) and may, in its turn, have an influence on future events. 
This relstion is termed uipirka-hetu ns to vipika.phla.  The simultaneity 
of the inseparable elementa of matter nil1 produce a eo-operative result 
( p w q a k j r a - p b h ) .  These bs t  three relations must be existent even in 
the ease of s. oon-operative moment of the sense of vision. Cf. Ah. K., 
ii, 50 R. ; 0. Rosenborg, Plobleme, chap. xs. 
' Szbk@a-hetu. 
8 Swualraga-hetfr. 
4 V i p i i B - k h .  

6 



and that of determining the character of its remote future. A 
past cause, although i t  may produce a result a t  the present 
moment, does not, a t  present, determine its general character 
(which has been previously determined). Therefore the past 
is not the same as the present. 

Saulrdniiha-If the time is settled according to eEciency, an 
element may he past inasmuch as its power of determining the 
general character of a remote result belongs to the past, and i t  
may be present nevertheless, since i t  produces the result of the 
present moment. Thus a confusion of the characteristic signs of 
all the three times will arise, and I maintain that you are guilty 
of such confusion. Your standpoint leads to the absurdity of 
assuming actual or semi-actual past causes (i.e. semi-present 
elements), since the cause of homogeneousness and other past 
causes may produce a (present) result. A confusion of the 
essential natures of the three times is the consequence. 

(PART 11.-The case against Euerlasting Elements) 

SautrEi~tika.-To this we must make the following reply :- 
What is i t  that keeps (an element from exhibiting its action) ? 

And how is (the time of this action to he determined) ? If it, 
the time of an element's existence, does not differ from the 
essence of the element itself, there will altogether be no time. 
If the element in the future and in the past exist6 just in the 
same senae as in the present, why is i t  future and past 2 The 
essence of the elements of existence (dharmdd) is deep ! 

If the essence alone of the elements of existence persists 
throughout all the three times, hut not their function, what is i t  
that constitutes an impediment to this function ? What is i t  tbat 
sometimes induces them to perform and sometimes keeps them 
hack from performing their function ? 

Va'aibhdgika.-The function is performed when all the necessary 
conditions are present. 

Sau1rEntih.-This won't do! because (according to yo111 
theory) these conditions are always present. Again, as to the 
functions themselves, they likewise may be past, future, and 
present. They then require an explanation in their turn. 
Will you admit the existence of a second function (which will 

determine the time of the first) 9 or will you suppose tbat i t  
neither is past, nor future, nor present, but that it, nevertheless, 
does exist ? In this case this function will not be subject to the 
elementary forces of life (smmskyta) and will represent an im- 
movable eternal entity (asavpsk?.ta). For this reason you cannot 
maintain that, as long as an element does not yet perform its 
function, i t  is future. 

Vaib1uigika.-If the function of an element were something 281, b. 7. 
different from the element itself, your objections would be right. 
But since i t  is not different, they do not hold good. 

Saufrdntika.-Then there is no time a t  all ! If the function is 
the same as the subst,ance, the elements will always remain 
identical. For what reason are they sometimes called past, 
sometimes future, and sometimes present 2 

VaiMG#ika.-An element that has not yet appeared is future, 
one which has appeared and not yet disappeared is present, 
one which has disappeared is past. What is i t  you find unfounded 
in this explanation ? 

Sazrfr6ntika.-The following point needs here to be established :- 
if thb past and the future exist in the same sense as the present, 
as realities, why is it, then, that, being existent in the same sense, 
they are future and past ? If the substance of the same element 
is alone (permanently) existent, what is the reason that i t  is 
spoken of as " having not yet appeared " or " gone " 2 What is 
i t  that does not appear later on and whose absence makes us 
call i t  " past " ? 

Thus it is that the notion of three times will altogether have 
no real foundation, as long as you don't accept the view tbat the 
elements appear into life out of non-existence and return again 
into non-existence after having been existing. (Your theory 
implies eternal existence of the elements.) 

VaibhE?ika.-It is absurd to maintain that it implies eternal 
existence ! There are the four force8 (of origination, decay, main- 
tenance, and destruction) to which every element is subject, 
and the combination (of the permanent essence of an element 
with these forces produces its impermanent manifestations in life). 

Sautrd.tika.-Mere words ! They cannot explain the origination 
and decay (which are going on in the processof life). An element, 
according to this view, is permanent and impermanent a t  the 



same time. This, indeed, is something quite new ! I t  has been 
said on this occasion :- 

Maintained eternal essence ; 
Denied eternal being ! 
And yet no difference between 
This essence and this being. 
'Tis clearly a caprioe 
Of the Almighty ! 
'Tis spoken by His order! 

(Vaibh&ika.-Rut Buddha has said that there " is"  a past 
and there " is " a future.) 

8autrZntika.-We, likewise, maintain that there " is"  a past 
and there " is " a future. But this means that what has been 
formerly " is " past, and what, in the (presence of its causes), 
will happen " is " future. They exist in this sense only, not in 
reality. 

282, b. 1. 7aibhSika.-Who has ever maintained that they exist just in 
the same sense in which the present exists ? 

Sautrrintika.-How can one exist otherwise ? 
Vaibh&ika.-The essence of the past and of the future is 

(always) existent. 
Sautrrintika.-If they are always existent, how is the 

(remarkable result) brought about that they are called past or 
future ? Therefore the words of our Sublime Lord, " there is 
a past, there is a future," must be understood in another sense. 
He proffered them when discussing with the Ajivikas (who dcnied 
moral responsibility for past deeds). He strongly opposed their 
doctrine, which denied the connexion between a past cause and 
a future result. In  order to make i t  known that a former cause 
and a future result are something which happened formerly 
and will happen in future, he categorically declared : " There is 
a past, there is a future." For the word " is " acts as a 
particle (which may reler to something existent and to non- 
existence as well). As e.g. people will say : "there is absence of 
lieht" (before i t  has been kindled), "there is absence of tight after 
(it has been put out)," or the " light i.7 put out, but I did not 
put i t  out ". When Buddha declared that there " is " a past 
and there " is  " a future, he used the word " is " in that sense. 

Had i t  been otherwise, i t  would be absolutely impossible 
to account for (the notions of) a past and a future. 

Vaib7uifika.-But, then, how are we to understand the words 282, b. 5. 

of our Sublime Lord when addressing the Ligudqikhipaka 
wandering ascetics (the hearers of a tress on the head and a stick 
in the hand) ? Why did he declare : " a deed (which requires 
immediate retribution) is past, is accomplished, is hished, is 
gone, has disappeared, but, nevertheless, i t  does exist." What 
did these ascetics really deny ? Not that the accomplished deed 
was paat, (but that i t  could have some actual existence, i.e. 
some efficiency. Hence the words of Buddha imply an actual 
existence of the past). 

Sautrintika.-(No !) He meant that a force to produce 29% b. 7. 
retribution is driven by a past deed into the run (of combined 
elements which constitute an individual). Were it existent in 
reality, i t  would not be past. This is the only way in which this 
passage needs be understood, because on another occasion, in 
the sermon about " Non-substantiality as the Ultimate Truth ",' 
the Sublime Lord has spoken thus : " when the organ of vision 
appears into life, there is absolutely nothing from which i t  pro- 
ceeds, and when i t  vanishes, nought there is to which i t  retires. 
Therefore, O Brethren, this organ of vision has no former 
existence. Then i t  appeara, and after having been existent i t  
vanishea again." If a future organ of vision were existent, 
Buddha would never have declared that i t  appeared out of non- 
existence (out of nothing). 

Vaibh@ika.-(This passage means that), as far as the present 283, a. 2. 
time is concerned, i t  did not exist, and then appeared (in the scope 
of this time). 

Sautr6ntika.-Impossible ! Time is not something different 
Irom the object (existing in it). 

Vaihh8&z.-B11t may not its essence have not been present 
and then have appeared 2 

Smutrintika.-This would only prove that i t  had no (real) 
future existence. 

(The second argumenf of the Sarv8sti~'a'dins refuted) 

Sautr6ntika.-Now your second argument is drawn from the 28.3, a. 3 

circumstance that cognition, when arising, reposes on two factors : 
Paranr&rib.$bnyaM-dGIIa, Smpyuktlgama, riii, 22 (MeGorern). 



a perceptive faculty and a corresponding object. Here we must 
a t  first (consider the instance) of mental cognition reposing on 
the operation of the intellect and on a mental (not sensuous) 
object.' Is this object a real cause in the same sense as thr 
intellect 2 or is i t  a mere (passive) objpct realized by the intellect ? 
If i t  were a real active cause, how could events wh~ch must happen 
after the'lapse of a thousand seons, or those which never will 
happen, possibly constitute an active cause of the corresponding 
cognition ? And the Final Deliverance, which is synonymous with 
the total cessation of every operation of all the elements of 
existence, how can i t  constitute a really active cause of its own 
conception ? But if, on the other hand, such objects are mere 
passive objects of the operating mind, then I maintain that they 
may be future and may be past. 

93, a. 7. Vaibh&&.-If they altogether do not exist, how can they 
possibly he objects ? 

Saufrhniika.-Their existence I admit, (understanding by 
existence) that very form in which they are conceived by us a t  
the present moment in the present place. 

283, a. 8. VaibhWka.-And how are they conceived ? 
8autrZntika.-As past and as future. If somebody remembers 

a past object or a former feeling, he has never been observed to 
say " i t  exists ", but only " i t  did exist ". 

(The third anpnei&t of the SmLnistiuEdiits emmined) 
283. b. 1. Saut~Zntika.--4s (to the cognition of past and future) sense 

objects, the past ones are remembered in that very form in which 
they were experienced when they were present, and the future 
oues are known to Buddhas just in that form in which they will 
appear a t  the time when they will be present. 

Vaibhipka.-And if i t  be just the sazne existence (as the present 
one) ? 

SautrEntika.-Then i t  is present. 
Vaibh@ika.-If not 1 
SautrZrr1ika.-(It is absent : and thus) it is proved that absence 

can be cognized just as well (as presence). 
Vaibhlika.-Rut (will you not admit that tbe past and the 

future) are fragments of the present itself ? 

Saa1rEntika.-No, because we are not comcious of apprehending 
fragments. 

Vaibhd&a-But, then, i t  may represent the ssme stuff, with 
the mere (difference that in the past and the future) its atoms 
may be disjoined ? 

SaulrZntika.-In that case, atoms will he eternally existent, 
and (all the process of life) will consist in their either combining 
or disjoining. There will altogether be no new origination, , 

no real extinction, and thus you will become guilty of adhering 
to the (heretical) doctrine 01 the djivikas. 

ue 26.3, b. 4. Moreover, you will he contradicted by the scriptural passa, 
(referred to above) : " when the organ of vision is produced, 
i t  does not come from some other place ; when i t  disappears, i t  is 
not going t,o he stored up in another place, etc." 

On the other hand, it is impossible that feelings and other 
(mental phenomena), wbioh have no atomic structure, should be 
divided into fragments. If remembered, they likewise are 
remembered in that very form in which they did appear and were 
experienced. And, if you suppose that they continue to exist 
in the same form, they must he eternal. If they do not, it will 
be proved that (a non-existent feeling) may be apprehended 
(by memory) just as well (ae an existent one is apprehended by 
self-perception). 

VaibGika.-If non-existence is capable of being apprehended, ma,  b. IJ. 

you must add to (the list of all things cognizable, i.e.) to the 
twelve bases of cognition (dyatana), a new category, the thirteenth, 
non-existence. 

Sau&Entika.-Su~nosing I think about the absence of a 
& A  - 

thirteenth category, what will be then the object corresponding 
to my thought ? 

Vaibh9ika.-It will be this very (category, i.e. i h )  name. 
Sautr6ntika.-And what is i t  (generally speaking) that we 

apprehend, when we are expecting to hear a word which as yet 
is not pronounced ? 

Vaibhdsika.-It is nothing else than this very word. 
8autrZntika.-Then a person who desires not to hear this word, 

will he obliged to pronounce i t !  
Vaiblnisika.-It may be the future condition of this 

word ? 



8auhintika.-If i t  is something existent, why does i t  produce 
an idea of ahsence ? 

Vaibh4ika.-Then i t  may he its present ahsence ? 
8autrEntika.-No ! i t  is the same. (If this present ahsence is 

something existent, why does i t  produce an idea of non-existence?) 
Vaibhrj?ika.-Then i t  may he the characteristic sign of a 

future ; (this sign is absent a t  present, and gives rise to the idea 
of non-existence). 

Sau1rEntika.-This sign consists (in the fllot that the future) 
will appear into existence out of a previoua non-existence. Thus 
i t  is that both existence and non-existence may he objects of 
cognition. 

284, a. 2. Vaib@ika.-And how do you explain the words of the future 
Buddha, who has spoken thus : " that  theae persous know or 
perceive things which do not exist in the world-this is 
impossible ! " ? 

SautrEn1ika.-These words (do not mean that non-existence 
cannot he an object of cognition, hut they) have the following 
meaning :-" there are other, manifestly deluded, persons (who 
have not yet attained the divine power of vision: they) perceive 
things that never did exist. I perceive only existing (remote) 
things." If, on the contrary, every possible thought had only 
existing things for its ohject, what reason could there have been 
for doubting (the accuracy of the assertion of such people about 
what they were perceiving by their power of divine vision) ? 
or what would have been the difference (hetween the bodhisatttvl's 
real power of vision and the incomplete power of these men) ? 

254, 5. It is inevitable that we should understand the passage in this 
sense, hewluse i t  is confirmed by another scriptural passage, 
which begins with the words : " come unto me, ye monks, my 
pupils ! " and gocs on until the following words are spoken : 
" what I am telling hi in the morning heeomes clearer a t  night, 
what I am conversing about a t  night heeomes clearer to him next 
morning. He will cognize the existence of what does exist, the 
non-existence of what does not exist. Where something still 
higher exists, he will know that there is something still 
higher ; and where nothing higher exists, he will know that (it is 
the Final Deliverance, that,) there is nothing higher than that ! " 
Therefore the argument (in favour of a real existence of the past, 

that you have drawn from the supposed fact that) our intellect 
can have only existent things for ita ohjecethis  argument is 
wrong. 

(The fourth argument of the Samtistiolidins examind) 

SautrEn1ika.-As to your next argument (in favour of the real 284, a. 7. 
existence of the past, viz. because i t  has a real) result-we must 
observe that we, the Santrintikas, never did maintain that a 
result can he produced from a past deed (directly). 

Vaibhd8ika.-How is i t  produced, then ? 
SautrCntiL.-(This deed) is the beginning of a peculiar chain 

of events (in the course of which the result appears sooner or 
later). A more detailed explanation of this point will he given 
later on, when we will refute the theorp (of the Vitaiputriyas. 
who) maintain the existence of an individual.' (Aa to your view, 
i t  is manifestly inconsistent.) What result can a past deed 
produce according to this vier  ? If the past and the future are 
llotnally existent, the result will necessarily he pre-existent 
from all eternity. 

VaVaibhE$ika.-(But we assume the existence of the force of 
generation 2 )  

8nulrEntika.-Wdl, then, i t  will be established that this force 
itself appears after having previounly been non-existent ! In  fact, 
if evorything withont any exception is pre-existent, there can be 
nothing that could have a force to produce anything ! In the end 

qaganya. it comes to the same as the theory of the followers of Var: 
m g  new According to them there is neither production of sometk' 

nor extinction of something oxistent: what exists is always 
existent, what does not exist will never hecome existent. 

Vnibhdgiko.-But the force (of a past deed) may conist in 
" making present " (some already existing element) ? 

8auWntika.-How is this " making present " to he understood? 284, b. 3. 

Vaib&ika.-It consists in removing (the result from one) 
place to another. 

8aulrEntika.-Then the result would he eternally pre-existent. 
And, as to nou-existent elements, how can they (he made to change 
place) ? Moreover, such " removing " means production (of a 
motion, i.e. of something) which previously did not exist. 

1 Ab. K., ia, translated in my Saul T1,em.v. 



284. b. 5. VaibhEgika.-It may consist in a " specification " of the (ever- 
lasting) essence of an element ? 

SautrLintih.-This, again, would prove that there is production 
of what previously did not exist. To conclude : the principle of 
Universal Existence, as far as exegetical literature is concerned, 
where i t  implies an actual existence of the past and of the future, 
does not hold good. On the contrary, i t  is all right if we strictly 
conform to the words of Scripture, where i t  is declared that' 
" everything exists ". 

Vaibluigika.-And in what sense has i t  been declared in 
Scripture that " everything exist3 " ? 

Sautr3ntih.-0 Brahmins ! i t  has been declared, " everything 
exists " : that meana no more than " the elements included in the 
twelve categories (Eyalunn) are existent ". 

Vaib@ika.-And the three t.imes (are they not included among 
these elements) ? 

SautrEniika.-(No, they are not !). How their existence is to 
be understood we have already explained. 

(The SnmListiuUim reverts to his j rs t  arqumenl) 
284, b. 7. Vaibluiika.-If the past and the future did not exist, how could 

i t  be possible that a man should he attracted by (a past and future 
passion) to a (past or future object of enjoyment) 2 

Sautdn1ika.-This becomes possible because past passions 
leave residues (or produce seeds), which are the causes of new 
passions ; these seeds are existent (and the saint has the capacity 
of keeping them dowu, of being independent of them). There- 
fore, a man can be bound by (past accesses of) passion. And i t  
is in this sense that he can be allured by (future or past) objects, 
because the seeds of these passions, which are directed towards 
(past and future enjoyments), are alwnpa present in him. 

Conclusion 

C f i  
Vaibh@ika (does not feel discountenanced by this series of 

286, a. 1. 
arguments, and says :) We VaibhB:ikas, nevertheless, maintain 
that the past and the future certainly do exist. But (regarding 
the everlasting essence of the elements of existence, we confess) 
that this is something we do not succeed in explaining, their 
essence is deep (it is traascendental), since its existence cannot 

be established by rational methods.' (And a3 to the use we make 
of the notion of time in common life, i t  is contradictory. We use) 
the expression : " what appears vanishes " (implying that the 
same element appears and disappears, e.g.) " some matter appears 
and disappears ". But we, likewise, say " one thing appears, 
another disappears ", implying that one element, the future one, 
enters into life, and another one (the present one), stops. We also 
speak of the appearing of time (itself " t,he time is come "), 
because the element which enters into life is included in the notion 
of time. And we speak about being born "from time", since 
the future includes many moments (and only one of them actudly 
enters into life). 

End of the Episodical Investigation 

1 The Peking and Nmthang Rstan-hggur rend here &a;-bar armi nvs-80. 
This may mean that the remark of the \'nibh@ika applia to the elements 
of rnind done, i.e. the elements that cannot be carried from one plaoe to 
another. Rut Sabghabhadra's text points to s. reading b p d - p r  ni nW4o. 
which nndouhtedly is the correct one,ainoe it is supported bythe translation 
of Hiuen-Taang. The corruption muat be very old, sines the block-print 
of the Ags monastery, whi~his fo~ndedon oldsouroes coming from Derge, 
ropeats it and it is retained hg Mehims-ps. 
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GENERAL VIEW 

.411 elements of eu~stence (sarvam = 15 dlmnntta) 
I 

I 
aawk#a (72) ~ L r l a  (72) 

I 
asawkrfa (3) 

i 2  elements " co-opera- the same elements, but " non-co-opers- 
ting" in full swing "co-oper?tion2' abating ting " 

I I 
upadina-skandha ancisrow-skandha 

elements "attached" the same elements, but 
I 

extinction of 
to  life attachment fading the elements 

I I I 
dahklm ibcmvdaya mdrga nirodha 

I 
p?thog-jana I drys I 

liuddha 
I I 

I 
sanaara 

I 
nirvana 

empirical existence nbsolute existence 
I I 



CLASSIFICATION OF ALL ELEMENTS OF EXISTENCE 

(Sarvam = amitman = 12 Eyatanas = 18 d m u s  = 75 dharmas) 
I .  F k t  General Division 

1. aowbkz  . . co-operating, impermanent . . 72 dhamas. 
2. aaowk~la  . . non-co-oprating, imrnutsble . . 3 ,, 

11. Sewnd h r a l  Division 
I. a&mw . . " iduenced" by paaaiona, process of life in full . . 

swing. 
2. a~arouo . . " unintluenoed " by passions, process of life abating 

and suppressed. 
The first item corresponds to the seventy-two samskyta- 

d h a s  as far as they co-operate in the production of an 
ordinary life (prthgsjam),  the second contains the three 
eternal elements (a . sa~k%)  and the s a ~ k y t a  as well, in 
those cases when l i e  is being gradually suppressed and the 
individual becomes a saint ( d y a ) .  

111. Third General Division, into four stages (satya) 
1. duhkha . . .unrest 
2. aomuhya . . its osuse} = the 72 a*4v(Idham. 

3. nirodha . . eternal peace = the 3 m a w W  a m a m -  
4. mirgo . . its cause -the remaining allrismJ dhorm. 

IV. Fourth General Division 
from the view-point of the part played by the elements in 
the process of cognition, into six subjective and six objective 
" bases " (Eyatana) of cognition. 

I. Sir internal basea (adhydtma 11. Six external bases (bahpz. 

I ' 
dyatana) or receptive faculties dyatma) or objeots (v4uya).  

(indrivo). . . 
1. Sense oi vismn (eakgw-indriya- 7. Colour and shape (ruga-dyiya. 

dyalana). t a m ) .  
2. Senseof audition (@*a-indriya- 8. Sound (pbda-dyutana). 

dyatana). 
3. Senseof srnell~ng(ghrdnn.indviy~. 9. Odour (gondha-dyatana), 

ayiyatam). 
4. Sense af taste ( j ihw-indriya- 10. Taste (rasa-dynlan~).  

dyatann). 
5. Sense o i  touch (kdyaindriya- 11. Tmgibles (aprag@~ya.aya. 

6yatana). t a m ) .  
fi. Faculty of the intellect or con- 12. Non-sensuoos objects (dhar- 

sciousnens (mum -indr ip -  ma-riyatana or d h m d & ) .  
liyolano). 
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In  this classification the eleven first items correspond to 
eleven elements (dharmz), each including one. The twelfth 

item contains all the remaining sixty-four elements, and it is 
therefore called dharma-Eyatana or simply dhamEh, i.e. the 
remining elements. 

V .  Fyth General Division 
into eighteen classes (dhritu = gotra) of elements represented 
in the composition of an individual stream of life ( s a a l z a )  
in the different planes of existence. 

I. Six indriyaa. 11. Sin vipoyaa. 
1. cekpur-druita, sense of vision. 7. rGpa.dGtu, colour. 
2. polra.dhbh, ,, sudition. 8.  pbda.druilz, sound. 
3. ghre?m-rdIrrit%, ,. srnelliig. 9. gandh-dMtu, odour. 
4. h d  ,, tas te .  10. ram-Qbtu, taste. 
6. kya-druitrr, ., tonoh. 11. aprq!auya-druitu, taogibhs. 
6, marno-druitll, ,, faculty of 12. dhavma-dGtu, or dharnzbp, 

intellect. nonmnauous objects. 

111. Six vijiidnaa. 
13. Visunl canscmusness (eakgur-vlj6dm.dhdhr). 
14. A I ~ ~ L ~ O ~ ~  ,, ($ro t ra -"yana-dhd l~) .  
15. Olfactory ,, (ghrd~-vijrin'na-dhdl.). 
16. Gustatory ,, (jshva-oijfi,iana.dhat.). 
17. Tactile ,, (Icaya.v~6dsa-dhdt<~).  
18. Non-senmow ,, (maw-uij6dna-dhatu). 

Ten of these d&us contain one dharma each (Nos. 1-5 
and 6-11); tbe dhElu No. 12 contains sixty-four d h w  
(forty-six caitta, fourteen citta-viprayukta, three asamskrta, 
and avijgapti) ; consciousness, representing a single dharm,  is 
split into seven dluitus, No. 6 and Nos. 15-18. 

On the sensuous plane of existence (kBm-DEtu)  the 
individual streams (sanBna) are composed of all the eighteen 
dX3us. I n  the world of " Reduced Matter" (rtip&DMtu) 
the d7uitu.s Nos. 9-10 and 15-16 are absent, and the 
individuals are composed of only fourteen dhEtus. I n  the 

Immaterial Worlds (arcpa-Dhdtu) they are composed of only 
three dhdtus, Nos. 6, 12, and 18, since all matter and sensuous 
consciousness does not exist there. 

The six vipayas are visaya in regard to the six indriyas, 
but dlambana in regard to the six vijGna8. 

7 



VI. Sixth division, of the seventy-two active elements 
(samskyta-dhamza) into five groups (skandha). 

1. r6~-akandha . the physical elements, mattar . Il dharmas. 
2. & a - a k a n d h  . feeling . . . . . 1 ,, 
3. aanjm-akandh . oonception . . . . . 1 ,, 
4. sadnra-skandha. will and other forces . . . 58 ,, 
5. vijGw-skondha . pure ronseiousoem (without content) 1 ,, - 

Together . . 72 ,, 
Group means collection, viz. of d h a m  past, present, and 

future, remote and near, pure and defiled, etc. The asavpkfla 
are not included in this division, but the other an&ava, 
as well as the s ~ a ~ a ,  are included. When the sZwava alone 
are meant, the groups are caUed u@&ina-skatdha, i.e. elements 
of "att9chment" to life. Other synonyms are r a w  
" struggle ", duhkha " unrest ", duhkha-samudaya " cause of 
unrest ", loka " mundane existence ", dg&-sthiti "the place 
where the belief in the existence of personality obtains", 
bhava " existence" simply, since by existence simply the 
usual existence of ordinary men is meant. 

When the skandhas embrace all the savpkyta-dhams, 
the slrava and anlraza as well, they receive, in contra- 
distinction to the upZddna-skuadhas, other names : adhvdnah 
" the (three) times ", kathd-vastu " objects of speech ", 
sanibaraw " elements to be suppressed ", savastuka " having 
empirical reality ", or "being subject to causality ". The 
skandha No. 4 contains all the caitta-dharmas, except cedand 
and sanj%i, i.e. forty-four mental faculties with cetand, 
the will as the principal one, and fourteen general forces 
(&tta-viprayukta). 

THE SINGLE ELEMENTS OF. MATTER (RCTPA), MIND (CITTA- 
CAITTA), FORCES (VIPRAYUKTA-SAMSK~A), AND ETERNITY 

(ASAMSKWTA) 

A. MATTER ( R ~ P A )  
1. cakgur-indriya, trsnslucent matter ( r I p p a a i d a )  oon~e*g visual 

senea.tians. 
2. $rotwinbiya, transluoent matter (rip-prase&) conveying auditory 

sensstiom. 
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Matter is divided into primary (bhaa = mamhicta) and 
secondary (bhautika). Four atonm of primary matter, one 
from each maluibhata, are necessaq ta toupport one bhauska- 
atom. Only No. 10, the tactile class, contains both a11 the 
primary and some secondary kinds of tactibiity: aU the 
other classes contain only secondary, supported, kind of 
matter. 

I I Tk Four Universal Elements of Matter (malui6hSa) .'?' 
1. plhivi ,  element manifesting itself ea hmhtnff, or repulsion. 
2. op, , , ,, viecoua-stuff, or attraction. 
3. tejan, , ,, ,, heat.stuff. 
4. irana, ,, , ,. motion-stuff. 

. AvijBapli is a variety of karma. Actions can be either 

mental (atan@ or physi~ll--oorporeal and vocal acts (luiyika- 
and wicika-kaw). They are also divided into manifest acts 
(vijkpti) and unmanifested ones--avijEapti. The latter are, 
for our habits of thought, not acts, but their results, they are 
not physical, but moral. If a novice has taken the vows he 
has committed a physical, vocal action, which is vijriapti, 
but the lasting result is some moral excellence hidden in 
consciousness, and this is avijliapti. I t  constitutes a link 

I between the act and its future retribution ; it is, therefore, 
the same as sapsluira, ap%va, adr@ of the Brahmanical 
systems. Although by no means physical, since it lacks the 
general characteristic of matter which is impenetrability 
(sapratighalva), it nevertheless is brought by the 
SarvPstivLdii (not by others) under the head of rip, 
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because of its close connexion with the physical act upon 
which i t  follows as a shadow cast from an object always 
foUows that object. 

B. CONSCIOUSNESS, PURE, WITHOUT CONTENT (OITTA = 

MANAS = V I ~ ~ ~ N A )  
1. moms, ooneciouaness in the rBle of an independent, sixth, perceptive 

faculty, cognizing the non-sensuous, or sbstraot, 
objects ( d h r m a ) :  it represents the preceding 
momant with regard to the mano-upririina. 

2. cokput-wij&ina, the same pure consciousness when associated with the 
V i P u * l ~ ~  

3. pi~a-vij+iirna. the same pure consciousness when assooiated with the 
auditory same. 

4. gkdw-vijana, the same pure oonsciouaness when ansooiated with the 
0lfaotory sense. 

6. jiht%uijCdno, the same pure oonsoiousness when associated with the 
taste sense. 

6. kirya-vijl*ina, the aame pure oonsoiouane~ when associated with the 
tactile sew. 

7. mano-uijam, the same pure consciousness when assooiated with e 
pmvioiaos moment of the same run of conriomsnese 
without prticipstion of any of the five senses. 

C. THE FORTY-SIX MENTAL ELEMENTS (CAITTA-DHBRMA) 
OR FACULTIES INTIMATELY COMBINING WITH THE ELEMENT 

OF CONSOIOUSNESS (CI~TA-SAMPRAYUETA-SAMS~RA) 

They are divided into- 
1. 10 citta-mfmbhlimika-dbm, Mental Faculties. 
2. 10 kslpla-moMbhlmikndb~ma 
3. 6 kle$a~mafmbhiLmika.dh~~ma 
4. 1 ohpkr-maMbhpimikn.dbma i\foml FOICRO. i 1 
5. 10 u~k2e(a.(1~lilta-)bh4mika.dbrma 
6. 8 wiyabr-bh4miktz.dhnm - 

Together . 46 

a. Ten General Mental Faoulties present i n  every moment of 
Cmsciousness (citta-ma&bhlimika)- 

1. v~domi . . faculty of feeling (pleasant. unpleasant, indiEerent).+ 
2. aan&%i . . ,, concepts (capable of coalescing with a word). 
3. oefami . . ,, dl, conscious e8wt (citta-abhieagaMro, 

citlo-papanda). 

. i 
4. apnw . . ,, sensation (compare.bl.ble to r first " contact " I 

between object, sense-organ, and con- 
soiousness). 

5. . faculty of desire (abhipele vastany abhiepa). 
6. pa j% ,, understanding, discriminating ( Y e w  

(= m t i )  saBktnb il?a dkardh  pvfpirllivo Fa- 
uieiymlc). 

7. amrji . . ., memory (cptoao 'pramah). 
8. manaaikda . ,, attention. 
9. &imk?a . ., imlination(dlonzbanarp guwto 'vdkiranam). 
10. samcJhi . ,, oonoentration (!,em ciltam p n r 6 o n h 5  

ekatnihmbone wartate). 

b. Te* Universally "good" Moral Forces, present i n  every 
fa~ourabk llaoment of Consciousness (Incph-n~lhiL- 
hhami!a- 

. fwulty of belief in retributirm, tho purity of mind, the 
reverse of passiou (oittosya pmbdahl. 

. .. ooumge in good actions (Lu(a2a-knyi@b 

" " "  

,, ~ h p e s s ,  mdesty, humility, being ashamed 
with reference tc oneself (gaurwam). The 
reverse of IV, 1. 

5. 0~1rap.i . ,, %version to things objeotionahle, feeling 
disgust with reference to other peoples' 
hhisctionableaotims[avndye bkaya&rgiW. - ,  . ~ 

The wverae of N. 2. 
absence of love. 
absence of hatred. 
omsing no injmy. 
mentaldexterity (eittosya kama22yak%oitt%'a 

Eghauam). 
aaquiring preserving good qualities 

(kucaedm d h e v & & w  pratilambh- 
mgevanam). 

c. 8i.iz Universally " Obscured " Elemelats present i n  every 
ufifaevurable moment of Consciousness (klep-mh&hCmika)- 

1. mdho faculty of ignormce, the reverse af prajlid (I, 6), and 

(= avid*) therefore the primordial muse of the 
commotion (duhkh) of the world-process. 

2. prambda . ,, omlessnes8, the reverse of ape* 11, 10. 
3. knusidya . ,, mental heaviness, clumsiness, the reverse of 

pasrabdhi, 11, 9. 

4. opddkE ,, disturbed mind, the reverse of $~addfm,lI, 1. 
5. alydna . . ,. sloth, indolence, inactive temperament. 
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6 .  auddhaly. . faculty of being addicted to pleaaure and sporte, 
Sangaim0 temperament (cehao' n u p p m b ,  
"nyogitridiqWCra.vq~dlhvlcli~a~Mynud- 
d h l p - ~ 1 a n n ~ m y a . ~ w . E ~ 1 m h b  mitosiko 
d b r m h ) .  

These six faculties are not always absolutely bad ; they 
sometimes may be indifferent (ayzk f la )  for the progress 
towards Final Deliverance, but they are nevertheless always 
" obscured " (nivyta = &7uidita = klista) by promoting the 
belief in an  existing personality (satkzya-anugrliha-drsti. 
sampapk ta ) .  AIways bad (akuplr6u eva) are the following 
two- 

d.  TWO Universally " bad'' Elements present in every 
unfavmrable moment of Consciousness (ahpla-mahz-  
bhtimika4hapma)- 

1. dhrikya . faculty of irmverenoe (agauvauar = oproliwe.1 
+ t m a  ~ u ~ w ~  g Z ( ~ V a ~ ~  Oo P ~ ~ ~ o I ~ ? u  
PWmam na h h ' ) ,  arropnce, want of 
humility (abhaya-vqz.va~tiP). The reverse 
of 11, 4 (gowava-prolidvanduo ' d h m b ) .  

2. aMPnb*PYa. ,, not feeling indignant at offences done by 
othera (avadye aadbhir garhite bhya.?. 
da~EibvomJ. The reverse of 11, 6. I 1  

e .  Ten Tioious Ekments of limited occurrence (upaklepa- 
(paritta-)bhtimiKadharma)- 

1. b o d b  . faculty of anger, violence ( ~ ~ p a & . u i h i w E . w ~ j i l a ~  

sQttuCaatlvaya r?gh&kzh). 
2. m t a h .  ,, hypocrisy, deceit (of courtiers and others). 
3. M t m y a  . ,, envy. 
4 .  . . ,, jealousy. 
6. . ,, sppraaing objeotiomble thio$a (88uodya. 

voalu-pardmarp). 
0. uihimari . ,, causing harm, menacing. 
7. U W * ~  . , bresking friendship. 
8.  MY^ . . , deceit. 
8. @ Y L ~  . . ,, perfidy, trickery. 
10, nmfa . . , comp~aoenoy, self-admiration (of. dm, 

I'1, 71. i 
These ten elements are described as purely mental (mano- 

bhImiE eva) ; they are never associated with any of the 

pralip = gum-slh&*iniya. 

five varieties of sensuous consciousness (na panca-vijfina- 
kiiyikiih), they cannot combine with the four alternatiog 
k l e p  (r*, d w p ,  mrina, vicikitsli), but with lraoha = avidyd 
alone, the purely mental klep.  They must be suppressed by 
knowledge (dr&-ha) ,  not by concentration (bhl ivam5ha).  
For all these reasons they are classitied as vices of a limited 
scope (pritta-bhtimika). 

f. Eight Elements not having any deJtnile @m in the above 
system, but capable of enten'w into various combinations 
(aniyata-bh4ni-dhamaQ)- 

I. h M p  . f m l t y  of repenting. 
2. middh ,, absentmindedness, dreamy st& of mind. 

(= nidrir) 
3. ,,ita&. . ,, & ~ m c b i n g  state of mind. 
4. viava . . ,, fixing state of mind. 
6. . . ,. love, pagsion. 
0. dv&a . . ,. hatred. 
7. . . ,, pride, an erqwated opinion of one's own 

ore.sminenoe by real or ima~ined qualifica. 
t%nons (of. d-, V, 10). 

8. vicikitad . ,, a douhti~~g turn of mind 

Kaukrtga is brought under this head because i t  neither has 
a place among the universal faculties, nor has i t  a definitely 

or defmitely "bad" significance : i t  can mean repent- 
ance for a bad deed and being sorry for having e.g. overdone 
in charity. 

Middha can also have various moral aspects. 
Vitarka and o Z r a  are universal only in the lilima-DMtu. 
R Z p ,  dwa, m z w ,  and sicikitsd are four k k p ,  the fifth 

being rnha placed in 111, 1. Moha is a universal " defiler ", 
entering in every unfavourable conscious moment, but the 
other four " defilers " cannot combine with one another; if 
there is rZga associated with one's consciousness, there can 
be no association with dvesa a t  the same time. Thus i t  is that 
in every favourable, " good" moment, consciousness is 
associated with a t  least twenty-two elements: the ten 

universal ones ( I ,  1-10), the ten universally good ones, and 
vi&a (VI,  4-5). I f  repentance (VI,  1) is added, the 
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number will increase by one. I n  every unfavourable or 
"bad"  moment the minimum number will be twenty 
elements : the ten universal ones (I, 1-10), the six universal1 
"obscured" (111, 1-6), the two universally bad (IV, 1-2) 
and vitarka, vicdra (VI, P5). If all the sawkrta-lak.?a~a , 
citta itself& l a h a w  and upalakga~as are taken into acconn 1 

9 9  the number will increase accordingly (cf. p. 30, n. 2). 
Vasubandhu remarks that i t  is very ditficult to distinguish d l  
these elements even in the long run, let alone in a momeit, 
but d a c u l t  does not mean impossible. Contradictdry 
elements, as e.g. pleasure and pain, cn.nnot enter into the same 
combiiatiou, but contradiction is often only on the surface, 
e.g. stydna and auddhatya, an inactive and an exuberant 
element, are present 'in every vicious moment, i t  is some 
indulging in vice and some active participation. Whether the 
individual or the conscious state shall be more passive or 
more active depends on the occasional predominance of 
one element over the others. In  every moment, or mental 
state, there always is one predominant element, just as in 
material substances we have earth, water, fire, and air, 
according to  the predominance of one of the mah8hzitas 
(cf. p. 13). Among the universally good elements indifference 
(upekd, II,3) and incliition (adhimokga, 11, 9) are not con- 
tradictory: they are directed towards different objects : 
indifference towards pain and pleasure, and inclination toqards 
good deeds, they can go.together. But apram%ia (II,10) and 
pranuida (111, 2) are the reverse of one another, not mutual 
absence alone, and therefore they never can combine. 

Vitarka, VicZra. 
Vitarka and vi&a are sub-conscious operations of the 

mind (na nigcaya-dharwmu). Vitarka is " an  indistinct 
murmur of the mind " (mano-jalpa), which is searching 
(paryegaka) after its object. I n  its initial stage (anatyziha- 
avasthdyEm) it is simply a move of will (atand-vipsa) ; when 
emerging into the conscious plane (atyliha-avasthdydm), i t  

becomes a certain thought (pajG-&@a). Viuira is also an 

" indistinct murmur of the mind ", but i t  is attempting to 
fix (pratyavekgaka) its object ; i t  has the same two stages ; 
i t  is also characterized as a refinement (stZk$matd) of the 
coarser (audZrika) zritarka. Since both these functions are 

associated with sense-consciousness, they very nearly approach 
the Kantian doctrine of synthesis of apprehension preceded 
by the mind running through a variety of sense-impressions, 
as far as tbey are sub-conscious operations of the mind 
preceding a definite sense perception. The Vaibhisikas 

maintain that there is some vitarka (= vikalpa) in every 
moment of consciousness ; they then call i t  svabhba-vi- 
kalpa ; but Vasubandhu seems to admit " pure sensation " 
(reine Sinlichkeit) without any participation of discursive 
thought (vikdpa). Cf. Ab. K. i, 30; ii, 33. Vydsa-bhdsya 
in i, 44, according to  Professor B. Seal (Positive Scienws, 
p. 18), trans. pure intuition (nirvicdra-nirvikdpa-pajE) 
and " empirical 'l" intuition (sazriuiralzirvikalpa-prajrid) ; 
the latter contains tbe three relations of Space, Time, and 
Causation, in addition to pure consciousness. 

D. FORCES WHICH CAN NEITHER BE INCLUDED AMONG 

MATERIAL NOR AMONG SPIRITUAL ELEMENTS (ROPA-CITTA- 
VIPRAYUKTA-SAMSK~R~) 

a, force wbkh controls the collection af the elements 
in an individual stream of life (aan+ino). 

a. force which oooasionallg keeps some elements in 
abeyance in sn individual aani6na. 

s force producing generality or homogeneity of 
erietanoes, the counterpart of the reehtio generality 

rnnscious trance. ~ ~ 

a form  topping consciousness and producing the 
uneansoious trance (through an effort). 

a force stopping oonsoiousness snd producing the 
highat, semi-conscious, dreamy tranoe. 

the force of life.duration, a farce which at the time of 
birth foreeasta the moment of death, just ae the 
force with an srrow ia discharged forecasts 
the moment when it will fall down. 



(-dvasthika or prikarsika pratitya-samutpcida) 

I. F o s r ~ a  Lmg. 
1. avidyri . . . delusion (caitta-dhomo, 111, 1). 
2. 8amaMra . . (= korma) 
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